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Abstract
Next-generation sequencing can be used to genotype an array of HIV variants within clinical
specimens, in a process referred to as deep sequencing. When directed at the gene for HIV envelope,
this approach can be used to generate a high-sensitivity overview of the viral tropism of the HIV
quasispecies in an infected individual. Since HIV variants with tropism for the CXCR4 coreceptor are
not susceptible to the CCR5 antagonist agent maraviroc, their detection is crucial in order to screen
out patients unlikely to achieve viral load declines on maraviroc. There are several assays that test
HIV tropism, but it has been unclear as to which are most useful in the clinical setting. The aim of
this thesis is to compare next-generation sequencing using massively parallel pyrosequencing against
several alternative tropism assays in a total of four large randomized clinical trials of maraviroc. The
methodologies are refned and optimized in the early chapters and applied to clinical specimens
from a total of 2864 HIV-infected individuals.

The concordance of next-generation sequencing with phenotypic tropism assays reached 87%.
Relative to both the original Trofle phenotypic assay and standard population-based sequencing,
deep sequencing had higher sensitivity to detect minority non-R5 HIV. Where assays gave discordant
results, deep sequencing tended to outperform the comparator assay and was able to better
discriminate maraviroc responders from non-responders. Next-generation sequencing had excellent
performance in populations of both treatment-experienced and treatment-naïve individuals. It was
consistently able to determine coreceptor usage, and to predict which patients would respond to
maraviroc. It could be performed using either HIV RNA from blood plasma or HIV DNA from
peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Additionally, longitudinal deep sequencing was performed on
samples taken prior to maraviroc administration and again at treatment failure. Phylogenetic
analyses confrmed that the non-R5 variants present at time of maraviroc treatment failure were
derived from variants detected by deep sequencing before treatment was initiated. In conclusion,
next-generation sequencing was applied to thousands of samples from phase III clinical trials, and
was a superior screening tool to those originally used during trial enrollment. This thesis
demonstrates the clinical utility of next-generation sequencing.
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Foreword
There was a point in time, not so very long ago by some estimates, when a miniscule virus brushed
against a fnger-like protein; twisting ever so slightly, it tethered a second protein, and slipped its
way into the cell of a new species.

Since that frst point, this viral entry has been endlessly and immeasurably repeated, in millions of
people throughout the world. The way in which HIV enters cells has been a focus of basic and
clinical research for decades. The study of that second protein it tethers — the HIV coreceptor — has
far-reaching implications, from immune decline, to drug therapy and even hope for a cure.

By better understanding this early step in the life cycle of HIV, science and medicine have developed
ways of slowing it down and even preventing the entry from occurring at all. Cutting-edge
approaches have been applied to this line of research in the hopes that with each advance, and others
like it, we come closer to the end of HIV.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction & Thesis
Objectives

1.1
1.1.1

Background
The Origins & Current State of the HIV Epidemic

There were an estimated 35.3 million people living with Human Immunodefciency Virus (HIV) in
2013 1. Each year, 2.3 million people are estimated to become newly infected with HIV, and each year
1.6 million people die from Acquired Immune Defciency Syndrome (AIDS) 1. The frst report of AIDS
was published in 1981 2, and its causative agent, HIV, was subsequently characterized in 1983 3. Since
that time, there have been a myriad of studies characterizing almost every aspect of the virus, from its
structure and biology to its epidemiology, treatment, and prevention.

There are two major types of HIV. HIV type 1 (HIV-1) comprises the bulk of the epidemic. HIV type 2
(HIV-2) is mostly isolated to Western Africa, with an estimated prevalence of 1 to 2 million people

.

4,5

Both HIV types belong to the Lentivirus subfamily of the family Retroviridae. These are viruses with
RNA genomes that replicate through a DNA intermediate 6. HIV-1 can be further classifed by
phylogeny into three groups: M (main), O (outlier), or N (non-M/non-O) 7. Group M can be further
subdivided into subtypes or clades. These are lettered A through K (with some exceptions), or are
labelled with more than one letter to indicate circulating recombinant forms

. Globally, subtype C is

7,8

the most prevalent HIV-1 subtype, at close to half of all infections 9. Subtypes A and B are the next
most prevalent infections, at approximately 12% each. Subtype A is most common in Eastern Europe,
Central Asia, and East Africa, while subtype B is most prevalent in Western Europe, the Americas,
and Australia. Two circulating recombinant forms (CRF) exist at global prevalence between 5% and
8%. These are CRF01_AE, which is most common in South-East Asia, and CRF02_AG, which is most
common in West Africa 9. Central Africa — where the HIV epidemic is likely to have frst crossed
over into humans 10–12 — has the greatest diversity of subtypes 9.

1

The zoonotic origins of HIV-1 and HIV-2 have been mostly elucidated 13. Both epidemics arose from
from transmission of Simian Immunodefciency Virus (SIV) infections of non-human primates

.

11,12,14

HIV-1 is likely to have crossed over into humans in at least two cross-species transmission events of
SIVcpz, the virus that infects some chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes troglodytes), and likely gave rise to
HIV-1 groups M, and N 12. HIV-1 group O is related to SIVgor and may have arisen from cross-species
infection from gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) or chimpanzees

, and a recent potential new HIV-1

15,16

group that is distinct from the other three also appears to have crossed over from gorillas 17. The HIV2 epidemic appears to have been derived from SIV sm, which infects sooty mangabeys (Cerocebus
torquatus atys) 14. As is customary in the HIV feld, hereafter, references to HIV can be assumed to be
specifcally to HIV-1 unless otherwise indicated.

1.1.2

The Structure & Replication Cycle of HIV-1

Virions of HIV-1 have a diameter of approximately 110 nm, with an internal protein capsid enveloped
by a lipid bilayer. Inside the capsid are most of the proteins required for the early stages of infection,
as well as two copies of an approximately 9 kilobase-long single-stranded RNA genome. These
genome encodes a total of 15 viral proteins 18. There are nine open reading frames: gag, pol, vif, vpr,
vpu, tat, rev, env, and nef. The Gag, Pol, and Env polyproteins are each cleaved into their smaller active
constituents. The gag gene encodes for the main viral structural components: the MA (matrix) protein,
CA (capsid), NC (nucleocapsid), and p6. The env gene encodes the viral proteins of the outer
membrane envelope: SU (surface), and TM (transmembrane). The primary viral enzymatic functions
are performed by PR (protease), RT (reverse transcriptase), and IN (integrase). These are encoded by
the pol gene. Additionally, there are six accessory proteins: Vif, Vpr, Nef, Tat, Rev, and Vpu, which
have various specialized roles in viral replication

19

. The functions of each these aforementioned

proteins will be addressed in turn as the replication cycle of HIV is described henceforth. An
illustration of the replication cycle can be found in Figure 1.1. Steps targeted by antiretroviral agents
are also denoted in the illustration. Treatment for HIV will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.

2

Figure 1.1: HIV-1 Replication Cycle & Drug Targets

Figure 1.1: HIV-1 Replication Cycle & Drug Targets
Depicted is the replication cycle of HIV-1 from cellular
entry to progeny release and maturation. Specifc antiretroviral classes are indicated adjacent to the step in the life cycle at
which they target. This fgure is adapted from Wong et al, PLoS Pathogens, with modifcation courtesy of Hélène Côté. This
fgure is used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License. © 2013 Wong et al 20. Wong RW, Balachandran A,
Ostrowski MA, Cochrane A (2013) Digoxin Suppresses HIV-1 Replication by Altering Viral RNA Processing. PLoS Pathogens
9(3): e1003241.

PLoS Pathogens 9(3):

3

Briefly, viral entry into a target cell begins when the viral SU glycoprotein (gp120), binds to the
cellular surface receptor CD4, initiating a series of conformational changes in gp120

. This exposes

21,22

certain sites in the glycoprotein — a primary site being the variable V3 loop. Exposure of V3 leads to
binding of a chemokine receptor, generally either CCR5 or CXCR4

22–26

. Host restriction factors such

as beta-defensins or RANTES may provide some protection against binding

, but if coreceptor-

27,28

binding occurs, the entry step can proceed. HIV entry will be described in further detail later in this
chapter since this is the key step related to HIV tropism.

After conformational changes in gp120 associated with coreceptor binding occur, the hydrophobic
fusion peptide of gp41 is exposed and inserts into the cellular membrane 29. In addition to the fusion
peptide of gp41, there is also the N-terminus-linked heptad repeat region (repeating patterns of seven
amino acids), the C-terminus-linked heptad repeat and the transmembrane peptide. In trimeric gp41,
the N heptads form a coiled-coil structure onto which the C heptads then bind, thus collapsing the
overall structure of gp41 into a six-helix hairpin structure

29

. This conformational change in gp41

decreases the effective distance between its fusion and transmembrane peptides. In this way, the
cellular membrane (within which the fusion peptide has been inserted), and the viral membrane
(within with the transmembrane peptide exists) are brought into close proximity. This allows the viral
membrane to fuse with the target cell membrane 22,30,31.

Fusion of the two membranes releases the viral contents into the cytoplasm. The most important
content is the conical viral capsid which comprises multimers of the CA protein 32. The capsid encases
the viral genome and its proteins. A process called uncoating then occurs whereby the capsid shell
begins to disassociate, releasing its contents. At this stage, the genome is released in the form of a preintegration complex (PIC). The PIC comprises the RNA genome, closely associated with several viral
proteins 33. Its release triggers the next step in the life cycle: reverse transcription 22,34.

In order establish a productive infection of a host cell, HIV must convert its RNA-based genome into
DNA. This is achieved by the enzyme reverse transcriptase (RT). RT contains two active sites: an N-

4

terminal RNA- and DNA-dependent DNA polymerase to convert the RNA genome into DNA, and a
C-terminal RNase H to digest the RNA strand during complementary DNA strand synthesis

.

22,35

First, a short stretch of single-stranded DNA is produced at the 5’ end of the viral RNA, and the
complementary RNA is degraded 36. Next, there is a “template switch” whereby this short stretch of
DNA binds at the 3’ end of the viral RNA. Single-stranded DNA is produced complementary to the
RNA, and the RNA is degraded by the RNase H activity of reverse transcriptase. DNA-dependent
DNA polymerase activity of reverse transcriptase is then used to produce double stranded DNA.
During this process, long terminal repeats (LTR) of repeated sequences of DNA are added flanking
the viral genome, resulting in a DNA genome of approximately 10 kilobases in length 18. The activity
of reverse transcriptase is highly error-prone. This is a signifcant contributor to the high degree of
variation seen for HIV

. The reverse transcription step is targeted by the host restriction factor

37

APOBEC3G, which affects elongation of the reverse transcripts and introduces hypermutation in the
growing viral DNA genome

38,39

. These activities are, in turn, antagonized by the viral protein Vif

through induction of APOBEC3G degradation 40,41.

Upon successful completion of reverse transcription, the pre-integration complex with its now DNA
genome is then imported into the cell nucleus, probably through binding of cellular nuclear import
factors or nuclear import signals on the Vpr, IN, CA and/or MA components of the pre-integration
complex

. The viral Integrase protein exposes short stretches of DNA at the 3’ ends of the viral

33,42,43

genome LTRs. The exposed hydroxyl groups are then used to cut the host cell’s chromosomal DNA
and join the viral genome to the cellular DNA, with host cell enzymes completing the process

.

22,44

Interestingly, the host cell factor, nuclear pore protein (Nup) 358 is recruited by the capsid protein in
the pre-integration complex. Nup358 then actually targets the proviral DNA to regions of higher
transcriptional activity, thus ensuring that the virus will be actively replicated

33

. The integration

process thus results in a stable provirus within the cell’s DNA. In some cases the cell may go into a
resting state, resulting in a latently infected cell which can carry this provirus over a long period of
time 45. Alternatively, the replication process can continue with the manufacture of progeny virions
from the integrated provirus.

5

Progeny virions are produced by transcription of the DNA provirus. A promoter within the LTR
initiates the cell’s own transcription process to create plus-strand RNAs from the integrated HIV
genome. These plus-strand RNAs can act either as mRNAs for viral peptide synthesis or be
encapsidated into progeny virions. The viral Tat protein is required for effcient elongation of the
viral plus-strand RNA through recruitment of the cell’s positive transcription elongation factor (PTEF) b. Smaller transcripts can directly enter the cytoplasm from the nucleus. Longer transcripts are
bound by Rev, which recruits the host nuclear export factor CRM1 to facilitate the entry of these
transcripts into the cytoplasm 22. The plus-strand RNAs produced are used as templates for making
viral proteins, and full-length transcripts can be assembled into viral progeny. In the early phase of
viral RNA production, the HIV RNA transcripts are spliced at multiple sites by host cell spliceosomes
. Translation of the viral mRNA is performed by the cell’s ribosomes 46. As the concentration of the

19

viral Rev protein increases, it inhibits host cell splicing of viral RNA transcripts, resulting in singlyspliced and unspliced RNA transcripts which are used for translation of larger polyproteins, as well
as for the genomic RNA 19. Translated viral accessory proteins Nef, Vif, Vpu, and Vpr all contribute to
modifying the cellular environment to ensure effcient viral replication, persistence, and release. This
is achieved through such varied functions as downregulation of CD4 receptors, modulation of the
cell cycle, antagonism of host restriction factors, and enabling of immune evasion 47.

The HIV envelope polypeptide, called gp160, is cleaved into gp120 and gp41 by the host protease,
furin prior to being transported to the cell surface

. Translated Gag proteins accumulate on the

48,49

inner surface of the cellular membrane 46. A subset of Gag units exists as Gag-Pol polyproteins due to
an infrequently occurring ribosomal frame shift

50

. The other viral proteins, as well as the RNA

genomes, all co-associate with different portions of the Gag polyprotein to form the components of a
complete assembled virion

. These Gag units also bind a class of cellular proteins called ESCRT

51,52

complexes. These proteins are usually involved in the formation of vesicles, but are co-opted by the
virus to induce budding of the viral progeny from the cell

22,53

. Budding is antagonized, however, by

the host restriction factor tetherin, which harnesses the budding virions to the cell membrane,
preventing their release

22,41

. This, in turn, is inhibited by HIV’s Vpu protein through sequestration of

tetherin to an intracellular site distal from the cell surface 41,54.

6

A lipid membrane derived from the former host cell now surrounds virions that have successfully
budded, and these virions then begin a process of maturation. The viral Protease cleaves the Gag and
Gag-Pol precursors into their active structural and enzymatic components

. The MA proteins

22,55,56

assemble as a matrix on the inner surface of the viral lipid bilayer, while the CA proteins join to form
the cone-shaped capsid surrounding the viral proteins and RNA genomes

57

. Once maturation is

complete, the virion is infectious and able to initiate a new round of replication in another target cell.

1.1.3

HIV Target Cells

HIV acquisition generally occurs via sexual, perinatal, oral, or intravenous transmission of the virus
from an infected individual to an uninfected individual

. Viral entry is dependent on the presence

58,59

of CD4 as well as a coreceptor protein — typically CCR5 or CXCR4. Thus, generally only cells with
these proteins on their surfaces can be infected by HIV. The cell type frst encountered by the virus
depends primarily on the route of transmission. In general, there are three main cell types which HIV
infects: CD4+ T-cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells 60. Cells capable of being infected by HIV exist
in the genital epithelium, gastrointestinal tract, placenta, central nervous system, and blood and
lymphoid circulation. All of these are sites of exposure and transmission of the virus, and represent
compartments of viral reservoirs

. Dendritic cells are not productively infected by HIV in the

58,61

classical sense, but rather engulf virions and can then transmit them to uninfected cells which come
in contact with them. Accordingly, HIV can exploit the normal behaviour of dendritic cells, whereby
their function as antigen-presenting cells is hijacked and used to expose HIV target cells to the virus
.

58

CD4+ T-cells are the primary target of HIV. These are lymphocytes which coordinate the immune
responses to infecting microbes and antigens through signalling to both the cellular and humoral
immune systems

. CD4+ T-cell counts decline over the course of HIV infection, and decreases in

62

CD4+ T cell counts are associated with increases in risk for opportunistic infections, AIDS, and
mortality

. A CD4+ cell count below 200 cells/mm 3 is associated with AIDS 68. The mechanism by

63–67

7

which HIV causes depletion of CD4+ T cells is not fully understood. However there are a number of
proposed mechanisms involving both direct and indirect pathways. These include cytopathic death
of infected cells primarily via pyroptosis, immune-mediated killing of infected cells, apoptosis of
uninfected cells from contact with viral proteins, formation of syncytia between infected and/or
uninfected cells, impaired production of new T cells or their progenitors, and chronic immune
activation

60,69–72

. Apoptosis occurs in productively infected cells, whereas pyroptosis occurs in

abortively infected non-permissive cells. The former is mediated by caspase-3 and is minimally
immune activating, whereas the latter is mediated by caspase-1 and is extremely inflammatory. Thus,
pyroptosis itself may be a driver of further immune activation, creating a cycle of further cell death
and inflammation 69,70.

HIV also has a tendency to affect the very cells which respond to it. Memory CD4 + T cells that are
specifc for HIV and whose function may better coordinate the immune response to the virus are
actually preferentially infected by HIV compared to memory T cells without HIV specifcity 73. HIVspecifc CD4 + T cells become activated upon encountering viral antigens, remaining in prolonged
close contact with HIV containing cells and free virus in the lymph nodes. Furthermore, detection of
HIV antigen results in release of inflammatory chemokines which recruit HIV-specifc cells to the site
of infection. Thus, it has been hypothesized that this recruitment and extended proximity may allow
the observed preferential infection of HIV-specifc T cells

73

. In addition to CD4+ T cells, HIV is

capable of infecting two types of antigen-presenting cells: macrophages and dendritic cells

.

58,60,74

Paradoxically, their immune function of antigen presentation may increase viral spread through their
interactions with and signalling to T cells 60,75.

A major challenge of HIV infection is that the virus persists long-term in infected individuals. Cells
which have been infected can enter a resting state after viral integration, such that they remain
latently infected for years and can be subsequently reactivated to initiate new rounds of infection.
Long-lived infected cells such as macrophages or resting CD4 + T cells thus act as viral reservoirs and
a barriers to curing HIV infection 60,76–79. There are also several anatomical reservoirs in which HIV can
be found 61. The lymphoid organs, namely the spleen, lymph nodes, and gut-associated lymphoid

8

tissue (GALT), and their associated lymphocytes have been the focus of most research efforts.
Lymphocytes present in systemic circulation are also studied since they are more straightforward to
obtain from donors. However HIV replication also occurs in the central nervous system within
macrophages and microglia, as well as in T cells and macrophages in the genital and gastrointestinal
tracts 61. Several efforts have been made both to study the latent reservoir as well as to activate it or
decrease its size in attempts to purge latently infected cells and establish a functional cure

1.1.4

.

45,61,78,80,81

Natural History & Pathogenesis of HIV-1 Infection in Humans

HIV exposure has a fairly low probability of resulting in productive transmission, and is largely
dependent on the viral load of the donor

82–85

. HIV becomes established in the host during a phase

known as acute infection. Following the transmission of HIV, there is an approximately 2 to 3 week
incubation period during which the virus establishes itself in the lymphatic tissue

58,82

. Viral RNA can

be detected in the blood plasma approximately 10 days after initial infection, and as the number of
infected cells increase, so too does the viral load, reaching a peak viraemia after approximately 3 to 4
weeks 86. Concomitant with this increase in viral load is a steep depletion in CD4 + T cells due to HIV
and CTL-mediated killing. Often the appearance of non-specifc constitutional symptoms such as
fever or rash which are similar to symptoms in more common viral illnesses

. The virus also

87,88

becomes disseminated to various body tissues during this acute infection period.

The immune response during the acute phase is mostly dominated by the innate immune system,
especially cytokine, dendritic cell and natural killer cell responses

. At the time of peak viraemia,

86,89,90

infected individuals have viral loads often on the order of millions or hundreds of millions of HIV
copies per millilitre

. Thereafter, the individuals pass through several stages (known as Fiebig

36

stages) as progressively more viral infection markers become detectable by diagnostic assays

. The

91

later Fiebig stages are marked by the presence of HIV-specifc antibodies produced by B cells

86,92

.

However, these antibodies tend to be non-neutralizing, and along with the extensive B cell
dysregulation associated with HIV infection, the humoral immune system tends to be poor at
containing infection 92.

9

Following peak viraemia, there is a gradual decrease in viral load until it reaches a relatively stable
viral set point averaging approximately 10 5 copies per millilitre. This decrease is temporally
associated with elevated CD8 + cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) activity

86,93

. CTLs are capable of

detecting HIV-infected CD4+ cells through interactions with Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) class I
molecules displaying viral peptides. The most common viral peptides targeted by HLA are derived
from the HIV Nef, Gag, and Pol proteins

. Once detected, CTLs can lyse the infected cells

94

.

93,95,96

Certain HLA alleles are associated with lower viral set points and slower HIV disease progression,
while other alleles are associated with higher set points and more rapid progression 97. This seems to
be driven largely by differential responses to viral peptide epitopes. Viral epitopes are themselves
bound and displayed to CTLs by different HLA molecules. There seems to be substantive immune
control of HIV by this component of the cellular immune system. This is evidenced by the decline in
viral load and influence on disease progression that are associated with CTL responses. However,
HIV is able to counteract and evade these responses through mutations in the HLA-targeted epitopes
(termed escape mutations), and through downregulation of HLA molecules on the surface of infected
cells

97,98

. The general inadequacy of the immune system in controlling HIV infection allows

expansion of the viral population and depletion of CD4 + cells. Eventually, this leads to the
manifestation of HIV-related disease and AIDS.

1.2
1.2.1

HIV-1 Coreceptor Usage
Chemokine Receptors

The human biological functions of the chemokine receptors CCR5 and CXCR4 are to serve as as
normal cell signalling proteins activated by the presence of their respective chemokines. Chemokines
are small proteins of 70 to 90 amino acids in length, and mediate leukocyte migration and activation
at inflammation sites

. The natural ligands for CCR5 are macrophage inflammatory protein 1 α

99

(MIP-1α), MIP-1β, and RANTES (regulated-upon-activation, normal T expressed and secreted). These
are released by CD8+ T lymphocytes. The natural ligand for CXCR4 is stroma-derived factor 1 (SDF-1)

10

. Also known as CXCL12

21,100,101

throughout the body

, it is released by fbroblasts in several tissues and organs

102

. Both chemokine receptors are seven transmembrane G-protein coupled

103

receptors. This class of proteins acts via intracellular G proteins, which activate several pathways to
affect leukocyte chemotaxis and activation at sites of inflammation. For instance, binding of SDF-1 to
CXCR4 activates a diverse set of signalling pathways involved in chemotaxis, cell adhesion,
transcriptional activation, and cell survival

104

. Interestingly, it has been demonstrated in vitro that

HIV gp120 can bind to these chemokine receptors and cause similar signal transduction cascades.
Furthermore, co-administration of the chemokines with HIV has been shown to inhibit HIV infection
in cells 21,104.

There is differential expression of these chemokine receptors depending on cell type. In general,
CCR5 is primarily expressed on macrophages, dendritic cells, and activated or memory CD4 + T-cells,
while CXCR4 is primarily expressed on naïve CD4 + T cells, B lymphocytes and several types of stem
cells

. Interestingly, the ligands for CCR5 can also act as ligands to other chemokine receptors

101,103,105

(e.g., CCR1, CCR4). Therefore release of the chemokines can activate several receptors on a variety of
different cell types, resulting in an array of activities. In contrast, SDF-1 binds only to CXCR4, and
thus has more specifc effects solely on CXCR4-expressing cells 21,106.

There is a genetic polymorphism for CCR5 which results in a non-functional and non-expressed
version of the protein (this will be discussed in more detail elsewhere in the thesis). Individuals
homozygous for this allele appear to have a relatively normal phenotype overall

100

. However, they

are over-represented in cohorts of patients with symptomatic West Nile virus infection, and are more
likely to die from that infection than patients without the allele, so the defect is not completely benign
. In contrast, the CXCR4 protein appears to be essential for ontogenetic development, and it is lethal

107

to ‘knockout’ the CXCR4 gene in mice

101

. Small-molecule antagonists of both chemokine receptors

have been developed, primarily for their anti-HIV activity

108–111

, but also for anti-cancer procedures

involving CXCR4 and mobilization of hematopoietic stem cells 102,109,112,113.
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1.2.2

Interactions of the Viral Surface Glycoproteins with Cellular
Surface Receptors & Coreceptors

The protein HIV uses to attach to human cells is called gp120. Also referred to as SU or surface
protein, gp120 is approximately 510 amino acids in length. It is frst synthesized at the endoplasmic
reticulum as part of the polyprotein gp160, which includes both gp120 and the transmembrane
protein, gp41. Within the Golgi, the gp160 precursor polypeptide oligomerizes and is glycosylated
with N-linked oligosaccharides

114

. Glycosylation is essential for the correct conformation and

stability of the fnal envelope trimer

114

. The glycoprotein is transported through the Golgi, where its

oligosaccharides are trimmed and modifed. Gp160 is then cleaved by the cellular endoprotease furin
into its constituents: gp120 and gp41

. Despite cleavage, these two glycoproteins remain co-

49,114

associated through weak non-covalent interactions. Together, they assemble in trimers at the cell
membrane, with gp41 components embedded within the phospholipid bilayer, and trimeric gp120
protruding away from the cell. During budding, they become incorporated into the viral membrane
57,114

.

The gp120 glycoprotein itself can be divided into fve conserved regions (C1-C5), which have
relatively consistent sequences across many HIV isolates. Interspersed between the constant regions
are fve variable regions (V1-V5), which can vary widely in both their amino acid sequences and
lengths. Gp120 can be roughly divided into three areas: the inner domain, the outer domain, and the
bridging sheet linking the two domains. The inner domain is formed by the conserved regions C1
and C5, which are the main contact areas for gp41, while C2, C3 and C4 form a hydrophobic core
within gp120

114

. The outer domain contains higher glycan concentrations, which makes the outer

domain less immunogenic, thus protecting the virus from neutralizing antibodies. The variable
regions, especially V1/V2 and V3 are exposed on the trimer and provide partial shielding of the CD4
binding cavity within gp120

. A very important region of gp120 is the CD4-binding site, which is

114,115

a cavity located at the interface between the inner and outer domains and the bridging sheet. Within
the CD4-binding site there is a crucial hydrophobic cavity which interacts with phenylalanine-43 of
CD4 during cellular attachment 24,114–116. Disruption of this interaction limits HIV entry 117,118.

12

In its native state, the envelope trimer exists with three of its variable regions V1/V2, and V3 at the
apex of the structure

. These regions are present as large loops due to intramolecular disulphide

119,120

bonds 115. For example, the V3 loop is formed by disulphide bonding between its two cysteine resides
at codon 1 and codon 35 of V3

. Binding of the CD4 receptor to the trimer results in signifcant

121

conformational changes wherein each gp120 monomer rotates outward

119

. The V1/V2 loops are

rotated away from the apex of the spike and the V3 loop extends directly towards the target cell
. Thus, rearrangement of the trimer upon CD4 binding exposes additional sites important for

119,120,122

viral entry (Figures 1.2 & 1.3). The fact that these epitopes are only exposed after CD4 binding means
they are partially shielded from possible neutralizing antibodies 119.

The V3 loop is approximately 35 amino acids in length, and is the primary determinant of HIV-1
coreceptor tropism

123,124

. There are two functional domains of V3: the crown (an antiparallel beta

sheet formed by codons 11 through 25), and the stem (formed by the amino acids surrounding the
crown). It has been demonstrated that V3 interacts directly with CCR5 and CXCR4
variation in HIV env and V3 is a signifcant contributor to viral ftness

129–131

125–128

, and

. The V3 stem likely binds

to the N-terminus of the coreceptor, while the crown (the most important contributor to coreceptor
tropism) interacts with the extracellular loops of the coreceptor 126.

Sequence analysis of HIV-1 V3 loops reveals that those derived from X4 viruses tend to have an
overall more positive charge than those derived from R5 viruses, and such charges are especially
common at codons 11, 24, and 25 132,133. This observation fts well with the putative V3 binding pockets
on the HIV-1 coreceptors, since CXCR4 has a high density of negative charge at its V3 binding pocket,
while CCR5 does not

. Thus, the direct evidence of the interaction between coreceptors and V3,

134,135

as well as the association between coreceptor usage and V3 sequence variation, have led to the
development of a number of tropism assays. Whether phenotype-based or genotype-based, these
assays almost always include the V3 region.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of Native & Bound Structures of HIV-1 gp120

Figure 1.2: Schematic of Native & Bound Structures of HIV-1 gp120.
(A) Depicts the native structure of trimeric HIV-1 gp120 prior to binding CD4 or the viral coreceptor.
(B) Depicts the conformational changes in gp120 which occur following CD4 binding. The V3 regions are shown in red, and become exposed during the conformational change. The
binding of V3 to the CCR5 coreceptor is also depicted. The HIV-1 gp120 trimer is shown in yellow, and the gp41 protein is shown in blue. The CD4 binding site of gp120 (CD4bs) is
shown in pink. This fgure is used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License. © 2006 Zanetti et al 136. Zanetti G, Briggs JAG, Grünewald K, Sattentau QJ, Fuller SD
(2006) Cryo-Electron Tomographic Structure of an Immunodefciency Virus Envelope Complex In Situ. PLoS Pathog 2(8): e83.
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Figure 1.3: Density Maps of Native & Bound Structures of HIV-1 gp120

A

B
Figure 1.3: Density Maps of Native & Bound Structures of HIV-1 gp120
(A) Depicts a density map of the native structure of gp120 prior to CD4 or coreceptor
binding. (B) Depicts a density map of HIV-1 gp120 when experimentally bound to constituents mimicking the receptor and coreceptor. These fgures are used under the terms of the
120
Creative Commons Attribution License. © 2010 White et al . Adapted from White TA, Bartesaghi A, Borgnia MJ, Meyerson JR, de la Cruz MJV, Bess JW, Nandwani R, Hoxie JA,
Lifson JD, Milne JLS, Subramaniam S. (2010) Molecular Architectures of Trimeric SIV and HIV-1 Envelope Glycoproteins on Intact Viruses: Strain-Dependent Variation in Quaternary
Structure. PLoS Pathog 6(12): e1001249.
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1.2.3

History of Cellular HIV-1 Tropism

Early in the study of the epidemic, the actual mechanism for cellular entry by HIV-1 was unknown 100.
In the same year as AIDS was frst identifed, it was discovered that CD4 + T-cells were depleted in
patients with AIDS-associated opportunistic infections
CD4+ T-cells

137

. Soon, HIV was found to have tropism for

, though the presence of CD4 was found to be necessary but not suffcient for most

138

cases of HIV entry

. Furthermore, it was discovered that certain strains of HIV were faster

100

replicating and able to cause syncytia induction (SI isolates) of cells in vitro, while other slower
replicating isolates were not able to induce syncytia (NSI isolates)

139

. These empirically derived

phenotypes were correlated with more effcient replication in either T-cell lines or macrophages,
respectively, such that they were also referred to as T-tropic or M-tropic isolates.

Furthermore, it was discovered that in vivo, progression to AIDS was faster for patients with SI versus
NSI isolates

. It was also noted that M-tropic infections tended to be more common in early HIV

139

infection, with the prevalence of T-tropic isolates increasing with the duration of infection

. The

139

observation of differential cellular tropism suggested unidentifed factors present in these cell types
which rendered them capable of productive infection by one type of strain but not the other.
Eventually, it was determined that these factors were the human proteins, CXCR4 or CCR5

.

26,140–142

The natural functions of these viral coreceptors are as receptors for certain chemokines, and HIV
entry has been demonstrated to be inhibited in the presence of these chemokines 100.

Nomenclature for HIV tropism has a number of terms which overlap and have similar meanings but
are used in different contexts. Broadly, T-tropic strains are also SI and use CXCR4, while M-tropic
strains are NSI and use CCR5 106. Dual-tropic strains of HIV are capable of using either coreceptor. For
convenience, viruses that use CXCR4 for entry are called X4, and those that use CCR5 are called R5
. Occasionally, dual-tropic HIV is signifed by R5X4. However, often R5X4 is grouped in with X4

100

viruses, or both are collectively called non-R5. Furthermore, an eclectic gallimaufry of alternative
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proteins has been demonstrated to function as HIV coreceptors

143

. Many of these are also chemokine

receptors though their relevance in vivo appears to be small with respect to HIV infection 144.

1.2.4

Clinical Relevance of HIV-1 Tropism

There are a number of effects that HIV-1 coreceptor usage has on viral pathogenesis and clinical
outcomes during infection

. Studies of primary infection with subtype B HIV-1 have generally

145

found that CCR5-using viruses tend to be more prevalent during this early phase of disease

.

146,147

Furthermore, R5 HIV tends to be transmitted to the recipient even if non-R5 variants are present in
the donor 148. The reasons for this seemingly preferential transmission are unclear. Some studies have
proposed a biological bottleneck such as the presence of CCR5-expressing cells such as Langerhans
cells at the sites of sexual transmission. This biological bottleneck may select for CCR5-using viruses
during transmission

. Moreover, there may be additional biological factors which allow for

149,150

selective expansion of R5 HIV variants following transmission

145

. However, presence of non-R5

variants in recent infections has been documented in a minority of patients

. Alternatively, some

151,152

authors have proposed that transmission is a stochastic event and therefore that transmission of R5
HIV is only more frequent because more donors tend to have R5 HIV in the frst place 153.

As previously mentioned, human variation in the gene for CCR5 can also influence HIV infection
. A 32 base pair deletion within CCR5, denoted CCR5 Δ32, is relatively common (approximately

106,154,155

10% prevalence) in individuals of European descent

. Homozygosity for CCR5 Δ32 is rarer

154,156,157

(approximately 1% prevalence) but is associated with almost complete resistance to infection by HIV
156,157

. However, this mutation is not protective against HIV capable of using CXCR4. Infection of

homozygotes with X4 HIV has been documented but only rarely

. Individuals heterozygous for

158,159

CCR5 Δ32 do not seem to be signifcantly protected against infection, but may have a slower disease
course, though a higher risk for carrying X4 variants

. Finally, the observation that

154,155,160

homozygotes are mostly protected against HIV infection lends further evidence that HIV exposures
tend to be with CCR5-using variants.
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Regardless of the reason for the predominance of CCR5-using HIV in early infection, CXCR4-using
variants can evolve over the course of disease, in a process known as coreceptor switching, and
quasispecies using both or either coreceptor may coexist within an individual. Non-R5 variants likely
evolve from R5 variants over the course of infection

145,161

. This process may be gradual or sudden,

and the evolution from R5 to X4 may traverse a ftness valley which may be an obstacle to coreceptor
switching

. Thus, there are constraints on the evolution of HIV from CCR5 to CXCR4 usage,

162–164

which one group has commented requires the virus “to make the right amino acid substitution in the
right place at the right time” 131 – not a simple matter.

HIV virions with different coreceptor usage can infect different target cells more effciently, such that
there may be compartmentalization of HIV coreceptor usage depending on the cell type

.

105,145,165,166

The evolution of CXCR4-using HIV is associated with an accelerated decline in CD4 + T cells, and
faster disease progression

. This is probably related to an ability to infect a larger proportion of

145,167,168

CD4+ T-cells, and also due to the higher cytotoxicity of CXCR4-using viruses compared to their
CCR5-using counterparts

105,169

. The ability of HIV to use CXCR4 is also an independent factor which

increases the risk of progression to AIDS by approximately seven-fold

. Non-R5 HIV infection

139,167,170

has also been linked to higher mortality in some studies, though not in others 139,155,171–173.

The discovery and characterization of the HIV coreceptors, as well as their association with clinical
outcomes, led to the development of a number of assays designed to assess the coreceptor usage of
HIV obtained from clinical isolates. Phenotypic assays were the frst types developed to determine
tropism. Later, by linking the results of these phenotypes with the envelope genotypes of multiple HIV
variants, there was an emergence of genotypic tropism assays

. This pattern echoes that seen in

174,175

the earlier stages of HIV drug resistance research. Assays were originally developed to determine
whether phenotypic resistance was present, and these assay results were later correlated with
mutation profles which could be used to infer the resistance phenotype 176–184.
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1.2.5

Phenotypic Assays to Detect HIV-1 Coreceptor Usage

The earliest assay for HIV tropism was based on detection of the syncytium-inducing (SI) phenotype
through co-culture of patient derived peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) with MT-2 cells in
vitro

. This was an indirect phenotypic assay in that it could not determine which coreceptor was

185

being used. Indeed, the HIV-1 coreceptors had not even been discovered at the time of the
development of the MT-2 assay. However, it was later concluded that viruses with an SI phenotype
tend to use CXCR4, while those with an NSI phenotype tend to use CCR5

186

. A number of other

phenotypic assays which are more direct measures of coreceptor usage have since been developed
and described

175,187–193

. Generally, these phenotypic assays tend to use patient-derived viruses or

recombinant viruses which are then used to infect reporter cell lines that constitutively express CD4
and either CCR5 or CXCR4.

The most widely used phenotypic tropism assay has been the Trofle assay

194

. This assay has been

modifed to improve the detection of low-prevalence X4 variants in clinical samples, and is now
known as the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle Assay (ESTA)

195

. In the assay, gp160 envelope sequences

are amplifed from patient plasma samples by using reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR). These gp160 sequences are then inserted into pseudotyped viral vectors containing a
luciferase reporter gene. These are then used to infect cell lines that express either CCR5 or CXCR4.
Luciferase activity is measured in relative light units (RLUs), and is elevated upon successful
infection of a cell line by the patient-derived pseudoviruses. A coreceptor antagonist drug is then
added and infection is confrmed by a subsequent decrease in RLUs. High luciferase activity in the
CCR5 cell line or CXCR4 cell line is indicative of R5 or X4 virus, respectively. Activity in both cell
lines indicates a dual-tropic or mixed-tropic viral population, which is designated D/M

194

.

Disadvantages of phenotypic assays include their high labour intensity and long turn-around time,
which ranges from approximately two weeks for Trofle to up to fve weeks for the MT-2 assay

191

.

Accordingly, there have been attempts to reproduce phenotypic assay results using genotypic
methods.
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1.2.6

Sequencing-Based Genotypic Assays to Determine HIV-1
Tropism Using Bioinformatic Interpretation

At their core, genotypic tropism assays typically involve amplifcation of a portion of the HIV
envelope gene, followed by sequencing, and interpretation of whether that sequence is likely to have
X4 or R5 behaviour. The sequence input has traditionally been obtained by population-based
(Sanger) sequencing. The sequence must then be interpreted manually by a technician. Interpretation
involves identifcation of secondary peaks in the sequence chromatogram, which are indicative of a
quasispecies mixture in the sample. Alternatively, there is automated software called RECall which
can perform this sequence interpretation step with high accuracy and without manual intervention.
Use of RECall for sequence interpretation increases both productivity and reliability

. An

196

interpretation system or bioinformatic algorithm can then be used to infer the likely sequence
tropism.

Early, more rudimentary genotypic assay interpretation systems tended to be “rulesbased”, and
focused on identifying basic, positively charged amino acids at certain codons in V3 and/or the net
charge of the amino acid sequence

. In addition to codons 11, 24 and 25, many other codons within

133

the V3 loop also have different amino acid compositions. Variation in V3 amino acid substitutions
tends to cluster with the use of one coreceptor or another. As a result, a number of bioinformatic
algorithms have been developed which use this genotypic information to infer a phenotype

197–202

.

Arguably the two most commonly used algorithms have been the Position Specifc Scoring Matrix
(PSSM)

203

and geno2pheno

197,204

. These algorithms are trained on a set of samples with both known

phenotype results and envelope sequences. These phenotypes may be from a Trofle-like assay such
as for geno2pheno and PSSMX4/R5 or may be from the MT-2 assay as in PSSM SI/NSI or PSSMC 197,203–205. A
sequence submitted for interpretation by the algorithms is then assessed for its similarity to typically
X4 or typically R5 sequences.

Bioinformatic algorithms can be assembled and trained in a number of ways, each with its own
strengths and weaknesses

. Support vector machines (SVM), artifcial neural networks, linear

197

regression models, position-specifc scoring matrices (PSSM), and rules-based algorithms have been
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most commonly used for bioinformatic prediction of HIV tropism

197,204

. Together, these represent

statistical learning methods which ft a model based on a set of training data. This trained model is
then applied to “unseen” datasets to predict the outcome of interest (in this case, HIV coreceptor
usage). In essence, the output of the algorithms is a rating of how X4 or how R5 a sequence is likely to
be. While this value is typically a continuous variable, a binary category can be applied using a prespecifed cutoff. For instance, geno2pheno gives an output known as a false-positive rate (FPR). The
lower this value, the higher the likelihood is that the sequence is X4. Establishing a false-positive rate
cutoff of 10, for example, would categorize any sequence with an FPR ≤10 as being X4, and any
sequence >10 as being R5. Various cutoffs for these algorithms have been proposed, and no cutoff has
been frmly established or widely adopted for any algorithm. Often a cutoff is established as a
balance between sensitivity for correctly identifying an X4 sequence, and specifcity for correctly
identifying an R5 sequence.

The two most common algorithms for bioinformatic prediction of HIV tropism are PSSM X4/R5 and
geno2pheno. These algorithms were developed using position-specifc scoring matrices, or support
vector machines, respectively. Given that these are also the main algorithms used in the studies
contained in this thesis, their design and performance will be reviewed here in additional detail with
information obtained from Jensen et al (2003) and Sing et al (2007) 203,204.

1.2.7

The Development & Performance of the Bioinformatic
Algorithms PSSMX4/R5 & Geno2pheno

PSSM-based models are used to distinguish signifcant differences in the distribution of amino acids
between groups of sequences which have been sorted by an empirically-obtained character – for
example, phenotypic CCR5-capable or CXCR4-capable groups. The training set for PSSMX4/R5
comprised a total of 213 V3 sequences obtained from 177 HIV-infected individuals. Phenotypic
results for these sequences revealed 168 R5 sequences (79%), 17 X4 sequences (8%), and 28 dual-tropic
sequences (13%) capable of using either coreceptor. The latter two sequence sets were combined into
a single non-R5 category. This training set was used to generate a 35×20 matrix: 35 being the length of
a typical V3 loop, and 20 being the number of amino acids. Each of the resulting 700 sites was
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assigned a likelihood ratio score. This likelihood ratio is given by the natural log of the ratio between
two frequencies: the frequency that a particular amino acid is seen at that position in the training set
of non-R5 sequences divided by the frequency that the same amino acid is seen at that position in the
R5 sequences. Thus, if a particular amino acid (for example an arginine at codon 11) is seen more
frequently in non-R5 sequences than R5 sequences, then the likelihood ratio assigned to that
particular site would be positive. Conversely, sites which are more common in R5 sequences receive a
negative likelihood scores. Then, when a given V3 sequence is submitted to the matrix, each observed
site receives a likelihood ratio score, and these are summed up to give a total PSSM score, with higher
scores representing sequences more likely to be X4 and lower scores representing those more likely to
be R5.

In order to classify sequences into the binary tropism categories, a PSSM cutoff value must be chosen,
above which a sequence is classifed as X4 and below which a sequence is classifed as R5. For
PSSMX4/R5, a bootstrapping procedure was used whereby multiple sub-samplings of the dataset were
used to generate new matrices (essentially “mini” PSSMs) that were then applied to the dataset as a
whole. For each of these new, smaller matrices, an optimized cutoff was calculated which maximized
the number of true positives (X4 variants higher than the cutoff), maximized the number of true
negatives (R5 variants lower than the cutoff), and minimized the number of false positives and false
negatives (R5 or X4 variants incorrectly falling above or below the cutoff, respectively). Each subsampling matrix gave an optimized cutoff value, and the distribution of these values was plotted.
The 5th and 95th percentiles for the distribution of the optimized cutoffs were -6.96 and -2.88,
respectively. Thus, for two sequences, one scoring below -6.96 or one scoring above -2.88, there is a
very high likelihood that each sequence would be R5 or non-R5, respectively. In other words, these
values represent cutoffs whereby a given score can be confdently used to predict tropism status of a
sequence, while scores falling in between these cutoffs have less certain tropism associations and
were classifed according to the 11/25 rule. PSSM X4/R5 was subsequently applied to two independent
datasets for the purposes of validation. The algorithm was determined to have 84-89% sensitivity to
correctly identify non-R5 sequences, and 96-100% specifcity to correctly identify R5 sequences. A
caveat of this performance is that it was on clonal sequences. Actual clinical samples are invariably
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more heterogeneous, containing multiple quasispecies with different sequences and possibly
different coreceptor usages. Therefore, applications to clinical samples will tend to have lower
performance.

In addition to PSSMX4/R5, the geno2pheno algorithm is also used in this thesis to infer the coreceptor
usage of V3 sequences. Geno2pheno was developed using support vector machine methodology,
which is a machine learning method that categorizes input examples (like sequences) based on a
large number of features. Features that are found to be signifcant classifers (e.g., an arginine at
codon 11 of V3) are assigned weights based on their ability to classify inputs. The training set for the
SVM which was used to generate geno2pheno comprised 1110 samples from 332 patients. A total of
769 samples had R5 phenotypes (69%), 210 had X4 phenotypes (19%), and 131 had dual-tropic
phenotypes (12%). Similar to PSSMX4/R5, there are approximately 700 features assessed in the SVM,
each with a weight based on its ability to predict tropism status. To illustrate, signifcant X4 features
in order of decreasing weight were the presence of the residues 13Y, 11R and 20V. Signifcant R5
features were the presence of residues 24G, 18S, and 13P.

Overall, the algorithm had 76.4% sensitivity and 92.5% specifcity for inferring the coreceptor usage
of clonal isolates. However, when assessed on 952 clinical isolates (containing HIV quasispecies
mixtures), the SVM-based predictions performed worse compared to the clonal data: 39.8%
sensitivity and 93.5% specifcity. Interestingly, however, this performance could be improved by
incorporating other features into the SVM model in addition to the amino acid features. Four
additional “clinical” features which improved performance were: the log 10 of the CD4 percentage,
host heterozygosity for the CCR5 Δ32 allele, number of ambiguous amino acids in V3, and the
presence of insertions or deletions in V3 (“indels”). Lower CD4%, presence of CCR5 Δ32, higher
numbers of ambiguous amino acids, and higher numbers of indels were all associated with a higher
likelihood of having CXCR4-capable HIV. Including these parameters increased sensitivity on clinical
specimens to greater than 60%. These additional features are biologically plausible markers of CXCR4
tropism. For instance, sequence diversity (i.e., increased numbers of amino acid ambiguities or
indels) has been linked to X4 tropism and disease progression

. Additionally, CXCR4 propensity

206,207
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is also associated with lower CD4+ T cell counts, and therefore lower CD4 percentages

.

145,169

Furthermore, CCR5 Δ32 heterozygosity decreases the availability of CCR5 coreceptors for HIV entry,
and it is plausible that this may manifest as a viral environment with increased selective pressure to
change coreceptor usage. Indeed, such an association has been demonstrated in a separate study 155.

1.2.8

Alternative Genotypic Assays & Comparisons between
Genotypic & Phenotypic Assays

Aside from population-based sequencing of HIV-1 envelope followed by sequence interpretation,
there are a handful of other genotypic assays used for determining coreceptor tropism. For example,
heteroduplex tracking assays use labelled probes to form duplexes with PCR-amplifed envelope
sequences, and these are then analyzed by electrophoresis to determine if X4 probes were bound
208,209

. Allele-specifc PCR has also been used to selectively detect X4 or R5 sequences from patient

samples using real-time PCR

. Additionally, there have been efforts to determine HIV-1 coreceptor

210

usage from integrated or cell-associated HIV DNA in order to test patients with low or undetectable
plasma viraemia 211–215.

Although most genotypic tropism assays tend to use V3 sequences as their input, other envelope
regions outside of V3 are also important for HIV-1 tropism and may give additional insight. Amino
acid substitutions in the other variable and constant regions of HIV-1 gp120 have been correlated
with coreceptor tropism, as have substitutions in the gp41 transmembrane protein

216–220

. Furthermore,

variation in peptide length and the number of N-linked glycosylation sites in the variable regions of
gp120 tend to increase over time during HIV-1 infection. These factors have also been found to be
associated with tropism

. Additionally, different HIV-1 subtypes can have different prevalences of

207

X4 or R5 isolates, and bioinformatic algorithms may need to interpret the tropism of different
subtypes in different manners

. There is even a tropism assay that is neither classically

8,205,221,222

genotypic nor phenotypic. Called the maraviroc clinical test, patient tropism is assessed by response
to short-term monotherapy with the CCR5 antagonist maraviroc

. In this scheme, an R5 result

192,223–226

is given if by day eight of maraviroc monotherapy, the patient achieves a viral load <40 copies/mL or

24

at least a 1 log 10 decrease in viral load from day one. The concordance of this approach with the
Trofle assay has been measured as being 94% 224.

Since genotypic assays are designed to mimic phenotypic assay results, they are often assessed
against phenotypic assay results in order to determine performance. Genotypic assays often perform
very well on clonal sequences (i.e., not a mixture of quasispecies), and have given sensitivities as high
as 99%

. However, clinical isolates derived from patients are composed of heterogeneous mixtures

227

of diverse sequences, where X4 sequences may exist at low prevalence relative to R5 sequences

145

.

Population-based sequencing has a reported detection threshold of approximately 20% of the viral
population, meaning that quasispecies present at lower prevalence are not reliably detected

228

. Thus,

while clonal sequences are often predicted easily by bioinformatic algorithms, clinical isolates
containing minority X4 variants can often be misclassifed as R5 by genotyping but still have an X4
biological phenotype

. This can result in genotypic approaches giving wildly varying sensitivities

229

relative to phenotypic assays, even while using the same algorithm 187,190,229,230.

Furthermore, phenotypic assays themselves can give discordant results

190

. However, the traditional

“gold standard” for determining HIV tropism has been the phenotypic assay. Minority X4 variants
are often better detected by phenotypic assays than standard, population-based sequencing, and
these variants can lead to treatment failure on CCR5 antagonists

. Therefore, a genotypic

175,195,229,231,232

assay with higher sensitivity is likely to be needed in many clinical contexts and in order to better
correlate with phenotypic assay results. A major advance in HIV genotyping has been the
development of next-generation sequencing and its use for detecting low-level HIV quasispecies.

1.2.9

Next-Generation Sequencing to Detect Minority HIV-1
Variants

As alluded to in the previous section, genotypic tropism testing occasionally lacks suffcient
sensitivity to detect minority non-R5 variants in clinical isolates. However, next-generation
sequencing technology is an important alternative to traditional population-based sequencing
methods. Next-generation sequencing allows for high-resolution detection of HIV-1 minority

25

variants, such that it can estimate the actual proportion of the viral population which may be of
particular interest. For example, this methodology can be used to quantify subpopulations
harbouring resistance mutations or CXCR4 tropism. This approach is also referred to as deep
sequencing, since it can probe deep into the viral “swarm”. Minority drug resistant or CXCR4-using
variants have been shown to impact clinical outcomes on antiretroviral treatment, so their detection is
an important tool in optimizing and personalizing therapy 233,234.

Currently, there are a number of next-generation sequencing platforms in development or operation.
Many foundational studies in HIV-1 deep sequencing have been performed on platforms developed
by 454 Life Sciences

. The next-generation instruments used to generate the results for this

232,235–241

thesis are all pyrosequencing-based. Therefore, a more detailed description of this process will be
given. In order to be sequenced on a Roche/454 Life Sciences Genome Sequencer FLX (GS-FLX) or GS
Junior, a PCR-amplifed DNA library must be further amplifed in a step known as emulsion PCR.
Emulsion PCR is performed by combining the DNA library with microbeads at a concentration such
that approximately one DNA molecule is associated with one microbead

242

. This allows clonal

amplifcation of DNA on the surface of microscopic beads, which increases the strength and purity of
the available signal. The PCR primers used to create the library are designed with a short stretch of
nucleotides complementary to oligonucleotides on the surface of the beads, which allows the beads
to bind the DNA. The beads, DNA, and PCR reagents are mixed with oil and shaken to create an
emulsion. This process generates small, independent micelle “microreactions” which are then
subjected to thermal cycling, After emulsion PCR, these beads are then placed onto a plate with
hundreds of thousands of small wells to hold their position. The sequence of the DNA on the beads is
then determined by pyrosequencing 242.

The name pyrosequencing is derived from the pyrophosphate moiety that is released during
sequencing. DNA complementary to the target DNA library on the beads is produced with successive
washes of each of the four nucleotides (Thymidine (T), Adenosine (A), Cytidine (C), Guanidine (G))
. This process is a type of “sequencing-by-synthesis”, where the sequence of the DNA library is

232

determined as it is being synthesized. The incorporation of a nucleotide (or nucleotides) by a DNA
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polymerase results in the release of pyrophosphate. This is then converted to adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) by ATP sulfurylase. The energy from the ATP is used by the luciferase enzyme to oxidize
luciferin, causing the release of photons which are detected by a camera

. Each type of nucleotide

242,243

is washed over the sequencing plate independently, and a wash containing apyrase degrades any
remaining unincorporated nucleotides before the next nucleotide wash. Thus, light generated from
any given nucleotide wash can be attributed to incorporation of that base only, thereby allowing the
sequence to be determined. Since these nucleotides do not contain termination moieties, multiple
nucleotides may incorporate into the nascent DNA strand if there is a stretch of the same type, known
as a homopolymer. The number of bases is proportional to the light intensity; however, the camera is
poor at distinguishing the number of nucleotides incorporated when the homopolymer exceeds
approximately six bases in length

. Thus, this method has higher error rates within homopolymer

242

regions 211,240,242,244,245.

In addition to these pyrosequencing platforms however, a number of alternative next-generation
sequencing instruments are in use or development

246–249

. These employ different principles in signal

amplifcation and sequencing chemistry but have in common the capacity for simultaneous DNA
sequencing from multiple samples. For example, there are several sequencers manufactured by
Illumina which are being increasingly used for HIV applications. For these platforms, bridge PCR
amplifes the template, creating a clonal cluster tethered to a solid chip

246

. Next, sequencing-by-

synthesis occurs by washing four reversibly-terminating fluorescent-labelled nucleotides. This results
in a single nucleotide binding to a growing DNA strand that is complementary to the input strand.
Imaging of the fluorescent signal of the bound nucleotide takes place, followed by cleavage of the
fluorescent tag and 3’ termination moiety to allow further extension and sequencing 247,250.

The SOLiD platform uses emulsion PCR, where amplifcation occurs on beads within microreactor oil
micelles

, followed by sequencing-by-synthesis using a DNA ligase. A total of 16 probes is used,

247,251

with each carrying a two base-pair stretch and labelled with one of four fluorescent tags. During
sequencing, one probe at a time is ligated to the complementary DNA strand. Since there are four
different probes possible for each tag, ligation is repeated a number of times, each time beginning one
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base pair downstream of the previous starting site. Thus, each base in the sequence is interrogated at
least twice, allowing for deconvolution of the actual sequence and resulting in potentially lower error
rates 247,250,252.

Real-time sequencing approaches are able to observe DNA synthesis directly during sequencing. The
Pacifc Biosciences platform uses immobilized DNA polymerase molecules which are recorded in
real-time while they synthesize DNA with fluorescently labeled deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates
(dNTPs)

. Another real-time sequencing approach from Oxford Nanopore also looks extremely

253

promising 244,246,254. Finally, sequencing approaches that do not use light or fluorescence have also been
developed. For instance, the Life Technologies Ion Torrent platform detects changes in pH caused by
hydrogen ions that are released when nucleotides bind to a growing DNA strand during sequencing
247,255

. The read lengths for this approach are continuing to increase 256.

When compared, next-generation sequencing platforms all have roughly comparable performance

248

.

Any or all of these platforms have the potential to revolutionize sequencing in HIV and other
diseases and applications. Next-generation sequencing may have special signifcance in terms of HIV
coreceptor usage since minority non-R5 variants have been found to commonly exist within majority
R5 populations

. Minority variants have also been shown to be relevant to development of

232

resistance to a number of antiretroviral medications

. While treatment for HIV has made great

234,257,258

advances, resistance to antiretrovirals remains a key barrier to successful therapy.

1.3

Treatment of HIV

1.3.1

Antiretroviral Treatment of HIV Infection & Development of
Resistance

In the approximately 15 years after it was frst identifed, AIDS became the leading cause of death
amongst adults aged 25 to 44 in the United States

. By 1985, an antibody test was developed to

259,260

screen for HIV infection, but vaccine candidates and treatment for the virus were slower to come to
fruition

. The frst nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NRTI), zidovudine, was approved

261,262
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in 1987 by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). NRTIs lack a 3’-hydroxyl group and
therefore act as chain terminators to the nascent DNA strand during reverse transcription

263

. Prior to

1996, a handful of additional antiretroviral agents were approved for use by the FDA. These included
four NRTIs, as well as the frst protease inhibitor (PI), a class of antiretrovirals which bind to the
catalytic domain of the viral protease, preventing its function

. However, monotherapy with a

262,263

single antiretroviral agent proved to have disappointingly limited effcacy

264

. There is extremely

rapid production of virus during infection untreated, or suboptimally treated infection. It is estimated
that approximately 1 billion virions are produced each day in untreated individuals

265

. This fact, in

combination with the error-prone nature of HIV reverse transcriptase led to the development of drug
resistance in many patients 182,183.

During this decade, additional antiretrovirals were developed, including a new class: the nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors. NNRTIs inhibit the viral reverse transcriptase protein by
binding near its catalytic domain and allosterically inhibiting it. As new agents within existing classes
continued to be developed

, they were ultimately tested in combinations. Finally, around the

262,263,266

mid-1990s, results of trials of triple therapy were released. These trials showed that combination
regimens could both lower plasma viraemia and slow disease progression
being a surrogate predictor of the latter

, with the former

18,262,267–269

. However, as with monotherapy, a barrier to successful

66,270

treatment with highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) was development of drug resistance.

Testing for HIV drug resistance can be used to identify alternative therapeutic options for patients
failing their antiretroviral therapy regimen. Both cell-based phenotypic and sequencing-based
genotypic assays can be used to test for HIV resistance

, and the utility of genotypic resistance

177,271,272

testing has been demonstrated in randomized clinical trials

. There are currently six classes of

176,181,273

antiretroviral medications in clinical usage: the NRTIs, NNRTIs, PIs, fusion inhibitors, co-receptor
antagonists, and integrase inhibitors (Figure 1.1)

67

. For each drug class there are specifc drug-

associated resistance mutations which can be selected for by suboptimal antiretroviral treatment

274

.

Naturally occurring polymorphisms and envelope variation are also associated with decreased
susceptibility to certain antiretrovirals

275,276

. Screening for antiretroviral drug resistance is
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recommended by most treatment guidelines prior to beginning therapy and again if therapy failure
occurs

. Screening for HIV tropism/coreceptor usage is also recommended prior to

67,277–280

administration of the CCR5 antagonist maraviroc 67.

1.3.2

Coreceptor Usage & Antiretroviral Therapy

Patients receiving antiretroviral therapy are more likely to harbour X4 variants than those who are
treatment-naïve

. This observation is likely driven by CD4 + T-cell count, since treatment-

281

experienced patients often have lower current or nadir CD4 + cell counts, both of which are associated
with viral CXCR4 usage

. Patients with X4 HIV may be less likely or may take longer to achieve

155,281

virologic suppression on antiretroviral therapy than those with R5 HIV

173,282

. Once suppressed by

therapy, the HIV population tends to be slower to evolve or change coreceptor usage

282,283

.

Additionally, certain antiretrovirals have increased or decreased activity against HIV depending on
the viral tropism 145.

The effect of HIV tropism on antiretroviral susceptibility is most signifcant for antiretrovirals that
directly target the coreceptors

. There are several small-molecule antagonists of the

108,110,111,116,284,285

coreceptors that have been tested in HIV applications

. Currently, the only coreceptor

109,110,285,286

antagonist approved is the CCR5 antagonist, maraviroc. This is a small-molecule agent which binds
to the CCR5 protein and changes its conformation, thereby reducing the ability of HIV to infect cells.
Maraviroc has been shown to have good tolerability and high effcacy against HIV

108,287–290

. However,

the drug has suboptimal activity against strains which are capable of using CXCR4. Therefore a
tropism test must be performed prior to treatment

. Undetected X4 variants present prior to

67,291

treatment with maraviroc can compromise its antiretroviral activity. This is because maraviroc
therapy selects for those variants, potentially leading to treatment failure

. These non-R5

232,238,290,292

viruses often exist as a minority of the total viral population. Therefore sensitive detection of X4
variants is likely to be a key factor in therapy success with maraviroc and other CCR5 antagonists.
This principle can also be applied to early detection of antiretroviral resistance.
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1.3.3

Relevance of Minority Variants for Antiretroviral Resistance &
Viral Coreceptor Usage

Antiretroviral effcacy is compromised by the presence of HIV with resistance or reduced
susceptibility to components of the treatment regimen

234,258

. Due to the error-prone nature of its

reverse transcriptase enzyme, HIV exists as a swarm of quasispecies which differ in their genetic
makeup

.This fact, combined with the high rate of HIV replication, can lead to a diverse set of

293

variants, any of which may carry a resistance associated mutation simply by unfortunate coincidence.
Resistance to antiretroviral agents is generally associated with genetic changes within the actual
target of the drug. Since these targets are usually all essential for effcient HIV replication, mutations
within the genes for these targets can be associated with reduced viral ftness in the absence of
treatment

. The reduced ftness of resistant variants limits their population size within an

294

individual, which further underscores the potential importance for minority species detection. In
addition to natural accumulation of potential resistance mutations, minority drug resistant variants
may be transmitted from one individual to another (though this has been disputed

295

) or they may be

transmitted as the dominant variants but decline to minority levels in their new untreated host 296,297.

Several studies have demonstrated that minority drug resistant variants exist in antiretroviral-naïve
patients

296–300

, though other investigators have postulated that such variants are only spuriously

detected

295

. Some minority mutations such as the NRTI resistance mutation K65R may be naturally

more common in the context of certain genetic backgrounds (e.g., subtype C) due to there being only
one nucleotide change between the wildtype and the mutant codons

301

. Indeed, sensitive minority

species detection has confrmed that such variants are more common in subtype C viruses than other
subtypes

, which raises the possibility of a higher propensity to develop full resistance to many

302

NRTIs. In addition to treatment-naïve patients, those with treatment experience are also at risk for
minority drug resistance both on and off therapy 303–308.

Upon exposure to antiretroviral medications, resistant variants gain a selective advantage over
susceptible quasispecies and expand in population size in a classical darwinian selection process

183

.

The selection of drug resistant variants appears to be very rapid. Even after a single dose of

31

antiretroviral medication (such as during administration of single-dose nevirapine to prevent motherto-child-transmission) there is suffcient selection pressure to increase the population size of resistant
variants 309 and even lead to eventual therapy failure if later treated with nevirapine or other NNRTIs
. Importantly, the presence of minority variants before drug exposure has been associated with

310

emergence of resistance and treatment failure in several independent studies

. Though

233,296,298,303,304,307

some have not found such an association 297,300.

CXCR4-usage by HIV is similar to resistance in that it compromises treatment with CCR5
antagonists. However, HIV tropism also contrasts with resistance because there is a constant selective
pressure that is present within the host immune and lymphatic systems. The ability of an individual
virion to use both CCR5 and CXCR4 (i.e., dual tropism) could be seen to have a theoretical selective
advantage due to an ability to infect a wider range of cells. However, there are conflicting arguments
as to whether this may be the case

, especially since CXCR4-usage is associated with a

145,149,222,311,312

decline in target CD4+ T cells 169,172,173. Nevertheless, CXCR4-usage does evolve in a proportion of HIVinfected patients over time. However, perhaps as a result of this balance between advantage and
disadvantage, this happens in a minority of patients, and X4 variants tend to exist as minorities
within a majority CCR5-using viral population

. Again, as with minority resistant variants,

153,281,313–315

minority X4 subpopulations can lead to antiretroviral treatment failure 232,316,317.

Consequently, there is a strong rationale to apply deep sequencing in order to detect minority X4
variants. Additionally, the methodologies which are applied to sequencing the HIV envelope gene can
be readily extended to other parts of the virus, potentially enabling detection of other minority
variants with reduced susceptibility to antiretrovirals. This thesis can therefore be considered as a
specifc application of a very flexible, multi-application tool which has implications that extend far
beyond viral coreceptor usage.
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1.4
1.4.1

Thesis Overview
Thesis Organization & Objectives

This thesis is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the HIV epidemic as a whole. It
contains general information about the viral composition, life cycle, target cells, pathogenesis, and
treatment. There is also an overview of HIV coreceptor usage, tropism assays, next-generation
sequencing, and the clinical relevance of these topics. Chapters 2 through 6 address the primary
objectives of the thesis, as detailed below. Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the research, discusses
these results, and comments on their implications. Figures and tables are found after their frst
mention in the text. References for all chapters are presented in a Bibliography at the end of the
thesis. The general hypothesis of these studies is that deep sequencing is equivalent or superior to
alternative tropism assays and that it can be used to better assess HIV coreceptor usage and its
implication in treatment with maraviroc.

The general aim of this thesis is to establish the clinical relevance of next-generation sequencing
in HIV applications, with an emphasis on those relating to HIV tropism and treatment with CCR5
antagonists.

Chapter 2 introduces the methodology and performance of next-generation sequencing, while also
comparing various other tropism assays. Chapters 3 through 5 all focus on three trials of treatmentexperienced patients. Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of these trials. Chapter 3 applies deep
sequencing to HIV RNA from plasma. Chapter 4 investigates the utility of next-generation
sequencing in assessing the cellular compartment in HIV-infected individuals. Chapter 5 comprises a
detailed longitudinal analysis of HIV envelope sequences prior to and after drug selection pressure
by maraviroc. Finally, Chapter 6 applies deep sequencing to an entirely different treatment
population of antiretroviral-naïve patients. The thesis thus addresses a number of aspects of HIV
infection and treatment which can be assessed and predicted with next-generation sequencing.
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1.4.2

Overview of Data Sources

The primary data sources for this thesis have been four large clinical trials of maraviroc conducted
internationally. Two trials, Maraviroc versus Optimized Therapy in Viraemia Antiretroviral
Treatment-Experienced patients (MOTIVATE) 1 and MOTIVATE 2, investigated maraviroc or placebo,
both with optimized background regimens in therapy-experienced patients with CCR5-using HIV-1
as determined by the phenotypic Trofle assay. A separate but related trial, A4001029 had an identical
study design to the other two, but enrolled patients with phenotypically assessed non-R5 HIV-1
infections. The fourth trial was conducted in treatment-naïve patients who were randomized to
receive the NRTIs zidovudine and lamivudine, plus either maraviroc or the NNRTI, efavirenz.

The samples examined in this thesis were those drawn from patients when they were screened for
eligibility in the trials, or were drawn on the frst day of treatment (baseline). Additional samples
were also obtained from later time-points from three of these trials for patients who were not
responding optimally to therapy. The sample types included were either blood plasma or peripheral
blood mononuclear cells from patients participating in these trials. Additional samples were also
obtained from a subset of the HAART Observational Medical Evaluation and Research (HOMER)
cohort, which is based in British Columbia.

Ethical approval for all of the studies presented in this thesis was granted by the Providence Health
Care/University of British Columbia Research Ethics Board. Versions of Chapters 2 through 6 have
all been published in several international, peer-reviewed journals: the Journal of Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndromes, the Journal of Infectious Diseases, Clinical Infectious Diseases, and Antimicrobial
Agents and Chemotherapy. The candidate is the lead author on all of these manuscripts, and is lead
author on two additional review articles, which are included in part in Chapter 1, and were
published in HIV Therapy and Current Opinion in HIV and AIDS.
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Chapter 2: Improved Detection of CXCR4-Using
HIV by V3 Genotyping: Application of PopulationBased & Deep Sequencing to Plasma HIV RNA &
Proviral HIV DNA

2.1

Background & Introduction

HIV gains entry into a cell through the use of its envelope protein, gp120. During entry, it binds to the
human CD4 receptor and a coreceptor — either CXCR4 (X4 HIV) or CCR5 (R5 HIV)

. The

100

coreceptor used by a virus to gain cellular entry is referred to as its tropism or coreceptor phenotype
(e.g., X4, R5, or dual-tropic). More advanced disease progression is often associated with CXCR4
tropism and detectable X4 viral load

100

. Furthermore, with the emergence of the CCR5 antagonist

antiretroviral drug class (e.g., maraviroc

108

), coreceptor usage has become more clinically relevant,

since the effcacy of these CCR5 antagonists is dependent on the CCR5 coreceptor being almost
exclusively used by the patient’s virus

. Many tests are available to screen for tropism, each with

291,316

its own advantages and disadvantages

. One of the most commonly used tropism tests is the

175,191

Trofle coreceptor assay (Monogram Biosciences)
195,318

194

and the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle assay (ESTA)

.

Genotypic screening methods for determining coreceptor usage have the potential to be faster, less
expensive and more easily standardized than current phenotypic methods

197

. This approach is

possible because viral tropism is reflected in the genetic sequence of the gp160 protein, with its third
variable domain, or V3 loop, being particularly predictive of coreceptor usage
algorithms use V3 sequence data to predict coreceptor phenotype

319

. Bioinformatic

. By analogy, drug resistance

197,203,204

testing is routinely performed by inferring a phenotype (in this case, degree of virologic response to a
drug) from genotypic sequence data. However, standard, population-based V3 sequencing may lack
sensitivity for minority X4 HIV 229.
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In a clinical setting, it may be useful to detect the presence of minority species at low concentrations,
such as low levels of X4 virus that have the potential to emerge following treatment with a CCR5
antagonist. Although previous efforts to determine viral tropism through more traditional genotypic
methods have appeared inadequate

229

, generating sequences through independent triplicate PCR

amplifcation and/or by deep sequencing may improve upon the sensitivity of these results.
Triplicate PCR amplifcation increases the probability that X4 minority species will be amplifed from
a given sample extract. Deep sequencing can be performed on a Roche/454 Life Sciences Genome
Sequencer FLX System and generates data for many individual variants within a given sample,
including X4 variants. Deep sequencing allows amplifcation and increased detection of rare
subpopulations, thereby increasing the threshold for detection of low-level viral populations.

An additional drawback of current tropism assays is that it is not currently possible to screen patients
who wish to switch to a CCR5 antagonist for reasons of tolerability or otherwise, but who currently
have viral loads below 1000 copies/ml or, indeed, undetectable viral loads. This stems from a
limitation of assays based on plasma HIV, such as the Trofle assay, which requires plasma viral loads
greater than 1000 HIV RNA copies/mL. As an alternative, proviral DNA can be amplifed from
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and the coreceptor usage of these species can be
inferred using methods similar to those performed on plasma HIV RNA. Interestingly, such methods
may be performed even when pVL is undetectable, so it may be advantageous to use genotypic
prediction methods to determine viral tropism from proviral DNA in patients with low or
undetectable plasma viral loads.

The aims of the current study were to improve detection of X4 HIV using a number of genotypic
tropism methods, and to compare them to phenotypic Trofle assay results. Standard, populationbased sequencing and deep sequencing were performed on triplicate amplifcations of the HIV V3
region. Amplifcations were made from both viral RNA in plasma and from integrated proviral DNA
in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), where plasma viral load was undetectable. Tropism
was inferred using bioinformatic algorithms, and the results from these various genotypic methods
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were compared to those of the Trofle assay. This approach was then validated in an independent
dataset of screening samples from the MOTIVATE 1 and MOTIVATE 2 trials of maraviroc 288,289,291.

2.2
2.2.1

Materials & Methods
Cohort Description & Patients

V3 loop sequence variation was assessed in samples from a cohort of antiretroviral-naïve, chronically
infected individuals initiating antiretroviral therapy. The primary study group represents a subset
(N=63 patients) of the well-characterized HAART Observational Medical Evaluation and Research
(“HOMER”) cohort

. Individuals were included in the present study by convenience, based on the

320

availability of a peripheral blood sample for PCR amplifcation and a documented Trofle assay result
. Ethical approval was granted by the Providence Health Care/University of British Columbia

155

Research Ethics Board.

2.2.2

Extraction & Population-Based Sequencing

HIV RNA was extracted from previously frozen plasma samples, and HIV DNA was extracted from
buffy coat samples, both using a NucliSENS easyMAG (bioMerieux). Both RNA sequencing methods
(i.e., population-based, and deep sequencing) followed the same procedures up to and including frst
round PCR, but differed in later steps, such as using different second round PCR primers. The region
encoding the HIV V3 loop was amplifed independently in triplicate by nested RT-PCRs set up
simultaneously from extracts using a multichannel pipette — the additional effort is minimal
compared to a single PCR.

Triplicates were chosen mostly arbitrarily as a compromise between potential increased probability
for amplifcation of X4 HIV and a procedure that is clinically feasible for a technician to perform on a
single PCR plate. Sequencing was performed in the 5' and 3' directions on an ABI 3730 automated
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sequencer as previously described

. All primers and thermal cycler protocols for all methods are

173

available in Appendices I and II.

2.2.3

Deep Sequencing & Emulsion PCR Methods

Deep sequencing on the Roche/454 Life Sciences Genome Sequencer FLX (GS-FLX) is a sensitive
sequencing technique able to detect low-level subpopulations of virus and generate thousands of
sequences from a given sample

. Second round PCR primers were designed with fusion

232,248,321

primers to fuse to the emulsion PCR beads required by the pyrosequencing technique. Also included
were 12 unique multiplex “barcode” sequence tags to enable the identifcation of samples after the
sequencing was complete.

After PCR amplifcation, the concentrations of the PCR products were quantifed using a Quant-iT
Picogreen dsDNA Assay Kit (Invitrogen) and a DTX 880 Multimode Detector (Beckman Coulter).
After quantitation, they were combined in equal proportions (2 x 10 12 DNA molecules from each
triplicate sample), purifed with Agencourt Ampure PCR Purifcation beads (Beckman Coulter), and
subsequently re-quantifed. Note that only samples from which all three triplicates were successfully
amplifed were combined. Otherwise, RT-PCR amplifcation was re-performed until three triplicates
were available. This increased the probability that CXCR4-using minority species would be amplifed
and sequenced from a given sample's RNA extract.

Following its quantifcation, the combined, purifed amplicon “library” was then diluted to a
concentration of 2 x 105 molecules per millilitre, and combined at a ratio of 0.6 molecules to 1 DNA
capture microbead used for emulsion PCR (emPCR). This ratio of less than 1:1 increased the
likelihood that a single microbead would bind a single DNA amplicon, such that subsequent
amplifcation by emulsion PCR would generate homogeneous clones on each bead.

Two separate emPCR amplifcations were performed: one for the forward sequencing direction, and
one for the reverse. Along with the DNA amplicons, the microbeads are mixed with amplifcation
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buffer, primer and enzyme, as well as with oil. These components are shaken with a TissueLyser
(Qiagen/Retsch) to allow formation of oil microreactor micelles around the beads. This process gives
mostly independent reaction sites to allow clonal amplifcation of the DNA amplicon, thus increasing
the signal for subsequent pyrosequencing.

The emulsions are then broken and the beads are washed with isopropanol, followed by two 454
washing reagents. The microbeads are then enriched with magnetic beads such that only beads
coated in DNA are carried forward into subsequent steps. After enrichment, an annealing step is
performed to anneal the pyrosequencing primers onto the bead-bound DNA amplicons. The DNA
beads are then added onto a picotitre plate (divided into 4 regions) at a density of 2.5 × 105 beads per
region, as quantifed with a Z1 Coulter Particle Counter (Beckman Coulter). Control beads (to
generate quality scores for the sequencing run), packing beads (to hold the DNA beads in place in the
picotitre plate) and enzyme beads are all added over the plate as well. After this point, the plate is
prepared for deep sequencing on the GS-FLX.

The sequence amplifed on each bead was determined by pyrosequencing on the GS-FLX. This
process generated ~200 base pairs of data in each direction per amplicon, with a typical V3 loop
consisting of 105 base pairs (35 amino acids). Truncated reads (defned as sequences missing ≥4 bases
at the 5’ or 3’ end) were not included in the analysis. In total, 12 HOMER plasma samples underwent
deep sequencing with the GS-FLX.

Proviral HIV DNA V3 sequences were assessed in a similar manner in 26 HOMER subjects with nonR5 HIV and 14 with R5 HIV. These subjects were receiving highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART)

155

and had undetectable plasma viral loads. Sample material consisted of PBMCs from the

buffy coat fraction of centrifuged whole blood. Patient phenotypic tropism had previously been
determined using Trofle prior to initiating HAART. Nested PCR was performed for bulk sequencing
on an ABI 3730 sequencer. Deep sequencing used the same frst round primers as bulk sequencing,
with different second round primers. Proviral DNA from a total of 12 buffy coat samples from the
HOMER cohort underwent deep sequencing on the GS-FLX.
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2.2.4

Sequence Analysis & Coreceptor Usage Determination by
Bioinformatic Algorithms

After sequencing on the ABI 3730, data were analyzed using the custom software, RECall

196

with no

manual intervention. RECall has been shown to have ~99% concordance with human calls

196

.

Nucleotide mixtures were automatically called if the secondary peak height exceeded 12.5% of the
dominant peak height. Sequences were aligned to HIV-1 subtype B reference strain HXB2 (Genbank
Acc. No. K03455) using a modifed NAP algorithm 322.

HIV tropism was predicted from V3 genotype using position specifc scoring matrices (PSSM X4/R5) 203
and/or geno2pheno[coreceptor]

197

scoring. Non-genotypic factors such as CD4 + cell counts were not

included in the bioinformatic analysis. Results were compared to the Trofle data as a reference.
Standard sequencing replicates with PSSM values below the predetermined cut-off of -6.96 were
called R5, while those with scores greater than or equal to -6.96 were called X4

203

. The geno2pheno

method 197,204 used a 5% false-positive rate, with samples also categorized as R5 or X4.

Where sequence ambiguity occurred due to the presence of nucleotide mixtures, the permutation
with the highest PSSM score was used to assign the score for a given replicate. In other words, the
“most” X4 residues were retained from a sequence where multiple variants contributed to the
consensus population sequence. This method was used in order to increase the sensitivity for
detection of X4 variants 229. A similar system was used for geno2pheno. Where triplicate data differed,
the most highly X4 (e.g., maximum PSSM score) replicate was assigned to a sample. Thus, R5 samples
had all 3 replicates inferred as R5, and X4 samples had one or more replicates inferred as X4. For deep
sequencing, each V3 variant detected received a tropism classifcation using the same two algorithms.
This allowed the proportion of X4 virus within the sample to be determined, and samples were
classifed according to this parameter. Sensitivity was defned as the prediction of CXCR4-usage
which correlated with the original Trofle assay.
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2.2.5

Independent Validation

The performance of the triplicate method was also assessed in a blinded independent dataset (N=278)
of screening samples from the Maraviroc versus Optimized Therapy in Viremic Antiretroviral
Treatment-Experienced Patients (MOTIVATE) studies

. All patients in MOTIVATE consented to

288,289

other tropism testing being performed on their samples. A sister trial, the A4001029 study had a
patient criterion of non-R5 (X4, Dual/Mixed, non-reportable) virus. Samples from this trial were
excluded since these samples could not be blinded.

The MOTIVATE screening samples were amplifed in triplicate and bulk-sequenced on an ABI3730.
As with the HOMER subset, MOTIVATE samples showing evidence of CXCR4-usage in their
standard sequencing results were classifed as X4. Subjects with R5 (by Trofle) at both screening and
baseline (just prior to treatment with study medication) were classifed as “confrmed R5s”. A subset
of 11 MOTIVATE samples were then amplifed independently in triplicate as above and underwent
deep sequencing on a GS-FLX.

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Standard Sequencing of V3 to Infer Tropism

Standard, population-based sequencing of triplicate amplifcations of the V3 loop, in combination
with PSSM tropism inference, gave approximately 81% concordance with Trofle. Of samples called
R5 by Trofle, 31 of 34 (91%) were also identifed as R5 by standard sequencing. Of those called X4 by
Trofle, 20 of 29 (69%) were inferred as X4 (Figure 2.1).

Often, there was notable variation among the three independent amplifcations performed for each
sample. Indeed, 12/63 samples (19%) had at least one replicate indicate a different tropism than the
others.
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Figure 2.1: PSSM Scores from Standard Population-based Sequencing of Independent Triplicate
PCRs of V3 Amplified from Plasma HIV RNA

Figure 2.1: PSSM Scores from Standard Population-based Sequencing of Independent Triplicate PCRs of V3 Amplified from Plasma HIV RNA.
The
horizontal
axis
represents the possible PSSM scores, with scores to the left of the vertical line (-6.96) indicating R5 virus, and scores to the right of -6.96 indicating X4 virus. Samples are arranged by
their Trofle screening result, with the Trofle X4/DM samples in the upper region of the fgure, and the Trofle R5 samples in the lower region. Closed circles indicate the PSSM score of
each of three replicate amplifcations of the V3 loop for different samples. Horizontal lines span the range of the three scores in order to give an indication of the diversity within a
respective sample. Where three circles are not visible, this is either because of a failed amplifcation or because the points overlap because of similar or identical PSSM scores.
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Almost half of Trofle X4 or Dual/Mixed samples that were called X4 by standard sequencing had at
least one amplifcation that would have been classifed as R5 if the triplicate approach had not been
used (9/20 samples, 45%). It is currently unknown as to what effect replicate testing of clinical
samples would have had on Trofle assay results.

Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted using either the maximum of three
triplicates, or a “singleton” approach using only the frst of the triplicates. The area under the curve
(AUC) of the ROC curve for the triplicate approach was 0.874 versus 0.828 for the singleton approach,
indicating improved performance of the triplicate method over a single amplifcation. Overall,
comparing the result (R5 or X4) by standard sequencing with PSSM, and using the Trofle result as a
reference, the sensitivity for the HOMER samples was 69% and specifcity was 91%. In comparison,
keeping specifcity constant, singleton approach would have given 48% sensitivity, and a duplicate
approach, 59% sensitivity, relative to Trofle.

2.3.2

Proviral DNA to Infer Tropism

PBMC samples were retrieved from patients who were currently on HAART (without CCR5
antagonist medication), had undetectable plasma viral loads at the time of sampling, and for whom a
pre-therapy plasma sample and Trofle assay result were available. Of 46 samples initially attempted,
40 samples yielded successful amplifcations, giving an 87% amplifcation rate. Proviral DNA
samples were amplifed in triplicate, bulk sequenced on an ABI 3730, and the sequences were
inferred as R5 or X4 by PSSM (Figure 2.2).

For samples called non-R5 by Trofle from plasma RNA, 20/26 (77%) had evidence of X4 HIV DNA in
their peripheral blood mononuclear cells. A total of 10/14 samples (71%) called R5 by Trofle had R5
sequences in their corresponding proviral DNA, giving sensitivities and specifcities of 77% and 71%,
respectively, for PSSM; or 77% and 93%, respectively, for geno2pheno (data not shown). The mean
proviral DNA PSSM score of each sample was also correlated to the mean pre-treatment RNA PSSM
scores (r2 = 0.35).
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Figure 2.2: PSSM Scores from HIV Proviral DNA by Standard Population-Based Sequencing

Figure 2.2: PSSM Scores from HIV Proviral DNA by Standard Population-Based Sequencing.
Possible PSSM scores on the X-axis. Scores left of the dashed vertical line (-6.96)
indicate R5 virus; scores to the right indicate X4 virus. Samples are arranged by their Trofle status. Note that the Trofle result is based on plasma RNA and not proviral DNA. Closed
circles indicate the PSSM score of each V3 amplifcation for different samples. Horizontal lines span the range of the three scores for each sample. Where three circles are not visible,
this is either because of a failed amplifcation or because the circles overlap due to similar or identical PSSM scores.
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2.3.3

Deep Sequencing of HIV RNA & DNA

A subset of patients with matching plasma RNA and proviral DNA (N=12) samples were sequenced
using the GS-FLX. The RNA was extracted from plasma samples drawn prior to initiation of
antiretroviral therapy, while the DNA was extracted from buffy coat samples drawn after patients
achieved undetectable viraemia, after a median of 36.5 months (IQR: 30.5–39) on antiretroviral
therapy. These samples were assessed according to the percentage of X4 virus comprising their deep
sequencing results. A total of 4 of the 12 patients (33%) had very similar proportions of X4 virus in
their plasma RNA and proviral DNA, (within ~1% of each other). For the remaining 8 samples, the
percent X4 in RNA and proviral DNA differed by a range of 6-72%, with proviral DNA tending to
harbour a higher percentage of X4 variants (median 46% X4 in DNA versus 8% in RNA). Table 2.1
shows the comparison of these 12 patients across the various tropism methods.

Table 2.1: Deep Sequencing of HIV RNA & DNA Compared with
Standard Population-Based Sequencing & the Trofile Assay
Standard Sequencing
Sample

Trofile
Result

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

R5
R5
R5
R5
D/M
D/M
D/M
D/M
D/M
D/M
D/M
D/M

Plasma
RNA
R5
R5
X4
R5
R5
X4
X4
R5
X4
R5
X4
X4

Proviral
DNA
R5
R5
R5
X4
X4
R5
X4
X4
X4
X4
X4
X4

Deep Sequencing
Plasma
RNA (%X4)
0.05
0.4
0.4
1.9
6.8
7.6
8.7
15.9
19.5
71.0
84.5
99.8

Proviral
DNA (%X4)
0.6
0.4
0.1
74.3
53.2
1.2
48.4
49.4
39.8
99.4
43.1
99.6

Table 2.1: Deep Sequencing of HIV RNA & DNA Compared with Standard Population-Based Sequencing & the Trofile
Assay.
Deep sequencing was performed on 12 plasma (RNA) samples and 12 PBMC (DNA) samples, and the
percent X4 in each sample was compared to the corresponding Trofle result and maximum PSSM score by standard
sequencing. Standard sequencing classifed samples as X4 if the maximum PSSM score was ≥-6.96. All non-R5 results are
bolded. For deep sequencing, samples are bolded if >2% X4 virus was detected by the GS-FLX. D/M — Dual/Mixed Tropic
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Overall, the deep sequencing percent X4 from pre-treatment plasma RNA, and post-suppression
proviral DNA were well correlated (r 2=0.44), and also corresponded very well to the pre-treatment
Trofle results. Using RNA and DNA, respectively, 4/4 and 3/4 samples called R5 by Trofle had less
than 2% X4 virus within their deep sequencing results, while 8/8 and 7/8 samples called non-R5 by
Trofle had greater than 2% X4 virus comprising their deep sequencing results. Standard sequencing
of RNA and DNA gave X4 calls in 11/12 samples (92%) that had 20% or more X4 by deep sequencing,
and gave R5 calls in 9 of 12 (75%) samples with less than 20% X4, consistent with the typical
sensitivity of standard sequencing in reliably detecting minority species. Indeed, the presence of lowlevel (below 20%) X4 variants could explain 3/4 (75%) Trofle-non-R5 samples which were apparently
misclassifed as R5 by standard sequencing.

2.3.4

Results of Independent Validation

The sensitivity and specifcity of the current approach were ascertained on a blinded, independent
sample set (N=278) from the MOTIVATE trials, which tested maraviroc in treatment-experienced
individuals. A previous attempt to determine tropism by standard sequencing (not in triplicate) with
PSSM methods had only 24% sensitivity with 97% specifcity when compared to Trofle

229

. The

independent validation of the current method with bioinformatic analysis using PSSM yielded
substantially increased sensitivity (75%) with only a modest decline in specifcity (83%). Compared to
PSSM, geno2pheno methods yielded a slightly worse sensitivity (61%) but had higher specifcity
(93%), though there was limited power to distinguish either algorithm as superior.

For “confrmed” R5 samples (i.e., those called R5 by Trofle at time of screening and again at baseline
just before starting maraviroc), genotyping had sensitivities and specifcities of 71% and 95%,
respectively, for geno2pheno and 75% and 82%, respectively, for PSSM. A subset of 11 MOTIVATE
samples also underwent deep sequencing. Many of these samples had at least a minority of non-R5
sequences present in their deep sequencing results. There was a wide distribution of PSSM scores
present within these samples, representing a viral population that often comprised both CXCR4- and
CCR5-using variants . For 10 of 11 samples (91%), the PSSM score of the most common deep
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sequencing variant resulted in the same tropism classifcation as the Trofle assay classifcation
(Figure 2.3).

2.4

Discussion & Conclusions

Clinical samples were assessed using standard, population-based sequencing and deep sequencing of
the HIV V3 region, and the results show higher sensitivity for detecting CXCR4-using virus in
samples than previously achieved

. Of additional signifcance was the use of proviral DNA to infer
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viral tropism in treated patients with undetectable plasma viral loads. Deep sequencing also seemed
to be a good predictor of Trofle results, with a cut-off of 2% X4 giving good concordance with the
original Trofle assay.

Relatively few studies performed prior to this study used proviral DNA
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or deep sequencing

232,317

to infer tropism. Genotypic tropism testing from proviral DNA suggests the possibility of screening
for those with suppressed viraemia who may wish to switch to CCR5 antagonists for reasons such as
tolerability, whereas the Trofle assay requires a viral load of at least 1000 copies/mL

195

. With the

above outlined approach, most patients harbouring X4 virus can be quickly screened out as being
ineligible to receive maraviroc.

The differences in the results of the earlier study versus the current one may be attributable to a
number of factors, especially: triplicate amplifcation, better sequencing technology, and automatic
base-calling. The use of independent triplicate amplifcations here may be able to amplify a greater
proportion of minority species due to the inherently stochastic nature of PCR. This was evidenced in
the variability amongst the replicates, with approximately 20% of samples yielding replicates with
different inferred coreceptor usage. Also lending evidence to the utility of the triplicate approach was
the larger area under the curve for the ROC curve plotting the triplicate approach versus that of a
singleton approach (0.874 versus 0.828, respectively). Triplicate PCRs also demonstrated greater
overall sensitivity for detecting CXCR4-using variants (69% for the triplicate approach versus 48% for
a singleton approach).
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of PSSM Scores for Variants Detected by Deep Sequencing of Plasma
Samples

Figure 2.3: Distribution of PSSM Scores for Variants Detected by Deep Sequencing of Plasma Samples
There was a large degree of variation in PSSM scores within
samples, according to deep sequencing. The large circle indicates the PSSM score of the most common variant detected by deep sequencing for each sample. Diamonds indicate the
PSSM scores of the rest of the ten most common variants detected. The horizontal axis represents the possible PSSM scores, with scores to the left of the dashed vertical line (-6.96)
indicating R5 variants, and scores to the right of -6.96 indicating X4 variants. Samples are arranged by their Trofle classifcations, with X4/DM calls by Trofle on the top and coloured
in red, and R5 calls below and coloured in green.
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The sequencing technology has improved, with the ABI 3730 used for the current study, and either
the ABI 3100 or 3700 used for the earlier study. The Roche/454 Life Sciences Genome Sequencer-FLX
also represents a further advance in sequencing technology. An additional advantage in the current
method is the automated nature of the sequence analysis. Due to analysis by RECall, sequence data
underwent no manual intervention such as base-calling. Use of RECall made this method quick and
effcient while bypassing the inherently inconsistent and labour-intensive process of manual
sequence analysis by a technician.

Some limitations of the sample population should be noted. The frst 63 available samples as
organized by sample identifer were arbitrarily chosen, resulting in a potentially unknown selection
bias. Furthermore, the clinical test set from British Columbia is composed of 97.5% clade-B virus, thus
skewing the results in favour of methods trained primarily on clade-B

203,204

. The PSSM algorithm

used here may not be readily extendable to non-clade B sequences. It should also be noted that the
original Trofle assay was used for these analyses but not the enhanced sensitivity Trofle assay, ESTA.
The current results may have differed if these genotypic methods were compared to ESTA. For
instance, some of the Trofle R5 samples may have yielded X4 or Dual/Mixed results if tested by
ESTA, which may have decreased specifcity.

Interestingly, the deep sequencing genotypic methods were able to detect low levels of inferred-X4
virus in almost all samples that underwent deep sequencing, regardless of their Trofle assay results.
Indeed, some samples which had R5 results by Trofle gave entirely different results by deep
sequencing, which revealed a majority of X4 variants. Subsequent chapters will explore how such
discordant patients (e.g., Trofle R5/deep sequencing X4) perform virologically on CCR5 antagonist
therapy. These results do suggest, however, that tropism may not always fall into discrete categories
of R5 or X4, and that the proportion of a patient’s virus that uses either coreceptor may be variable.

The “true” sensitivity of genotypic tropism testing is confounded by the “gold standard” against
which these tests are compared. Numerous studies have compared a variety of genotypic and
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phenotypic tests, each yielding varying sensitivities and specifcities
between phenotypic tropism assays is not necessarily 100% (e.g.,

190

. Concordance even

187,190,230

). Furthermore, depending on the

tests used, genotypic sensitivity for X4 variants has ranged from as low as 10%

187

for genotypic

predictors, such as the 11/25 charge rule 324, to ~70% for support vector machines 190 and geno2pheno
. Even the same algorithm used on different datasets can yield vastly different sensitivities

187

230

.

Because of the wide range of sensitivities reported from genotypic testing, the results reported here
should be taken in this context.

This study yielded improved detection of X4 HIV in clinical samples and was a better predictor of
viral tropism than many previous attempts at genotypic approaches to determining coreceptor usage.
These data also suggest that deep sequencing technology and genotypic analysis of proviral DNA
may prove useful in the determination of coreceptor usage. With the above outlined approach, most
patients harbouring X4 virus can be quickly screened out.

Using the Trofle call as the reference may, however, be problematic. Ultimately, the best indication
against which results should be compared is the virologic outcome of patients who receive CCR5
antagonist medication. Clinical outcome, and not other assays, may be the best candidate for the
“gold standard” of comparison

. Therefore, the next chapter of this thesis tests the ability to predict
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outcomes on maraviroc in treatment-experienced patients entering three large clinical trials of the
CCR5 antagonist. Methods developed above are optimized and refned in the following chapter, with
the primary focus being the performance of deep sequencing situated in a clinical context.
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Chapter 3: Deep Sequencing to Infer HIV-1
Coreceptor Usage: Application to Three Clinical
Trials of Maraviroc in Treatment-Experienced
Patients

3.1

Background & Introduction

Human Immunodefciency Virus Type 1 (HIV-1) enters and infects a target cell by an interaction of its
envelope glycoprotein, gp120, with the cellular CD4 receptor and a co-receptor: CCR5 or CXCR4
. CCR5 antagonists such as maraviroc inhibit HIV entry via CCR5. These agents work by

100,116,326,327

allosterically altering the conformation of CCR5 at the cell surface, thereby disrupting its interaction
with HIV gp120

. However, CCR5 antagonists have suboptimal activity against viral

100,108,286

populations capable of using CXCR4

. Accordingly, before clinical use of CCR5 antagonists, a

291,316

tropism test is performed to rule out the presence of detectable non-CCR5-tropic (non-R5) virus.

Some of the most widely-used coreceptor tropism tests have been the recombinant, phenotypic
Trofle assay (Monogram Biosciences)
(“ESTA”)

194

, or its newer iteration, the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle assay

. Despite their wide use, there are some practical limitations to these assays, including a

195

long turnaround time, restricted geographic access, and large sample volume required
tropism testing is an alternative method

329

328

. Genotypic

that is possible because the sequence of the third variable

(V3) loop of HIV gp120 is the principal determinant of tropism
inference using bioinformatic algorithms such as PSSM X4/R5

203

, allowing tropism

23,123,220,324,330,331

and geno2pheno[coreceptor] 197,204.

However, genotypic assays based on standard, population-based V3 sequencing have often had
apparently poor sensitivity for detection of non-R5 HIV (e.g.,

229

), especially when such species

comprise minorities in the viral population below ~20%, the reliable sensitivity of standard
sequencing

180,228

. In comparison, next-generation deep sequencing approaches have much higher

sensitivity and can detect minority HIV variants at much lower levels

240,332

, including minority non-
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R5 subpopulations

. Consequently, this method can capture a detailed “cross-section” of co-

232

receptor-usage across a patient’s viral population, and quantify the prevalence of non-R5 HIV within
the patient.

Presented here is an extensive study of deep V3 sequencing as a tool for predicting virologic
outcomes on maraviroc-based therapy in treatment-experienced patients in the Maraviroc versus
Optimized Therapy in Viremic Antiretroviral Treatment-Experienced Patients (MOTIVATE) 1 and 2
studies. These were randomized, phase 3, placebo-controlled studies of maraviroc in treatmentexperienced patients with R5 HIV

. Patients were originally screened using the original Trofle

288,289

assay. Of those screened out due to non-R5 HIV, approximately 20% (186/955) entered the A4001029
trial

. This trial also assessed maraviroc versus placebo but in patients with non-R5 HIV results.
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Deep sequencing was retrospectively tested on a total of 1827 blinded screening samples from these
three clinical trials, and assessed for its ability to predict virologic responses in maraviroc recipients.

3.2
3.2.1

Materials & Methods
Trial Patients, Samples & Amplification Methods

Briefly, the V3 loop of HIV gp120 was amplifed independently in triplicate by nested RT-PCR
methods from a total of 1827 screening samples from the three trials. These were then sequenced by
either (A) standard, population-based sequencing
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, or (B) deep sequencing

333

. Refer to Chapter 2

for detailed methodologies. The current study focuses on the deep sequencing data, hereafter referred
to as genotyping.

In total, 1093 of 1827 patients examined in the current study were randomized into the three arms of
the MOTIVATE (R5) and A4001029 (non-R5) trials (Figure 3.1). Informed consent was obtained from
all individuals. Treatment arms were maraviroc once-daily (QD), maraviroc twice-daily (BID), or
placebo, plus an optimized background therapy of 3 to 6 agents, based on treatment history and
resistance testing 288,289.
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Figure 3.1: Sample & Patient Distribution

Figure 3.1: Sample & Patient Distribution
Of the current study population, patients were screened for entry into either MOTIVATE-1 (76%) or MOTIVATE-2 (24%).
In both studies, a majority of patients had R5 HIV at screening by the original Trofle assay, while a minority had non-R5 results. A subset of these patients were enrolled into the trials
and received treatment in one of three arms: placebo (PBO), maraviroc once-daily (MVC QD), or maraviroc twice daily (MVC BID). *Patients with non-R5 HIV at screening were
treated in the A4001029 study, with 8 patients being screened and enrolled into A4001029 directly.

Note that all phenotypic screening results were performed using the original Trofle assay (approximate 10% non-R5 cutoff
cutoff

334

) and not ESTA (0.3%

). Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of patient samples tested in the current study. The primary analysis was based on all patients who
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entered any study (MOTIVATE-1, MOTIVATE-2 or A4001029). Critically, this included all treated patients for whom Trofle gave a non-R5 result.
For additional analyses with respect to tropism assessments by both assays, the patients screened for MOTIVATE-1 (including Trofle-non-R5
patients), but who did not enter a study were also included. However, only patients entering the studies could be examined for virologic
responses.
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HIV RNA was extracted from 500 µL of plasma per sample using a NucliSENS easyMAG
(bioMérieux). Three independent one-step RT-PCR amplifcations were performed with 4µL of extract
per amplifcation, followed by a second-round amplifcation using customised primers that included
a V3-specifc PCR primer and a multiplex barcode (for distinguishing between samples). All primers
and are listed in Appendix III.

3.2.2

Emulsion Polymerase Chain Reaction & Pyrosequencing

After PCR amplifcation, PCR amplicon concentrations were quantifed using a Quant-iT Picogreen
dsDNA Assay Kit (Invitrogen) and a DTX-880 Multimode Detector (Beckman Coulter). These were
combined in equal proportions (2x1012 DNA molecules/amplifcation), purifed with Agencourt
Ampure PCR Purifcation beads (Beckman Coulter), and re-quantifed. The purifed products were
then diluted to 2x105 molecules/mL, and combined at a ratio of 0.6 molecules to one emulsion PCR
(emPCR) microbead. Oil and emPCR buffer components were shaken with a TissueLyser
(Qiagen/Retsch) to allow formation of microreactor micelles around the beads. After emPCR, the
beads were washed and enriched for DNA-coated beads as per the manufacturer’s instructions.
These were added onto a picotitre plate at 2.5 × 105 beads in each of four regions, and underwent
sequencing with a Genome Sequencer-FLX (Roche/454 Life Sciences).

3.2.3

Optimizing Bioinformatic Cutoffs for Deep Sequencing

Because of the limited prior experience in the literature with deep sequencing, an attempt was made
to frst identify an optimal cutoff for both the geno2pheno and PSSM bioinformatic algorithms

335–337

.

Using a large dataset of 1875 samples (1827 for the PSSM analyses), Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves
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were generated to compare the performance of deep sequencing relative to the

original Trofle assay. A variety of FPR cutoffs were tested, ranging from 1.0 to 6.5 for geno2pheno
and a variety of scores ranging from -1.0 to -6.5 for PSSM.
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The area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC curves was also calculated for each cutoff and plotted as
shown in Figure 3.2. Cutoffs which optimized performance relative to the original Trofle assay were
selected. For geno2pheno, this was a cutoff of 3.5, whereby sequences with FPRs above 3.5 were
classifed as R5 (Figure 3.3: Panel 1). PSSM had an optimized cutoff of -4.75, whereby sequences with
scores less than -4.75 were classifed as X4 (Figure 3.3: Panel 2). These particular cutoffs for
genp2pheno and PSSM had maximal AUCs of 0.8911 (95% confdence interval: 0.8755 – 0.9067) and
0.8915 (95% confdence interval: 0.8765 – 0.9065), respectively.

Additionally, the cutoff for the percentage of non-R5 variants was explored in order to optimally
predict virologic outcomes. A random 75% of the dataset was used for training and exploration of
cutoffs, and once these were established, they were tested in a validation dataset comprising the
remaining 25%. For this approach, virologic success was defned as a ≥2 log 10 decline in viral load
from baseline and/or a viral load <50 copies/mL at week 8. Figure 3.4 shows the results of these
analyses. A cutoff of 2% non-R5 variants was able to correctly predict virologic success with
sensitivities of 84% for geno2pheno and 81% for PSSM. This cutoff was also found to give the best
performance in Chapter 2.

3.2.4

Bioinformatic Algorithms for Inferring Tropism from
Genotypic Data

Deep sequencing generated read-lengths of approximately 250 base pairs of data in each direction. A
typical V3 loop was 105 base pairs long (35 amino acids). Truncated reads (missing 4 or more bases at
either end of V3) were excluded from the analysis, as were samples producing fewer than 750 usable
reads. Genotyping generated a mean of over 3000 V3 sequences per sample. The tropism of each
sequence was interpreted by the PSSMX4/R5 or geno2pheno bioinformatic algorithms (optimized cutoffs for non-R5: PSSM X4/R5, ≥-4.75; geno2pheno, ≤3.5). The selection of these cutoffs is detailed in
Figures 3.2 – 3.4. The overall sample tropism was expressed as the proportion of non-R5 sequences
within the sample’s viral population. Patients with samples harbouring ≥2% non-R5 variants were
classifed as having non-R5 HIV, while those with <2% were classifed as having R5 HIV.
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Figure 3.2: Areas under Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves for Various Bioinformatic Cutoffs

Figure 3.2: Areas under Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves for Various Bioinformatic Cutoffs.
The areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves
(AUC) were calculated for various bioinformatic cutoffs, and their values are plotted here. The cutoffs which maximized the AUC were a geno2pheno false-positive rate cutoff of 3.5,
and a PSSM score cutoff of -4.75. For display purposes in the fgure, the PSSM scores have been changed to their absolute values rather than negative values. Maximal AUCs indicated
that the highest numbers of samples were classifed “correctly” using the original Trofle assay as a comparator.
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Figure 3.3: Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves for Optimal Geno2pheno & PSSM Cutoffs —
Prediction of Original Trofile Assay Results

Figure 3.3: Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves for Optimal Geno2pheno & PSSM Cutoffs — Prediction of Original Trofile Assay Results.
The
optimal
geno2pheno cutoff was a false-positive rate of 3.5%. The optimal PSSM cutoff was a score of -4.75. The areas under the curve (AUC) and their 95% confdence intervals (95% CI) are
displayed under their respective curves. The specifc point of 2% non-R5 variants is emphasized on each graph.
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Figure 3.4: Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves for Optimal
Geno2pheno & PSSM Cutoffs — Prediction of Week Eight Virologic
Success

Figure 3.4: Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves for Optimal Geno2pheno & PSSM Cutoffs — Prediction of Week
Eight Virologic Success.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for predicting week 8 virologic
success on maraviroc in the training dataset (upper two panels) and validation dataset (lower two panels). The areas under the
curve (AUC) and their 95% confdence intervals (95% CI) are displayed under their respective curves. The specifc point of 2%
non-R5 variants is emphasized on each graph. Performance for predicting virologic success was lower than performance
predicting original Trofle assay results, likely due to the fact that clinical outcomes are inherently more diffcult to predict than
assay results. The number of samples included in the validation dataset was 684 for geno2pheno and 648 for PSSM. The
number of samples in the validation dataset was 206 for geno2pheno and 200 for PSSM. Clinical sensitivity to predict virologic
success was 84% for geno2pheno in the training set and 82% in the validation set. For PSSM these were 81% and 78%. The
specifcities (corresponding roughly to correct prediction of virologic non-response) were lower at 46%/30% for the
geno2pheno training/validation datasets, and 45%/35% for the PSSM training/validation datasets.
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These cutoffs were established by optimizing to week 8 virologic response in a random 75% of the
dataset, and testing on the remaining 25%, as shown in section 3.2.3

335–337

. Results for all patients are

presented in the text. This 2% cutoff also approaches the likely level of reproducibility for PCR-based
methods.

3.2.5

Population-Based Sequencing as a Comparator

Additional second-round PCR amplifcations were also performed prior to standard populationbased sequencing on an ABI 3730XL DNA analyzer, according to previously-described methods
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.

The cut-offs used were -4.25 for PSSM X4/R5 and 5.75 for geno2pheno 335,336.

3.2.6

Data Analysis

Where clinical data were missing for patients enrolled in the clinical trials, the last observation was
carried forward, except for the analysis of the proportion of patients with pVL <50 copies/mL, where
a missing result was considered >50 copies/mL. Data from MOTIVATE-1, -2 and A4001029 were
pooled, and both maraviroc arms were combined into a single group. Analyses were restricted to
patients with tropism results from both assays.

Clinical parameters examined included: the median change in log 10-transformed HIV plasma viral
load (pVL) from baseline; the proportion of patients with a pVL <50 HIV RNA copies/mL; and time
to a tropism switch. The performance of genotyping on these parameters was compared against that
of the original Trofle assay. The above results could not be extensively compared to ESTA response
rates in this population, as ESTA results were not available from most patients in these studies.
However a subset of patients with ESTA results is examined in the results, as is a subset with
replicate deep sequencing results performed by an independent laboratory. Comparisons of the
performance between laboratories were assessed through X-Y correlation and Bland-Altman plots.
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3.3

Results

3.3.1

Tropism Screening by Deep Sequencing Relative to Trofile &
Population-Based Sequencing

Overall, genotyping identifed 1037 samples (57%) as R5 and 790 (43%) as non-R5 using the PSSM X4/R5
algorithm. PSSM and geno2pheno had approximately 90% concordance with one another. For ease of
presentation, results will be shown for the PSSM X4/R5 algorithm. When screened with Trofle, 1141
samples (62%) were called R5, and 686 (38%) were called non-R5 (Dual-/Mixed-tropic or X4). Global
concordance of genotyping with Trofle-defned tropism was 82%.

Of the 686 samples identifed as non-R5 by Trofle, genotyping agreed in 575 (84%) of cases. An
additional 215 samples were further identifed as non-R5 by genotyping. Using Trofle as a reference,
sensitivity of genotyping was 84%, and specifcity was 81%. Using genotyping as a reference, the
sensitivity of original Trofle assay was 73%, and specifcity was 89%. Comparing population-based
against deep sequencing, overall concordance was 80%, with 64% sensitivity and 93% specifcity. The
sensitivity of both Trofle and population-based sequencing was lower when the proportion of nonR5 variants in the viral population was lower according to deep sequencing (Figure 3.5).

Of interest, deep sequencing detected at least some non-R5 HIV in >90% of patients (1700/1827),
regardless of tropism classifcation. Samples with R5 HIV by Trofle had a median of 0.1% variants
identifed as non-R5 at screening, according to deep sequencing results. However, non-R5 levels
below 1-2% likely have low reproducibility and should be considered with caution. The Trofle nonR5 group excluding Dual/Mixed samples (i.e., only “pure” X4 by Trofle, N=39) had a median of 93%
non-R5-virus.

Patients screened R5 by Trofle but non-R5 by genotyping had 12% non-R5 HIV present at screening
(N=167), much higher than where both assays indicated R5: 0.1% (N=926). This suggests that the
original Trofle assay did not reliably detect patients with low level non-R5 variants present at
screening (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of Population-Based V3 Sequencing & Original
Trofile Assay with Deep Sequencing as the Reference

Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of Population-Based V3 Sequencing & Original Trofile Assay with Deep Sequencing as the
Reference.
The ability of the population-based V3 sequencing (black bars) and original Trofle (grey bars) to
identify screening samples as non-R5 that deep sequencing had identifed as having ≥ 2% non-R5 virus, stratifed by different
proportions of non-R5 virus identifed in the deep sequencing result. Both alternative assays seemed to have decreased
sensitivity for non-R5 HIV when such variants were present at lower proportions of the viral population. When non-R5 was
present at 2-10% according to deep sequencing, 31% (69/224) & 58% (130/224) of samples were also called non-R5 by
population-based sequencing & Trofle, respectively. These were 49% (57/116) & 57% (66/116) in the 10-20% group; 69%
(81/117) & 77% (90/117) in the 20-40% group; 81% (118/145) & 81% (118/145) in the 40-80% group; and 96% (180/188) & 91%
(171/188) in the >80% group.

This was consistent with the fnding that 8% of patients had non-R5 results at baseline despite R5
Trofle results at screening 288, and consistent with ESTA results for the MERIT trial of maraviroc 290.

Of the 1827 patients screened, 1093 actually entered the maraviroc (N=851) or placebo (N=242) arms
of the trials. Baseline characteristics of patient groups screened by both methods are presented in
Table 3.1. The R5 groups by either method were similar in terms of baseline viral load and CD4 + cell
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count, as were the non-R5 groups. Amongst maraviroc recipients, genotyping identifed over twice as
many patients than Trofle as being unlikely to respond to maraviroc (N=240 versus 111).

Table 3.1: Baseline Characteristics of Treated Population, Stratified by
Tropism Status by Genotype and Phenotype
Geno R5
(N=775)

Trofile R5
(N=925)

Geno nonR5 (N=318)

Trofile non-R5
(N=168)

Baseline pVL, median log10 HIVRNA copies/mL

4.85

4.88

5.04

5.07

Median CD4 cell count,
cells/mm3

177

168

72
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Median percent non-R5 variants
in deep sequencing screening
result, % (IQR)

0.1%
(0 – 0.2%)

0.1%
(0 – 0.7%)

19%
(7-54%)

28%
(7-63%)

Table 3.1: Baseline Characteristics of Treated Population, Stratified by Tropism Status by Genotype & Phenotype.
Geno non-R5, identifed as having non-R5 virus by genotyping; Geno R5, identifed as having R5 virus by
genotyping; IQR, interquartile range; pVL, plasma viral load

3.3.2

Early Virologic Response to Maraviroc

Screening genotype was a predictor of response to maraviroc-based antiretroviral therapy in
treatment-experienced patients. Maraviroc recipients screened with R5 HIV by genotyping had
consistently better virologic outcomes than those screened non-R5. Using a number of parameters,
genotyping performed similarly to, or marginally out-performed the original Trofle assay in
predicting virologic response. Virologic performance was slightly better in the maraviroc BID arm
compared to the QD arm (data not shown), but these arms have been pooled to simplify the
presentation of the results.

The median pVL change from baseline to week 8 of treatment was examined in order to minimize the
number of patients who had discontinued the study due to reasons such as treatment failure, or lossto-follow-up, but with suffcient time to measure the effcacy of maraviroc in patients. Maraviroc
recipients screened R5 by genotyping had a combined median week 8 decrease in pVL from baseline
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of 2.4 log10 (Inter-quartile Range [IQR]: 1.7 – 2.9; N=611). This was twice as large as the 1.4 log 10
decline (IQR: 0.2 – 2.7; N=240) for patients classifed non-R5 by genotyping.

Results where missing patients were censored, or where data were restricted to only those screened
for MOTIVATE-1, were largely similar (data not shown). As mentioned in Section 3.2.3 on optimizing
bioinformatic cutoffs, clinical sensitivity to predict virologic success on maraviroc was approximately
80% when patients were screened with a 2% non-R5 variant cutoff (Figure 3.4).

Using Trofle, the corresponding week 8 viral load declines were similar: 2.4 log 10 (IQR: 1.3 – 2.8;
N=740) for R5 patients versus 1.3 log 10 (IQR: 0.3 – 2.7; N=111) for non-R5 patients. For placebo
recipients, the week 8 pVL declines were modest (0.5 – 0.8 log 10) and similar regardless of genotypic
tropism. Median pVL responses on maraviroc and placebo over the course of the studies are shown
in Figures 3.6A and 3.6B, where prediction of virologic outcomes can be compared between the
genotypic and phenotypic assays.

3.3.3

Longer-Term Virologic Efficacy

The effcacy of maraviroc was sustained to week 48 in patients identifed by genotyping as having R5
HIV. The primary endpoint for the MOTIVATE trials was the percentage of patients with viral loads
<50 copies/mL at week 48. The proportion of patients achieving virologic suppression <50
copies/mL was assessed throughout the study for both the maraviroc and placebo arms. Maraviroc
recipients with R5 HIV at screening were more likely to achieve a pVL <50 copies/mL at week 48
compared to the non-R5 group. In total, 49% (301/611) of the R5 group, and 26% (62/240) of the nonR5 group had virologic suppression at week 48 when screened by genotyping. By Trofle, these were
46% (337/740) and 23% (26/111), respectively (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.6: Median Change in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in the Maraviroc & Placebo Arms

Figure 3.6: Median Change in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in the Maraviroc & Placebo Arms.
Left: Panel A shows the responses in the maraviroc arms. Patients
screened as R5 by either genotyping or Trofle had much larger median pVL declines from baseline relative to patients screened as non-R5. Green and red lines correspond to deep
sequencing R5 (N=611) and non-R5 (N=240) groups respectively, while solid black and dotted black lines correspond to Trofle R5 (N=740) and non-R5 (N=111) groups. Right: Panel B
shows the pVL declines from baseline for patients receiving placebo were similar to MVC-receiving patients identifed as non-R5 or non-R5, and were small regardless of screening
tropism or assay used. Green and red lines correspond to deep sequencing R5 (N=164) and non-R5 (N=78) groups respectively, while solid black and dotted black lines correspond to
Trofle R5 (N=185) and non-R5 (N=57) groups.
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Figure 3.7: Percentage of Patients with Viral Loads Less than 50 HIV RNA Copies/mL in the
Maraviroc & Placebo Arms

Figure 3.7: Percentage of Patients with Viral Loads Less than 50 HIV RNA Copies/mL in the Maraviroc & Placebo Arms.
Left: Panel A shows the proportion with virologic
suppression in the maraviroc arms. A higher proportion of maraviroc recipients screened by either method as R5 had a pVL <50 HIV RNA copies/mL compared to the non-R5
patients. Green and red lines correspond to deep sequencing R5 (N=611) and non-R5 (N=240) groups respectively, while solid black and dotted black lines correspond to Trofle R5
(N=740) and non-R5 (N=111) groups. Right: Panel B shows the proportion with virologic suppression in the placebo arms. Green and red lines correspond to deep sequencing R5
(N=164) and non-R5 (N=78) groups respectively, while solid black and dotted black lines correspond to Trofle R5 (N=185) and non-R5 (N=57) groups.
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The genotypic non-R5 group could be divided roughly in half, with 127 patients having lowprevalence (2-20%) non-R5, and 113 having >20% non-R5 virus. The group of patients with 2-20%
non-R5 according to deep sequencing had minority non-R5 variants that were not reliably detected
by standard population-based sequencing methods (Figure 3.3). Importantly, this group of patients
had a poor response to maraviroc, with 27% (34/127) of patients achieving virologic suppression at
week 48, similar to the non-R5 group as a whole (26%) and to patients with >20% non-R5 (25%;
28/113). The virologic responses of placebo recipients were similarly low to maraviroc recipients
identifed as having non-R5 HIV, ranging from 17-23% depending on tropism or assay.

Interestingly, the virologic outcomes of maraviroc recipients showed a general inverse relationship
with the percentage of non-R5-virus present at screening according to genotyping. Patients with 0%
non-R5 had the best success, showing a week 8 log 10 pVL decline of 2.6, with 65% (58/89) of patients
having week 48 virologic suppression. Patients with between 0 and 1% non-R5 had slightly poorer
outcomes: week 8 pVL log10 decline of 2.4, 48% (234/491) with virologic suppression. This declined
again in patients with between 1-2% non-R5: 2.1 log 10, 29% (9/31). Patients with >2% non-R5 (i.e., the
genotyping non-R5 group) all showed similar low virologic responses, as detailed above.

3.3.4

Changes in Viral Tropism

As a separate endpoint, patients were analysed according to whether they experienced a change in
their Trofle result from R5 to non-R5 (a tropism “switch”) over the course of the studies, as measured
by Kaplan-Meier analysis. This parameter is both clinically relevant for maraviroc-based therapy, and
functioned as a measure separate from changes in viral load measurements. Amongst those patients
originally screened as R5 by Trofle, those identifed to be non-R5 by genotyping were almost twice as
likely to have non-R5 HIV emerge by week 24 compared to patients screened as R5 by both methods
(Figure 3.8). A total of 40% (72/180) of maraviroc recipients who switched tropism were identifed by
genotyping as having ≥2% non-R5 virus. Tropism switches occurred in 18% (111/612) of the group
called R5 by genotyping, lower than in those called R5 by Trofle alone: 25% (180/724).
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Figure 3.8: Time to Change in Tropism from R5 to Dual/Mixed or X4 in the Maraviroc & Placebo
Arms

Figure 3.8: Time to Change in Tropism from R5 to Dual/Mixed or X4 in the Maraviroc & Placebo Arms.
Left: The change in tropism in the MVC arms where all patients were
R5 at screening by Trofle and switched tropism to DM or X4 over the course of the studies according to the Trofle assay. Green and red lines correspond to genotyping R5 (N=605) and
non-R5 (N=135) groups respectively, while the solid black lines correspond to the Trofle R5 (N=740) group. Right: The change in tropism in the placebo arms for patients with Trofle
R5 results at screening. Green and red lines correspond to genotyping R5 (N=153) and non-R5 (N=32) groups respectively, while the solid black lines correspond to the Trofle R5
(N=185) group.
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Amongst patients who switched tropism, maraviroc recipients classifed as R5 by Trofle but non-R5
by genotyping had been on treatment for a mean of 4.6 weeks before Trofle gave a non-R5 result,
over twice as quickly (9.7 weeks) as where both tests indicated R5 (Figure 3.8).

3.3.5

Response Stratified by Background Drug Activity

Patients were also classifed according to a weighted optimized background therapy susceptibility
score (wOBTss). In general, wOBTss was defned as the number of active drugs in the background
regimen at baseline, with nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors scoring 0.5

339

. Genotyping was

predictive of virologic success on maraviroc-based therapy regardless of wOBTss. Maraviroc was
successful in either of the R5 groups where the wOBTss was between 1 and 2. The proportions of
these patients with a week 48 pVL <50 copies/mL were 58% (179/311) and 53% (205/389) when
screened by genotyping and Trofle, respectively. The predictive ability of genotyping was more
pronounced at more compromised background regimens. The proportions with undetectable viral
loads were 33% (81/232) versus 29% (78/271) of R5-classifed patients with wOBTss <1 by
genotyping or Trofle, respectively (Figure 3.9).

3.3.6

Discordance Amongst Bioinformatic Algorithms

There was a high degree of concordance using alternative bioinformatic algorithms. Geno2pheno and
PSSMSINSI were compared to PSSM X4R5 in terms of their ability to predict various virologic outcomes.
Detailed analyses of these comparisons are presented in Tables 3.2 – 3.4. In general, where the
algorithms disagreed on tropism classifcations, the virologic responses were intermediate between
the concordant R5 and concordant non-R5 groups. This indicated that no algorithm clearly
outperformed the others.
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Figure 3.9: Median Change in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Patients with R5 Virus Stratified by
Their Weighted Optimized Background Therapy Susceptibility Score (wOBTss)

Figure 3.9: Median Change in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Patients with R5 Virus Stratified by Their Weighted Optimized Background Therapy Susceptibility Score
(wOBTss).
Maraviroc-treated patients screened as R5 by genotyping (green lines) or Trofle (black lines). Patients screened as R5 by either method who also had
wOBTss > 2 (N=68 or 80, respectively) showed the largest pVL declines from baseline. Patients with wOBTss 1-2 (N=151 or 197) showed intermediate pVL decline and patients with
wOBTss≤1 (N=392 or 463) showed poorer changes in pVL. The wOBTss > 2, 1-2, and ≤ 1 groups are indicated by thin, intermediate, and thick lines, respectively.
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Table 3.2: Discordance amongst Bioinformatic Algorithms in the
Maraviroc Arms — PSSMX4/R5 versus Geno2pheno
Concordance or Discordance
PSSMX4R5/geno2pheno

N

Week 8 log10
pVL decline
(IQR)

%<50c/mL @
week 48
(N)

% Changing
tropism (N)

R5/R5

583

2.43
(1.79 – 2.86)

50%
(289/583)

17%
(97/577)

R5/Non-R5

26

Non-R5/R5

55

Non-R5/Non-R5

179

2.06
(0.33 – 2.59)
2.19
(0.68 – 2.79)
0.98
(0.12 – 2.61)

38%
(10/26)
36%
(20/55)
22%
(40/179)

54%
(14/26)
26%
(12/46)
70%
(62/89)

Table 3.2: Discordance amongst Bioinformatic Algorithms in the Maraviroc Arms — PSSMX4/R5 versus Geno2pheno.
Virologic outcomes for patients with discordant results between algorithms. PSSM X4R5 (non-R5 if ≥2% scored ≥-4.75)
versus geno2pheno (non-R5 if ≥2% scored ≤3.5)

Table 3.3: Discordance amongst Bioinformatic Algorithms in the
Maraviroc Arms — PSSMX4/R5 versus PSSMSI/NSI
Concordance or
Discordance
PSSMX4R5/PSSMSINSI

N

Week 8 log10
pVL decline
(IQR)

%<50c/mL @
week 48
(N)

% Changing
tropism (N)

R5/R5

557

2.43
(1.78 – 2.86)

49%
(275/557)

17%
(92/553)

R5/Non-R5

52

2.34
(0.87 – 2.78)

46%
(24/52)

38%
(19/50)

Non-R5/R5

17

2.44
(0.47 – 3.05)

24%
(4/17)

27%
(4/15)

Non-R5/Non-R5

217

1.27
(0.21 – 2.63)

26%
(56/217)

58%
(70/120)

Table 3.3: Discordance amongst Bioinformatic Algorithms in the Maraviroc Arms — PSSMX4/R5 versus PSSMSI/NSI.
Virologic outcomes for patients with discordant results between algorithms. PSSM X4R5 (non-R5 if ≥2% scored ≥-4.75)
versus PSSMSINSI (non-R5 if ≥2% scored ≥-3.5)
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Table 3.4: Discordance amongst Bioinformatic Algorithms in the
Maraviroc Arms — PSSMSI/NSI versus Geno2pheno
Concordance or Discordance
PSSMSINSI/geno2pheno

N

Week 8 log10
pVL decline
(IQR)

%<50c/mL
@ week 48
(N)

% Changing
tropism
(N)

R5/R5

559

2.43
(1.76 – 2.86)

49%
(273/559)

16%
(91/554)

R5/Non-R5

15

2.39
(1.48 – 2.70)

40%
(6/15)

36%
(5/14)

Non-R5/R5

79

2.35
(1.56 – 2.79)

46%
(36/79)

26%
(18/69)

Non-R5/Non-R5

190

0.98
(0.11 – 2.60)

23%
(44/190)

70%
(71/101)

Table 3.4: Discordance amongst Bioinformatic Algorithms in the Maraviroc Arms — PSSMSI/NSI versus Geno2pheno.
Virologic outcomes for patients with discordant results between algorithms. PSSM SINSI (non-R5 if ≥2% scored ≥-3.5)
versus geno2pheno (non-R5 if ≥2% scored ≤3.5)

3.3.7

Assay Discordance

Where screening assays differed, virologic outcomes on maraviroc slightly favoured the genotyping
results. Amongst the discordant patients, where Trofle indicated R5 but genotyping identifed >2%
non-R5 virus (N=135), median log 10 pVL declines were lower, at 1.8 log10. For comparison, the
concordant non-R5 group (N=105) had 1.2 log 10 pVL decline. Where genotyping screened patients as
having R5 virus, but Trofle screened as non-R5, the median week 8 pVL decline was 2.6 log 10 (N=6),
similar to the concordant R5 group: 2.4 log10 (N=605).

When deep sequencing was compared to population-based sequencing, virologic outcomes again
favoured the deep sequencing results. The results over 48 weeks of treatment, with patients grouped
by assay concordance or discordance are shown in Figure 3.10. Furthermore, there were a large
number of patients with 50% or lower non-R5 variants, which could potentially be diffcult to detect
by standard population-based sequencing. Importantly, these patients had poor virologic outcomes
on maraviroc compared to those with low non-R5 prevalence of <2% (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.10: Where Assay Results Were Discordant, the Virologic Responses Tended to Favour Deep
Sequencing Results

Figure 3.10: Where Assay Results Were Discordant, the Virologic Responses Tended to Favour Deep Sequencing Results.
Panel A shows virologic responses to
maraviroc for patients stratifed by whether deep sequencing and the original Trofle assay gave concordant or discordant results. The turquoise line represents patients with
concordant R5 results (N=605), the orange line represents concordant non-R5 results (N=105). The dashed black line represents patients where deep sequencing indicated R5 but Trofle
indicated non-R5 (N=6), and the dashed grey line represents patients with non-R5 by deep sequencing but R5 by Trofle (N=135). Panel B shows virologic responses to maraviroc for
patients stratifed by whether deep sequencing and population-based sequencing gave concordant or discordant results. The turquoise line represents patients with concordant R5
results (N=573); the orange line represents concordant non-R5 results (N=127). The dashed black line represents patients where deep sequencing indicated R5 but population-based
sequencing indicated non-R5 (N=38), and the dashed grey line represents patients with non-R5 by deep sequencing but R5 by population-based sequencing (N=113). Overall, the
discordant lines tended to favour the deep sequencing classifcations, especially when compared to population-based sequencing.
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Figure 3.11: Virologic Response of Maraviroc Recipients as a Function of the Proportion of Non-R5
HIV at Screening.

Figure 3.11: Virologic Response of Maraviroc Recipients as a Function of the Proportion of Non-R5 HIV at Screening.
The median plasma viral load change from
baseline is shown for groups of treatment-experienced maraviroc recipients. Patients are grouped according to the percentage of non-R5 HIV detected at screening by deep sequencing
using a geno2pheno false-positive rate of 3.5. Patients with less than 2% non-R5 HIV had a median pVL decline from baseline of approximately 2.5 log 10 copies/mL at week 48. Patients
with greater than 2% non-R5 all had similarly poor responses to maraviroc, with a median pVL decline of approximately 1 log 10. Patients with 2-20% non-R5 are less likely to have nonR5 detected using population-based sequencing, but still had poor virologic responses. This fgure is adapted with permission from Swenson et al, Current Opinion in HIV and AIDS.
2012; 7(5): 478-485. © 2012 Wolters Kluwer Health.
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Having either or both assays indicate non-R5 was a poor prognostic indicator of longer-term
maraviroc response. At week 48, the proportions of patients with suppressed viraemia were: 27%
(36/135) for the Trofle R5_geno non-R5 group and 0% (0/6) for the Trofle non-R5_geno R5 group.
Week 48 suppression was twice as high in the concordant-R5 group versus the concordant-non-R5
group: 50% (301/605) versus 25% (26/105), respectively. In the Trofle-R5_geno-non-R5 group, 55%
(74/135) of maraviroc recipients changed tropism, much higher than the concordant-R5 group: 18%
(111/605). Most patients screened by Trofle as non-R5 remained so over the course of the study
period, regardless of concordance with genotyping.

3.3.8

Comparison with Independent Replication by an External
Laboratory

In order to assess the reproducibility of this method, a subset of 310 samples from this dataset were
also processed by an independent laboratory (Quest Diagnostics Nichols Institute, California). For
this comparison, the geno2pheno algorithm was used to infer tropism rather than PSSMX4/R5.

This dataset was selected to represent an unbiased subpopulation of enrollees into the MOTIVATE
and A4001029 trials

. This was achieved by restricting to those patients entering the maraviroc

340,341

arms of MOTIVATE and A4001029 until the latter study had completely enrolled. Since at that point,
patients with non-R5 original Trofle assay results were no longer able to enroll into a trial, then by
restricting to this subset of patients, the population is not biased by initial tropism screening.

Inter-laboratory concordance was excellent between the two implementations of deep sequencing,
with 92% of samples receiving the same tropism classifcation (Kappa=0.84). The percentage of nonR5 variants detected by the laboratories was also highly correlated in the samples, with a Pearson’s
correlation coeffcient of 0.92, and a median difference of only 0.3% (interquartile range: 0-3%) (Figure
3.12). Bland-Altman analysis demonstrated that there was limited bias in the percentage of non-R5
variants detected by either laboratory (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.12: Correlation of Deep Sequencing Between Two
Independent Laboratories

Figure 3.12: Correlation of Deep Sequencing Between Two Independent Laboratories.
The correlation between both
laboratories in terms of the percentage of non-R5 variants was high (R 2=0.85). Points are marked by whether they represent
concordant or discordant results between laboratories (see key). The line of best-ft for the linear regression is shown as a black
line, and bordered by the 95% confdence intervals, shown with dashed lines. The slope of the line of best-ft was signifcantly
non-zero (p<0.0001).
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Figure 3.13: Bland-Altman Plot Comparing the Assay Results from
Two Independent Laboratories

Figure 3.13: Bland-Altman Plot Comparing the Assay Results from Two Independent Laboratories.
There was minimal bias in the results between the laboratories according to the Bland-Altman analysis
(bias=0.048%). A total of 95% of the data points were within ±22% of one another (dashed lines represent the 95% limits of
agreement).

3.3.9

Comparison to the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay

Of the 310 samples processed by the two independent laboratories, 294 also had results from the
Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle Assay (ESTA) at screening. Because ESTA has replaced the original
Trofle assay, the performance of deep sequencing was compared to ESTA. Relative to ESTA, deep
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sequencing had 76% sensitivity (87 of 114 samples), 89% specifcity (160 of 180 samples) and 82%
concordance (247 of 294 samples).

Furthermore, both assays predicted subsequent virologic outcomes on maraviroc equally well.
Patients classifed with R5 HIV had plasma viral load declines from baseline to week 8 of 2.4 log 10
copies/mL and 2.4 log10 copies/mL by ESTA and deep sequencing, respectively. Those with non-R5
HIV at screening had week 8 declines of 0.9 log 10 copies/mL and 0.9 log10 copies/mL, respectively
(Figure 3.14). Where assays gave discordant results, virologic outcomes were intermediate between
the concordant R5 and non-R5 groups, with neither assay seeming to give superior predictions to the
other (Figure 3.15).

3.4

Discussion & Conclusions

This study represents one of the largest clinical applications of next-generation sequencing
technology to date. Deep V3 sequencing was able to detect and quantify low prevalence subpopulations of CXCR4-using HIV within a large set of clinical isolates. This method was predictive of
virologic response to a maraviroc-containing regimen and matched or surpassed the predictive
ability of the original Trofle assay on a number of parameters, including the proportion of patients
achieving a plasma viral load <50 copies/mL, and the likelihood of switching tropism while
receiving maraviroc.

Retrospectively screening with genotyping led to over twice as many maraviroc recipients being
identifed with non-R5 HIV. Trofle-R5 patients screened as non-R5 by genotyping were more likely to
change their Trofle result to Dual/Mixed or X4 during the trials, suggesting earlier non-R5 detection
by deep sequencing versus the original Trofle assay. Of maraviroc recipients who experienced
tropism switches, genotyping would have identifed 40% as non-R5. Thus, the high sensitivity of
deep sequencing was able to account for a substantial portion of tropism switches as being due to the
presence of low-level non-R5 variants that were not detected by Trofle.
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Figure 3.14: Similar Predictions of Plasma Viral Load Changes on
Maraviroc by Deep Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile
Assay

Figure 3.14: Similar Predictions of Plasma Viral Load Changes on Maraviroc by Deep Sequencing & the Enhanced
Sensitivity Trofile Assay.
The median viral load changes from baseline are shown for maraviroc recipients,
stratifed by their deep sequencing genotype results or Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle Assay phenotype results. The median viral
load change for patients classifed as having R5 HIV by deep sequencing is shown as a green line, and the patients with R5 by
ESTA are shown with a solid black line. Patients with non-R5 results by genotype or phenotype are shown with red lines or
dashed black lines, respectively.
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Figure 3.15: Intermediate Plasma Viral Load Changes Where Deep
Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay Gave
Discordant Results

Figure 3.15: Intermediate Plasma Viral Load Changes Where Deep Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay
Gave Discordant Results.
Virologic responses to maraviroc for patients stratifed by whether deep sequencing
and the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle assay (ESTA) gave concordant or discordant results. The turquoise line represents patients
with concordant R5 results (N=160); the orange line represents concordant non-R5 results (N=97). The dashed black line
represents patients where ESTA indicated R5 but deep sequencing indicated non-R5 (N=20), and the dashed grey line
represents patients with non-R5 by ESTA but R5 by deep sequencing (N=17). Where the assays gave discordant results, neither
assay seemed to have consistently superior performance to the other.
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The emergence of minority non-R5 variants detected by deep sequencing but not Trofle has been
shown previously following treatment with maraviroc

232

. In the MERIT trial of maraviroc in

treatment-naïve patients, low X4 sensitivity of the original Trofle assay was determined to be a
primary reason that maraviroc demonstrated inferiority to efavirenz

290

. When this trial was

retrospectively re-analysed with ESTA, more patients were identifed as harbouring non-R5 virus 290.

A potential beneft of deep sequencing over standard population-based sequencing is that the latter
cannot reliably detect variants present below approximately 20% of the viral population

180,228

, while

deep sequencing can reliably detect quasi-species present at much lower levels, as shown here. Only
37% of maraviroc recipients with 2-20% non-R5 variants were identifed by population-based V3
sequencing (and only 58% were identifed by Trofle), yet these patients still showed suboptimal
virologic responses. Thus, like ESTA, deep sequencing may represent an enhanced sensitivity tropism
test, able to detect minority non-R5 variants. However, the added clinical beneft of capturing lowprevalence non-R5 variants should be weighed against the accessibility and relative affordability of
standard sequencing. Importantly, population-based sequencing had >80% concordance with deep
sequencing in this same dataset.

Most patients called R5 by genotyping still had low levels (<2%) of detectable non-R5 virus. Despite
this, good virologic responses to maraviroc were seen in this population. It is possible that the
background antiretrovirals were able to suppress the non-R5 variants in these patients. Alternatively,
it may be the case that a minimum threshold of non-R5 HIV must be surpassed before treatment with
CCR5 antagonists is compromised. The data reported here may indicate that this threshold is
approximately 2% of the viral population. The activity of the background regimen is also likely a
major factor.

Some limitations of this study and the deep sequencing method in general should be acknowledged.
A major limitation is the relatively high cost of deep sequencing. Also, the labour in preparing
samples for pyrosequencing is intensive and complex. Third, there may be correlates of tropism
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outside V3

, which this method is unable to capture. This study was retrospective in nature,

218,342,343

and a randomized clinical trial with exclusion of patients screened non-R5 by deep sequencing
instead of Trofle may have yielded different results. However, the results in an unbiased subset of
patients presented in Sections 3.3.8 and 3.3.9 suggest that the performance of deep sequencing
remained excellent even without pre-screening.

Surprisingly, there are limited ESTA data available for these studies. This is a concern, since
maraviroc is primarily prescribed for treatment-experienced patients yet ESTA, the most commonly
used tropism assay, has not been formally validated in MOTIVATE. This is a limitation for the
interpretation of the results of the current study, however this and other studies have found good
concordance between these methods

340,341

. The pre-screening of patients with Trofle also limited the

number of treated non-R5 patients examined in this study. These limitations coupled with the good
performance of the above detailed method support a prospective trial evaluating the relative merits
of genotypic and phenotypic approaches. Such a trial would also establish the true sensitivities and
specifcities of both approaches 344.

Overall, despite the study’s limitations, deep sequencing showed good performance in predicting a
variety of clinical parameters including viral load declines, likelihood of achieving virologic
suppression, and time to a tropism switch. This large study establishes deep sequence analysis of the
HIV envelope V3 loop as an extremely promising tool for identifying treatment-experienced
individuals who could receive clinical beneft from CCR5 antagonist-containing therapy regimens.

The above chapter exclusively examined next-generation sequencing using RNA amplifed from
blood plasma of HIV-infected patients. In a number of settings, however, current HIV RNA is not
available due to the success of antiretroviral therapy at suppressing plasma viraemia

345

. HIV exists in

the cells of its host as both integrated and cell-associated (e.g., episomal) DNA. Therefore, there are
efforts aimed at evaluating the utility of cellular HIV DNA for determining HIV coreceptor usage
. While this approach was introduced briefly in Chapter 2, it is expanded on and examined

214,344,346,347

more in-depth in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4: Use of Cellular HIV DNA to Predict
Virologic Responses to Maraviroc: Performance of
Population-Based & Deep Sequencing

4.1

Background & Introduction

Recent advances in HIV treatment and curative strategies have led to the need for sensitive and
accurate HIV tropism assays. The CCR5 antagonist antiretroviral drug class, including maraviroc
and others

288

, are most successful when used in patients with solely CCR5-using (R5) HIV, as

111,318

determined with phenotypic

290,291

or genotypic tropism assays

. Additionally, fledgling

325,348,349

attempts at establishing long-term remission from HIV disease have been developed

350,351

, such as

using zinc-fnger nucleases for disruption of the CCR5 gene. These are related to the successful cure
by stem cell transplantation from a CCR5 Δ32-homozygous

156

donor to an HIV-infected patient

352

.

These curative approaches will probably require pre-screening with tropism assays to identify
candidate patients with exclusively R5 HIV. This is because a viral population which uses CXCR4
would likely be unaffected by reducing CCR5 protein levels.

Sustained suppression of plasma viraemia with advances in antiretroviral therapy improves patient
outcomes

345

but precludes resistance and/or tropism testing from plasma due to low HIV copy

numbers. Given the impracticalities and clinical consequences of treatment interruptions

353

, tropism

testing from HIV RNA in successfully treated patients is not possible. Still, some patients may wish to
incorporate maraviroc into an already successful antiretroviral regimen to manage side effects or
simplify the regimen. For such patients, a more feasible approach may be tropism testing from HIV
DNA.

HIV DNA is the product of successful infection of cells by HIV

214,333

. Tropism testing from HIV DNA

involves PCR amplifcation of a portion of the envelope gene followed by phenotypic testing in cell
lines or genotypic testing by sequencing. Generally, the V3 loop of HIV gp120 is the main target of
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such approaches. Tropism testing from HIV DNA can allow patients to switch a component of their
antiretroviral regimen to a CCR5 antagonist without an interruption to their existing treatment.

The aim of this study was to assess the performance of cell-based genotypic tropism testing
approaches in a large group of patients entering three clinical trials of the CCR5 antagonist,
maraviroc. All patients were viraemic at the baseline testing visit, allowing parallel testing and
comparison of plasma and cell-based tropism assays, as well as examination of actual virologic
outcomes to the medication. Both population-based and deep sequencing approaches were applied in
both compartments, giving a total of four different genotypic tropism tests. The abilities of these four
methods to predict subsequent virologic response to maraviroc were compared with each other, and
also with the phenotypic, plasma-based original Trofle assay at the same time point.

4.2
4.2.1

Materials & Methods
Samples & Patient Composition

Peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) samples were obtained at baseline from 181 maraviroc
recipients in the MOTIVATE-1 (N=48), MOTIVATE-2 (N=48) and A4001029 (N=85) studies

288,291

. Note

that these samples were deliberately selected to include a large proportion of non-R5 Trofle results
(N=89, 49%). An approximate 1:1 ratio of R5 to non-R5 Trofle results mitigated any population
skewing through over-enrichment for CCR5-tropic samples — a criticism of past studies 354.

A total of 156 (86%) had matching tropism results from plasma available. The baseline time point was
day 0 of treatment with maraviroc. All participants were antiretroviral therapy-experienced and
received at least one dose of maraviroc (once or twice daily) plus an optimized background therapy
during the trials. Patients were screened and their plasma samples were periodically tested while ontreatment using the original Trofle assay. Results using the enhanced sensitivity Trofle assay (ESTA)
or DNA-based Trofle assay were not available.
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4.2.2

V3 Amplification & Sequencing

V3 amplifcation and sequencing were performed by similar methods to those previously published
and reported in the above chapters 348,349. Briefly, triplicate nested RT-PCR was used to amplify the V3
region from HIV RNA in plasma. For HIV DNA, 500 µL of PBMC samples were extracted with
automated methods, followed by triplicate nested PCR targeting V3. Deep sequencing with a
Roche/454 Life Sciences Genome Sequencer FLX was performed using the second-round PCR
products, which had multiplex tags, allowing 48 samples to be sequenced in each direction per run.

The median read depths obtained were 2799 reads per DNA sample (interquartile range [IQR]: 2057 –
3623) and 2088 (IQR: 1783 – 2579) reads per RNA sample. A description of the data processing
pipeline for deep sequencing is included in Appendix IV. In addition, a second round PCR
amplifcation was also performed using the same triplicate amplifed template. These PCR products
underwent standard, population-based sequencing on an ABI 3730 XL DNA analyzer according to
previously described methods 325.

4.2.3

Tropism Prediction

The geno2pheno algorithm generates a false positive rate (FPR) for each input sequence
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. Those

scoring above a certain pre-selected cutoff are classifed as R5. The false positive rate (FPR) cutoff for
geno2pheno tropism assignments was set previously

. Optimization of these cutoffs was

325,336,348

performed using a random 75% of plasma screening samples from the maraviroc treatmentexperienced trials, and was validated on the remaining 25%. Cutoffs were chosen in order to
distinguish maximal differences between early response and non-response to maraviroc at week 8 of
treatment. The maximum percentage of non-R5 variants allowed for a sample to be classifed as R5
was also optimized and validated in a similar manner 335.

A sample was considered R5 if the lowest of three population-based V3 sequences had a geno2pheno
FPR cutoff greater than 5.75

. For deep sequencing, a sample was considered R5 if fewer than 2% of

325

the variants detected fell below an FPR of 3.5

348

. Population-based sequencing required a higher FPR
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cutoff than deep sequencing likely due to the reduced sensitivity of population-based sequencing to
detect minority variants. There was an additional exploration of alternative geno2pheno cutoffs in the
current study.

4.2.4

Ethics Statement

Written, informed consent was obtained from all individuals, including consent to allow other
tropism testing to be performed on their samples. The University of British Columbia-Providence
Health Care Research Ethics Board reviewed the research project and granted ethical approval. All
data were analyzed anonymously.

4.2.5

Data Analysis

Patients were grouped according to the R5 or non-R5 result by each tropism assay. Concordance was
calculated from the number of samples with identical tropism calls by any two assays. The period
from baseline to week 24 was examined for all patients. Each assay was assessed in its ability to
predict responses to maraviroc plus optimized background therapy. Patients classifed as having R5
HIV would be expected to have larger virologic responses to maraviroc compared to patients
classifed as having non-R5 HIV.

Within compartments (plasma or PBMCs), data were restricted to samples with results by all
available assays; this was 181 PBMC samples and 156 plasma samples. When the two compartments
were compared, analyses were restricted to the 156 samples with results by all fve assays. Tests for
statistical signifcance included the Mann-Whitney U test for comparisons of median pVL declines on
maraviroc, the Fisher’s exact test for comparisons of the proportion of patients achieving virologic
responses at weeks 8 and 24, and the log-rank test for differences in median time to change in
phenotypic tropism.
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4.3
4.3.1

Results
Prediction of Virologic Efficacy on Maraviroc

Matched plasma and PBMC baseline samples were assessed by two genotypic methods and the
original Trofle assay in plasma, giving a total of fve tropism assays to compare. Both the short-term
(to 8 weeks) and long-term (to 48 weeks) virologic effcacy of maraviroc in patients were assessed as
primary analyses. Patients were deemed to be correctly classifed as having R5 HIV if they were
virologic responders to maraviroc-based therapy. Patients were stratifed by whether they had R5 or
non-R5 results by each of the fve assays at baseline. Generally, these fve tropism methods were all
similarly predictive of virologic responses to the study medication, regardless of the specifc
approach or compartment (Figure 4.1).

Short-term virologic responses by week 8 were examined, as in a previous study of deep sequencing
. A response to maraviroc-based therapy was defned as a plasma viral load decline ≥2 log 10

348

copies/mL from baseline to week 8, or having an undetectable viral load at week 8. Odds ratios of
success for groups identifed as R5 versus non-R5 ranged from 3.2 for deep sequencing in PBMCs to
9.4 for deep sequencing in plasma.

At week 24, the percentage of patients with undetectable viraemia ranged from 42-47% amongst the
R5 groups, which was 16-22% higher than the non-R5 groups. By all assays, patients with R5 HIV had
approximately 2 times the odds of virologic suppression at week 24 compared to those with non-R5.
Virologic success of R5 groups was statistically signifcantly higher than non-R5 groups by all assays
at week 8. These groups also had signifcantly different virologic suppression by week 24, as
classifed by all assays (p<0.05), except the Trofle assay (which had a trend towards signifcance)
(Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Percentage of Patients with Plasma Viral Loads below 50 Copies/mL Was Similar by All
Cellular or Plasma-Based Methods

Figure 4.1: Percentage of Patients with Plasma Viral Loads below 50 Copies/mL Was Similar by All Cellular or Plasma-Based Methods.
Panel A shows the percentage
of patients classifed with R5 HIV at baseline who had undetectable plasma viral loads over 24 weeks of treatment with maraviroc. Panel B shows the same but for patients classifed
with non-R5 HIV. Results are restricted for all groups to the 156 patients with baseline tropism results by all fve methods. Solid lines represent the DNA-based assays, dashed lines
represent the RNA-based assays, and the Trofle assay results are represented with dotted lines. DeepSeq — deep sequencing; PopSeq — population-based sequencing; pVL — plasma
viral load
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Table 4.1: Short- & Long-Term Virologic Responses to Maraviroc as Predicted by All Tropism Assays
in the Full Dataset

Table 4.1: Short- & Long-Term Virologic Responses to Maraviroc as Predicted by All Tropism Assays in the Full Dataset.
The plasma viral load (pVL) responses
to maraviroc plus OBT are shown for patients classifed as having R5 and non-R5 HIV by all 5 tropism methods. The median pVL decline from baseline to week 8 is shown as well as
the percentage of patients with a week 8 virologic response — defned as a pVL decline ≥2 log 10 or a pVL of <50 copies/mL at week 8. The percentage of patients with undetectable
viraemia is also shown. The odds ratios of week 8 and week 48 virologic responses are also displayed. This table is restricted to the 156 samples which had results for all assays.
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4.3.2

Similar Performance Regardless of Background Regimen
Activity

These analyses were re-examined in a subset of 81 patients who had compromised treatment
background activity, and for whom maraviroc would be expected to have the largest impact. This
approach can best distinguish differences in assay performance by minimizing the contribution of
background antiretroviral agents to the activity of maraviroc.

These patients, who had a weighted optimized background therapy susceptibility score (wOBTss) ≤1,
had similar responses to the overall study group. In fact, the difference between the R5 and non-R5
groups was exaggerated in this subset. The patients classifed as having R5 HIV by any of the tropism
assays had much higher responses to maraviroc than did those with non-R5 HIV classifcations (Table
4.2).

4.3.3

Prediction of Future Tropism Changes on Maraviroc

Virologic failure on maraviroc is often accompanied by a “switch” in tropism from R5 to non-R5

289

.

Changes in phenotypic tropism by Trofle were also examined over the course of the trial. Analyses
were restricted to those patients who had R5 Trofle results at both screening and baseline, leaving a
total of 84 patients with DNA results and 71 with RNA results. Patients with non-R5 results by the
genotypic assays were signifcantly more likely to have subsequent Dual/Mixed or X4 results by
Trofle in plasma over the course of the study (Figure 4.2).

4.3.4

Diagnostic Performance of Tropism Assays

The performance characteristics of all four sequencing approaches were compared against the
phenotypic original Trofle assay. Concordance of DNA-based tropism testing in cells was assessed
relative to tropism classifcations by the Trofle assay in the matching plasma sample.
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Table 4.2: Short- & Long-Term Virologic Responses to Maraviroc in Patients with Compromised
Background Regimens

Table 4.2: Short- & Long-Term Virologic Responses to Maraviroc in Patients with Compromised Background Regimens.
This table shows a subset of patients
(N=81) with a weighted optimized background sensitivity score (wOBTss) ≤1. The plasma viral load (pVL) responses to maraviroc plus OBT are shown for patients classifed as having
R5 and non-R5 HIV by all 5 tropism methods. The median pVL decline from baseline to week 8 is shown as well as the percentage of patients with a week 8 virologic response —
defned as a pVL decline ≥2 log 10 or a pVL of <50 copies/mL at week 8. The percentage of patients with undetectable viraemia is also shown. The odds ratios of week 8 and week 48
virologic responses are also displayed.
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Figure 4.2: All Genotypic Tropism Testing Methods Predicted Future
Phenotypic Tropism Changes While Receiving Maraviroc

Figure 4.2: All Genotypic Tropism Testing Methods Predicted Future Phenotypic Tropism Changes While Receiving
Maraviroc.
Kaplan Meier plots show the percentage of patients who change phenotypic tropism status by
Trofle over the course of the study. Analysis is restricted to patients with R5 Trofle results at both screening and baseline.
Patients are stratifed by their baseline tropism results by each of the four genotypic assays, with the R5 groups in green and
the non-R5 groups in red. Panels A and B depict deep sequencing results in the PBMC and plasma compartments, respectively.
Panels C and D depict the population-based sequencing results. The p-values by the log-rank test for the differences in median
time to tropism change between groups were all <0.05. Ticks represent censored observations. pVL — plasma viral load
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Genotypic DNA tropism testing by population-based sequencing had 80% concordance with Trofle;
DNA-based deep sequencing had 77% concordance. The corresponding RNA-based approaches had
concordance with Trofle of 80% and 86%, respectively. The sensitivity, specifcity, and concordance of
all approaches are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Performance of Sequencing-Based Tropism Assays from
Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells & Plasma Relative to the
Original Trofile Assay in Plasma
Method

Sensitivity, % (n/N)

Specificity, % (n/N)

Concordance, % (n/N)

PopSeq DNA

78%
(69/89)

83%
(76/92)

80%
(145/181)

DeepSeq DNA

81%
(72/89)

74%
(68/92)

77%
(140/181)

PopSeq RNA

68%
(53/78)

92%
(72/78)

80%
(125/156)

DeepSeq RNA

91%
(71/78)

81%
(63/78)

86%
(134/156)

Table 4.3: Performance of Sequencing-Based Tropism Assays from Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells & Plasma Relative
to the Original Trofile Assay in Plasma.
The sensitivity (percentage of correct non-R5 results), specifcity
(percentage of correct R5 results), and concordance (overall percentage of correct results) are shown for all sequencing
approaches relative to the original Trofle assay (not ESTA). PopSeq — Population-based Sequencing; DeepSeq — Deep
Sequencing.

4.3.5

Compartmental Differences

Since plasma approaches have been more thoroughly examined in the literature, the ability of the
DNA-based approaches were compared against their corresponding RNA-based approaches.
Relative to RNA, population-based and deep sequencing from DNA had sensitivities of 88% and
86%, and specifcities of 72% and 80%. Overall rates of concordance between plasma and PBMCs
were 78% using population-based sequencing and 83% using deep sequencing.
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To address the possibility that the bioinformatic algorithm cutoffs previously optimized for plasma
were not optimized in the cellular compartment, exploratory analyses of additional geno2pheno
cutoffs were undertaken. The virologic responses of patients were evaluated using a range of FPR
cutoffs: 2, 3.5, 5.75, 10, 20, and 50, in a group of 93 patients with a weighted optimized background
therapy susceptibility score <1 (i.e., fewer than 1 drug in addition to maraviroc in their background
regimens). This analysis again confrmed that a cutoff in the range of approximately 5.75 to 10 was
able to distinguish the largest difference in week 8 pVL declines between tropism groups (Figure 4.3).
Thus, the poorer performance of tropism testing in the cellular compartment was likely not an issue
with bioinformatic cutoffs having been optimized in a plasma-based context (Figure 4.3).

4.3.6

Virologic Responses with Screening by DNA-Based versus
RNA-Based Approaches

For each sequencing approach, the relative performance of the plasma or PBMC predictions was
assessed. The plasma compartment tended to outperform the PBMC compartment in its
predictability (Table 4.1). For both deep and population-based sequencing, patients identifed as
having R5 HIV in both compartments had virologic declines on maraviroc of approximately 2.5 log 10
copies/mL by week 24. In contrast, where both compartments indicated non-R5 HIV, the median
viral load declines were approximately 1 log10.

At week 24, the median pVL decline was ~1.5 log 10 where plasma indicated R5 but PBMCs indicated
non-R5, while the median decline was ~0.5 log 10 where plasma indicated non-R5 but PBMCs
indicated R5 HIV. This suggests that testing from the plasma compartment was able to correctly
identify more patients as maraviroc responders or non-responders than testing from the cellular
compartment (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3: Effect of Geno2pheno Cutoffs on Prediction of Response to Maraviroc in Patients with
Compromised Background Regimens

Figure 4.3: Effect of Geno2pheno Cutoffs on Prediction of Response to Maraviroc in Patients with Compromised Background Regimens.
Median pVL decline on
maraviroc in patients with compromised background regimens, defned as a weighted Optimized Background Susceptibility Score (wOBTss) <1. Population-based sequencing results
were interpreted using FPR cutoffs ranging from 2 to 50. Patients with FPRs less than or equal to each respective cutoff are classifed as having non-R5 HIV and are indicated with the
dashed red lines. Patients with FPRs above the cutoff are classifed as having R5 HIV and are indicated with the solid green lines. A geno2pheno FPR cutoff of 5.75 – 10 seems to best
discriminate between responders and non-responders to maraviroc. Note that a cutoff of 3.5 is optimized for deep sequencing and not population-based sequencing.
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Figure 4.4: Patients with Discordant Tropism Results Between Compartments Had Virologic
Responses Which Favoured the Plasma Prediction

Figure 4.4: Patients with Discordant Tropism Results Between Compartments Had Virologic Responses which Favoured the Plasma Prediction.
Panel A shows the
deep sequencing results and Panel B shows the population-based sequencing results. Solid blue lines indicate the groups where RNA and DNA methods both indicated R5. Solid
orange lines indicate the groups where RNA and DNA both indicated non-R5. Discordant groups are indicated by black dashed (RNA R5 and DNA non-R5), and grey dotted (RNA
non-R5 and DNA R5) lines. pVL — plasma viral load
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4.4

Discussion & Conclusions

This study examined the performance of tropism classifcations from the cellular compartment in a
large number of patients initiating maraviroc-based therapy. Two independent sequencing
approaches from both the plasma and peripheral blood mononuclear cell compartments were tested
against each other and against the plasma-based phenotypic original Trofle assay. While
performance was fairly good in PBMCs, tropism predictions from the plasma compartment tended to
outperform the DNA-based methods. Where results were discordant, longer-term virologic
suppression was not predicted as well by DNA-based methods, suggesting some misclassifcation by
DNA versus RNA approaches.

Nevertheless, this approach may be the only option for some patients, barring deliberate but
inadvisable treatment interruptions

355

to raise viraemia to levels needed for RNA-based tropism

testing. Additionally, the reasonably high concordance (~80%) between the plasma and cellular
compartments should give some confdence that DNA-based approaches give useful clinical
information. The use of DNA-based tropism testing is suggested in European guidelines

276

, but better

guidance will likely result from an ongoing clinical trial of DNA-based tropism testing in patients
with suppressed viraemia 344.

This study confrms and expands on the recent results from Vitiello and colleagues, who examined a
group of 20 patients switching a component of their antiretroviral regimens to maraviroc while
virologically suppressed

. Both studies found that DNA tropism testing could be used to predict
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successful treatment with maraviroc, arguably the most clinically relevant outcome of a tropism test.
Compared to past reports, this study found roughly similar, if slightly worse, diagnostic accuracy of
cell-based genotypic tropism assays relative to phenotypic and plasma-based approaches 231,347,357,358.

Aside from the ability to assess diagnostic performance, the primary advantage of the current study
is that the tropism classifcations could be additionally evaluated for how well they predict virologic
response to maraviroc in a real clinical setting. The ability to predict these responses acted as an
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independent, objective confrmation of the diagnostic performance of these assays. An additional
advantage of this study is the fact that paired plasma and PBMC fractions from the same blood draws
could be compared for their ability to predict virologic response, whereas other studies have tended
to compare later PBMC results with earlier pre-suppression plasma results

. This study also

283,347,359

has the advantage of the design of the clinical trials from which these patients were drawn. The
inclusion of patients enrolled in A4001029 who had non-R5 results at baseline but were still
prescribed maraviroc gives additional confrmation on the utility of these methods.

There are some diffculties inherent to tropism testing from HIV DNA. The cellular “buffy coat”
fraction of whole blood is not routinely collected or stored, nor are peripheral blood mononuclear
cells routinely separated for analysis. The cellular compartment has also been found to have higher
sequence variation

211

, and higher prevalence of CXCR4-tropic HIV

165

compared to blood serum.

Importantly, overestimation of CXCR4-usage may actually increase the likelihood of success with
CCR5 antagonists, since more patients may be screened out by DNA-based approaches. However, the
current results are not defnitive in their support for this hypothesis, and a prospective clinical trial
using DNA tropism testing has yet to be completed.

Low input copy number may also be an issue for testing from the cellular compartment compared to
the plasma

. Quantitation of HIV DNA and cell number were not performed in this study, so
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potentially low copy numbers may have contributed to performance issues. However, routine
quantitation of cells or DNA copies represents a fairly signifcant barrier to the implementation,
availability, and turn-around time of DNA-based tropism testing. Input copy number may be
accounted for by the use of PCR “tags” accompanying each DNA strand amplifed, as recent work
has shown 361. However, this technique was not available at the time of testing.

A major strength of this study was having access to paired plasma and PBMC samples from the same
time point. This enabled direct comparisons between compartments. Although these patients were
viraemic, this sample set is ideal for comparing DNA-based approaches to RNA-based ones, since
there is much more clinical experience with RNA-based approaches. However, the fact that patients
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did not have suppressed viraemia at baseline requires extrapolation of these results to patients with
undetectable viral loads who may switch to maraviroc. This should be noted, since such patients
ultimately comprise the target group for DNA-based tropism approaches. Cellular HIV DNA copy
number may decay with effective antiretroviral therapy

362,363

, since lower replication may reduce the

pool of HIV DNA. This could lead to diffculties in DNA-based tropism testing in aviraemic patients.
However this issue could not be addressed with this sample set because all patients had detectable
viral loads.

The relatively small number of patients who had tropism classifcations that were discordant between
compartments (e.g., R5 in plasma but non-R5 in PBMCs) meant it was not possible to defnitively
state that plasma predicts maraviroc response better than the cellular compartment. Conversely, the
small number of patients with discordant results also reflects the reassuring fact that a large majority
of patients in fact had concordant results between the compartments. Another potential limitation of
this study is the fact that background therapy also affects response to maraviroc in addition to HIV
tropism

. However, this would presumably affect all assays equally in their ability to predict
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virologic response to maraviroc-based therapy, so it should not have greatly skewed the results.

Despite the above-mentioned caveats, this study demonstrates promising potential for DNA-based
tropism methods. That the cell-based classifcations were not as clinically predictive as plasma-based
ones should add a measure of caution to the routine use of this approach. However, the DNA-based
testing was still able to discriminate between responders and non-responders to maraviroccontaining regimens, and despite some shortcomings, may be the best course of action prior to
prescribing maraviroc in patients with suppressed viraemia.

This, and the previous chapter examined the utility of next-generation sequencing in evaluating HIV
tropism and using the results to predict subsequent virologic failure over long-term follow-up. These
chapters examined the performance of next-generation sequencing and V3 genotyping prior to CCR5
antagonist treatment and assessed this performance during follow-up by employing results from
other assays and virologic tests such as phenotypic assays and plasma viral load tests. The next
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chapter applies genotypic tropism and next-generation sequencing methods in a more detailed
context with long-term, longitudinal follow-up. Changes in the env sequence which are associated
with treatment failure are examined and correlated with pre-treatment deep sequencing results. The
following chapter thus explores the specifc genotypic factors associated with the virologic failure
which the previous chapters have demonstrated can be predicted by next-generation sequencing.
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Chapter 5: Genotypic Analysis of the HIV-1 V3
Region in Virologic Non-Responders to MaravirocContaining Regimens Reveals Distinct Patterns of
Failure

5.1

Background & Introduction

Successful antiretroviral treatment with the CCR5 antagonist, maraviroc, requires a tropism test to
confrm that the patient’s HIV uses the CCR5 coreceptor for cellular entry (R5 HIV) rather than
CXCR4 (non-R5 HIV)

. In the Phase III clinical trials of maraviroc, patients were screened for

288,289,291

tropism status using the original Trofle phenotypic coreceptor assay (OTA), which has subsequently
been replaced by the enhanced sensitivity Trofle assay (ESTA)

. Recent re-screening of clinical

290,365

trials of maraviroc has confrmed the utility of genotypic approaches for the determination of HIV
tropism 325,340,348,349,366. Such approaches typically involve sequencing of the third variable (V3) region of
the HIV envelope gene 200.

Bioinformatic algorithms such as geno2pheno
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are then used to infer the phenotypic tropism that is

likely associated with a V3 genotype. Geno2pheno converts an input V3 sequence into an output
value in the form of a false-positive rate (FPR), ranging from 0 to 100. An FPR indicates how likely a
sequence is to be incorrectly identifed as non-R5. Therefore, sequences yielding low false-positive
rates have a high likelihood of being non-R5.

Historically, population-based sequencing has been the most commonly used genotypic approach for
predicting coreceptor usage

. However, more sensitive tropism determination methods can more

200

accurately predict response to maraviroc

290

; thus, newer deep sequencing methods targeting the V3

loop are becoming increasingly common

. These next-generation sequencing

232,248,321,348,349,367

approaches can identify low-level non-R5 subpopulations in clinical samples. Following treatment

100

with maraviroc, these minority non-R5 quasispecies may emerge to much higher prevalence, thereby
compromising treatment effcacy 232,316.

There are several pathways by which patients may fail a maraviroc-containing therapy regimen.
Most commonly, a minority non-R5 population in a patient’s HIV population may expand under
drug pressure, causing an overall change in observed tropism

289

. Less commonly, the viral

population may retain its CCR5 tropism while evolving the ability to use maraviroc-bound CCR5
protein for cellular entry — a form of maraviroc resistance

368

. Thirdly, the viral population may

develop resistance to the other agents in the background regimen in the absence of a change in
susceptibility to maraviroc

; this may be associated with either R5 or non-R5 tropism. Furthermore,
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as with other agents, adherence, absorption, and other patient-associated and pharmacokinetic
factors can also lead to therapy failure.

Early detection of tropism shifts or maraviroc resistance can accelerate the decision to substitute
maraviroc with another antiretroviral agent and potentially prevent further accumulation of
antiretroviral drug resistance to other agents in the regimen. Thus, patients in this study were
sampled relatively soon after beginning maraviroc treatment to determine the utility of an early
monitoring approach.

This study uses both population-based and deep sequencing approaches to assess changes in tropism
and V3 sequence among treatment-experienced, R5-infected patients who experienced virologic
failure while receiving maraviroc in the MOTIVATE-1 and -2 studies
A4001029 study which enrolled patients with non-R5 HIV
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288,289

.

Patients from the

were not included in the current study.

Thus, all patients studied were determined to have exclusively R5 HIV by the original Trofle assay
(OTA). They are therefore a representative population of patients most likely to receive maraviroc.
Phylogenetic methods were also used to assess whether sequences present at failure were derived
from pre-existing minority subpopulations, and next-generation sequencing was used to assess
changes in non-R5 prevalence after treatment with maraviroc.
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Previous studies 232,316 have noted emergence of CXCR4-using virus from pre-existing subpopulations,
and CCR5 antagonists have been known to inhibit R5-only, while selecting non-R5 subpopulations
241,289

, with such shifts appearing to occur very quickly
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. Furthermore, resistance to maraviroc has

been associated with genotypic changes in the HIV envelope gene

368,369

. Thus, it was hypothesized

that there are distinct mechanisms of failure that can be identifed by population-based and/or deep
sequencing of the HIV V3 region.

5.2
5.2.1

Materials & Methods
Patient & Sample Selection

A subset of patients was selected who had suboptimal responses to maraviroc in the MOTIVATE
trials (N=181). Patients were selected such that approximately the same proportion had non-R5 OTA
results at failure as was reported for the MOTIVATE trials overall (57% in MOTIVATE, 58% in the
current study) 289. All patients were treatment-experienced, 100% of patients had R5 results by OTA at
screening, and 69% had R5 results by ESTA (124/181). All received maraviroc (once or twice daily)
plus an optimized background regimen of three to six other antiretroviral agents. All individuals
gave written informed consent, including consent to allow other tropism testing to be performed on
their samples. The University of British Columbia—Providence Health Care Research Ethics Board
reviewed the research project and granted ethical approval.

Sequencing was performed on samples from two time points: one prior to receiving maraviroc (the
screening sample) and one while receiving treatment (the failure sample). This on-treatment failure
sample was defned as the earliest available sample with a plasma viral load (pVL) greater than 500
HIV RNA copies/mL, and an OTA result. The screening sample was drawn approximately 6 to 8
weeks prior to beginning maraviroc; the failure sample was drawn a median of 4 weeks after
beginning maraviroc (interquartile range [IQR]: 4-16 weeks), and a median of 2 weeks (IQR: 2-10
weeks) after the frst viral load ≥500 copies/mL. While phenotypic tropism results were available for
all samples, phenotypic maraviroc resistance assay results were not available for these samples. ESTA
results were available at screening, but only OTA results were available at failure.
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5.2.2

Genotypic Tropism Testing

The third variable (V3) loop of the HIV envelope gene was amplifed with nested RT-PCR. The
screening samples were amplifed and sequenced in triplicate; the failure samples had a single
sequence generated per sample. Standard, population-based sequencing was performed on all
screening and failure samples, as previously described
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. Deep V3 sequencing was also performed

on all screening samples, plus a subset (N=73) of failure samples, with methods as previously
described

348,349

. The 73 samples comprised the last batch of samples processed through population

sequencing, with no targeted selection.

The tropism associated with the V3 loop sequences was inferred using the geno2pheno algorithm
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with false-positive rate (FPR) cutoffs of 5.75 for population-based sequencing and 3.5 for deep
sequencing

336,337

, below which sequences were categorized as non-R5. These cutoffs had previously

been optimized for predicting virologic response to maraviroc

336,337

. The percentage of non-R5

variants in the viral population was defned as the proportion of sequences scoring below or equal to
an FPR of 3.5 as observed by deep sequencing, and previous studies have defned an R5 sample as
having <2% non-R5 variants 348,349.

The screening and failure sequences were assessed for amino acid changes that may have appeared
following maraviroc-based therapy, as well as for a change in the geno2pheno FPR value. Neighbourjoining phylogenetic trees were constructed with ClustalX using deep sequencing data at screening
and failure population-based or deep sequencing data. Thus, it could be determined whether a
sequence present at failure may have already been present prior to treatment with maraviroc. The
change in the percentage of non-R5 variants between screening and failure was also examined using
the deep sequencing results. Sample phenotypes were obtained using OTA at all time points, and
ESTA at screening.
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5.2.3

Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses performed included the Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis test for testing
the statistical signifcance of differences between medians (e.g., median plasma viral loads). The
Fisher exact test was used for testing the statistical signifcance of differences in proportions (e.g., the
proportion of patients who were R5 by ESTA at screening).

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Patient & Sample Composition

Patients in the current study were all treatment-experienced and received maraviroc once daily (89
patients, 49%) or twice daily (92 patients, 51%), as per randomization at study entry. Most patients
(91%) were enrolled in the North American MOTIVATE-1 trial
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, with the remaining 9% in the

MOTIVATE-2 trial, which had an identical study design. Of the 181 patients selected, 100 (55%)
experienced virologic failure; 44 (24%) never achieved virologic suppression but completed 48 weeks
of treatment; and 15 (8%) had a virologic rebound. Of the remaining 22 patients, 18 were lost to
follow up, two died, one experienced an adverse event, and one was withdrawn due to pregnancy.

The mean age of subjects was 45 (range: 19-70), and the proportion of males in the study was 91%
(165/181). These were similar to the maraviroc arms of MOTIVATE overall

288

. The proportion of

patients reporting Black race or ethnicity was 19% (34/181), which was slightly elevated relative to
the larger trial overall (14%). This was likely due to a higher number of maraviroc non-responders
who reported Black race/ethnicity in MOTIVATE
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(Table 5.1). As expected for a study on patients

who experience failure of therapy, the patients in the current study had higher plasma viral loads,
lower CD4 cell counts, and fewer active drugs in their background regimens than those in the
MOTIVATE studies 288,348 overall.
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Table 5.1: Patient Characteristics in the Current Study Compared to the MOTIVATE Studies Overall
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Table 5.1: Patient Characteristics in the Current Study Compared to the MOTIVATE Studies Overall.
The
baseline patient characteristics in the current study, as well as those from the maraviroc (MVC) arms of the MOTIVATE-1 and
-2 studies. Most values shown are median values with the interquartile range (IQR) in parentheses, unless otherwise indicated.
The MOTIVATE column was derived from a previously published dataset (Swenson et al, JID 2011 [ 348]) comprising a majority
of maraviroc recipients in the MOTIVATE studies (94%, 788/840 patients). Due to low numbers of patients, those with
race/ethnicities other than White or Black are not included in the table. pVL — plasma viral load; wOBTss — weighted
optimized background therapy sensitivity score; FPR — false-positive rate; ARVs — antiretrovirals. *Some values were derived
from Gulick et al, NEJM 2005 [288], and from Fätkenheuer et al, NEJM 2005 [289] and each is marked with an asterix.

The failure sample was taken as the earliest available on-treatment sample with both a viral load
>500 copies/mL and an OTA result from the same time-point. Samples with viral loads <500 copies
were not tested by OTA, and were therefore excluded from the study. The median viral load at failure
was 4.1 log10 copies/mL (IQR: 3.5 – 5.0 log 10), ranging from a minimum of 670 copies/mL to a
maximum of 10 million copies/mL.

Most patients (55%) in the study experienced protocol-defned virologic failure (PDVF) over the 48
weeks of the MOTIVATE trials. However, the samples tested were generally from earlier time points
than the week where PDVF was met. The median time to PDVF was approximately 17 weeks and 25
weeks for the groups failing with non-R5 and R5 OTA phenotypes, respectively 289. In comparison, the
samples in the current study were from a median of 4 and 4 weeks, for those with non-R5 and R5
phenotypes, respectively, since the earliest available failure samples were intentionally selected.

5.3.2

Performance of Population-Based Genotyping for Determining
HIV Tropism

At screening, all patients had R5 HIV by OTA, but 12% and 31% had non-R5 results by populationbased sequencing and ESTA, respectively. At the failure time point, 91 patients had genotypic non-R5
results (50%) and 90 patients had genotypic R5 results (50%) by population sequencing. In
comparison, the proportions reported by the phenotypic OTA were 105 non-R5 (58%) and 76 R5
(42%). Approximately half of the patients had non-R5 HIV by both genotypic and phenotypic
methods at failure (89 patients, 49%). Of the remaining patients, 41% had R5 HIV by both methods
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(N=74), and 10% (N=18) had discordant results (with 16/18 having R5 as determined by genotype
but non-R5 by OTA).

5.3.3

Change in V3 Sequence & Geno2pheno Value after Maraviroc
Treatment

For a number of patients, there were large changes in the geno2pheno false-positive rate following
maraviroc treatment. The overall change in geno2pheno for the population as a whole is shown in
Figure 5.1. The median FPR for all patients regardless of tropism status fell from 31.0 at screening to
5.3 at failure (Figure 5.1), owing to the large number of patients failing with non-R5 HIV. Importantly,
these patients fell into two distinct categories: those who maintained essentially the same
geno2pheno FPR, and those for whom a large decrease in the FPR value between screening and
failure was observed (Figure 5.2). These categories of failure generally corresponded with failing with
an R5 or non-R5 phenotype, respectively.

The overall drop in geno2pheno FPR was driven by an increase in the number of patients with nonR5 genotypes, with this number increasing over 4-fold from 21 patients at screening to 91 patients at
failure (12% to 50%). Between screening and failure, the geno2pheno FPR fell by a median of 18.2
units (IQR: -38.0 – -5.7) for those patients with concordant non-R5 results (Figure 5.3). These patients
had extremely low geno2pheno false-positive rates at failure, with a median FPR of 1.1 (IQR: 0.4 –
1.7). In comparison, the median FPR of these same patients at screening was 20 (IQR: 6.9 – 38). In
contrast, there was negligible change in geno2pheno FPR in patients failing with concordant R5
results. For these patients, the median FPR change was 2.2 (IQR: -0.5 – 16) (Figure 5.3, Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Overall Change in Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate
between Screening & Failure

Figure 5.1: Overall Change in Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate between Screening & Failure.
The
overall
decrease in the geno2pheno false-positive rate value between screening and failure. The distribution of geno2pheno falsepositive rate (FPR) values is shown for the screening (left) and failure sequences (right). Boxes indicate the interquartile range
of the values, with the median value indicated by a solid horizontal line. Whiskers correspond to 1.5 times the interquartile
range.
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Figure 5.2: Individual Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate Values at
Screening & Failure

Figure 5.2: Individual Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate Values & Screening and Failure.
A scatterplot of the
geno2pheno false-positive rate (FPR) of all patients with coordinates at two time-points: screening value on the horizontal axis
and failure value on the vertical axis. Points are marked by whether tropism results at failure were concordant between
phenotype and genotype (see legend). The geno2pheno decreased by a large amount between screening and failure for
patients in the non-R5 group, but changed very little for those in the R5 group.
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Figure 5.3: Individual Changes in Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate
Values between Screening & Failure

Figure 5.3: Individual Changes in Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate Values between Screening & Failure.
The
change in geno2pheno false-positive rate between screening and failure for each patient. Horizontal lines denote the median
values, with error bars indicating the interquartile ranges. Patients with concordant R5 tropism at failure had a median FPR
change of 2 (IQR: -1 – 16), versus a median decline of 18 FPR units (IQR: -38 – -6) in the concordant non-R5 group (p<0.001).
Patients with discordant results at failure had an overall intermediate FPR decline (median FPR change = 10; IQR: -39 – 7).
Points are marked by whether tropism results at failure were concordant between phenotype and genotype (see legend).

5.3.4

Classical Substitutions in Patients with Non-R5 HIV at Failure
but Limited Evidence of Maraviroc Resistance in Those with R5
HIV

When the sequences from patients with non-R5 genotypes at failure were examined, not surprisingly,
the most common emergent amino acid substitutions among patients with non-R5 genotypes were
substitutions to basic amino acids. There were 3 primary codons where non-R5 substitutions
occurred. These occurred as follows: 11R (36 patients, 40%), 13R (23 patients, 25%), and 25K (20
patients, 22%). Consequently, the 11/25 rule 133 could identify a substantial proportion of sequences as
non-R5 (57/91, 63%) at the time of failure.
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In contrast to patients with non-R5 failure genotypes, patients who maintained genotypic R5 HIV
through the study period (N=90) exhibited no clear accumulation of mutations at the failure time
point. Among these patients, the median geno2pheno FPR at screening and failure showed very little
change, at 41.9 versus 48.9, respectively. In 21 patients (23%) no V3 amino acid changes were
observed following maraviroc treatment, while substitutions in the remaining 70 patients (77%) were
restricted to partial amino acid changes (mixtures).

Among these patients without a tropism change, the sites with the highest rates of substitutions were
codons 10, 13, 14, 18, and 25. The most common substitutions at these positions were 10R, 13H/P,
14I/M, 18R, and 25D. Importantly, however, the prevalence of these substitutions was very low in
this population, ranging between 8 and 14 samples (9 – 16%) depending on the substitution.
Prevalence was low even for substitutions previously documented to be associated with maraviroc
resistance

These may indeed be simply natural polymorphisms unrelated to maraviroc resistance. Furthermore,
since most of these samples did not have phenotypic maraviroc resistance assay results, the ability to
interpret the implications of these substitutions was limited, and many patients with R5 viruses may
simply have been non-adherent, or had viruses that were resistant to other components of their
regimens.

5.3.5

Change in Non-R5 Viral Population as Determined by Deep
Sequencing

The viral population present prior to treatment with maraviroc was assessed by deep sequencing of
the screening plasma samples. The deep sequencing data was then investigated for both the change
in the percentage of non-R5 variants, as well as the phylogenetic relationship between the screening
and failure V3 sequences.
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All screening samples underwent deep V3 sequencing, as did a subset of 73 failure samples. At
screening, the median percentage of non-R5 variants per patient was 0.1% (IQR: 0–3.1%) — reflective
of the R5 phenotypes of all patients. However, a majority of patients had at least some level of non-R5
sequences present at screening (96/181, 53%), and including one patient in whom 99.9% of recovered
sequences were interpreted as non-R5 at screening, who had R5 by OTA and ESTA at screening, but
experienced virologic failure with Dual-Mixed tropism by OTA at week 4. A total of 50 patients (28%)
had ≥2% non-R5 HIV according to their deep sequencing screening result. This was over twice as
many as were detected at screening by population-based sequencing, despite all patients having R5
OTA phenotypes at screening.

Of the 50 patients with non-R5 variants present at ≥2% prevalence by deep sequencing, 42 (84%) were
confrmed to have non-R5 at failure by population-based genotype. Where deep sequencing results
were available at both time points (N=73), the overall median percentage of non-R5 variants rose
slightly from 0% (IQR: 0 – 1.2%) at screening to 0.8% (0 – 98.8%) at failure. When these patients were
restricted to those with non-R5 at failure by population-based sequencing, the median percentage of
non-R5 variants rose to 99.4% (IQR: 95.4 – 99.9%) at failure.

Strikingly, distribution of non-R5 variants in patients treated with maraviroc was nearly completely
dichotomous. According to deep sequencing results, the vast majority of patients (65/73, 89%) had
treatment failure with either less than 5% non-R5 variants or greater than 95% non-R5 variants, with
very few patients falling in between. As previously mentioned, the population-based sequencing
results were also quite unambiguous in their interpretation. Of those with non-R5 population
sequencing results at failure, over three-quarters had extremely low geno2pheno FPRs of 2 or lower
(70/91, 77%), indicative of “highly” non-R5 virus 336 (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: The Percentage of Non-R5 Variants in Deep Sequencing
Results at Screening & Failure

Figure 5.4: The Percentage of Non-R5 Variants in Deep Sequencing Results at Screening & Failure.
A scatterplot of the percent non-R5 variants for all patients with deep sequencing results at screening and failure.
Points are marked by whether tropism results in the same time-point were concordant between phenotype and populationbased genotype (see legend). The failure column illustrates how the majority of failure samples had very high or very low
non-R5 prevalence. Phenotypes were performed by ESTA at screening and original Trofle assay (OTA) at failure. A dashed line
at 2% non-R5 prevalence represents a cutoff for deep sequencing, above which a sample was classifed as having non-R5
tropism

5.3.6

Phylogenetic Relationship between Screening & Failure
Sequences

Phylogenetic trees were generated using the screening deep sequencing data and the failure
population-based sequence. For many patients, a distinct minority subpopulation of non-R5 variants
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was detected by deep sequencing at screening. This minority subpopulation often emerged following
treatment, and was detected with standard population-based sequencing methods. The trees were
inspected manually to assess the degree of the phylogenetic relationship between the failure V3
sequence and sequences detected by deep sequencing prior to maraviroc treatment.

Overall, 70% of patients (64/91) with non-R5 HIV at failure had a closely related non-R5
subpopulation present prior to treatment with maraviroc, confrming previous reports of the
selection of pre-treatment non-R5 reservoirs by maraviroc

232,316

. These CXCR4-using subpopulations

were present despite patients being pre-screened as having R5 HIV with OTA. A number of these
patients were missed by population-based sequencing as well. A set of representative example trees is
given in Figure 5.5-5.8 and Appendices V–XIV.

5.3.7

Comparison of Tropism Methods

The performance of population-based sequencing could be assessed at both screening and failure by
comparing the results using deep sequencing as the “gold standard”. ESTA results were available for
comparison at screening, and OTA at failure. When the two genotypic tropism methods were
compared at screening, population-based sequencing had 30% sensitivity (15/50 non-R5 samples)
and 95% specifcity (125/131 R5 samples) relative to deep sequencing. However, performance of
population-based sequencing was dramatically better at failure. This method achieved 88%
sensitivity (29/33 called non-R5) and 95% specifcity (38/40 called R5) relative to deep sequencing,
likely due to the higher proportions of non-R5 variants after maraviroc treatment.
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Figure 5.5: Phylogenetic Tree from a Patient Who Had a Small Pre-Treatment X4 Population

Figure 5.5: Phylogenetic Tree from a Patient with a Small Pre-Treatment X4 Population.
Phylogenetic tree generated from the deep sequencing data at screening and the
population-based genotype at failure. Screening R5 sequences are shown in green, X4 sequences are shown in red, and the failure sequence is shown in blue. Failure was due to a small
pre-treatment X4 population detected by deep sequencing (1% X4) but not by phenotyping (ESTA R5). The failure sample was X4 by population-based genotype and X4 by the original
Trofle assay.
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Figure 5.6: Phylogenetic Tree from a Patient Who Had a Large Pre-Treatment X4 Population

Figure 5.6: Phylogenetic Tree from a Patient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4 Population.
Phylogenetic tree generated from the deep sequencing data at screening and the
population-based genotype at failure. Screening R5 sequences are shown in green, X4 sequences are shown in red, and the failure sequence is shown in blue. Failure was due to a large
pre-treatment X4 population detected by deep sequencing (53% X4) but not by phenotyping (R5 by ESTA). The failure sample was X4 by population-based genotype and Dual-Mixed
by OTA.
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Figure 5.7: Phylogenetic Tree from a Patient for Whom Deep Sequencing Failed to Detect X4 HIV

Figure 5.7: Phylogenetic Tree from a Patient for Whom Deep Sequencing Failed to Detect X4 HIV.
Phylogenetic tree generated from the deep sequencing data at
screening and the population-based genotype at failure. Screening R5 sequences are shown in green, X4 sequences are shown in red, and the failure sequence is shown in blue. Pretreatment X4 sequences were not detected by deep sequencing (0% X4) and screening phenotype was R5 by ESTA. However, failure occurred with a non-R5 genotype and phenotype.
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Figure 5.8: Phylogenetic Tree from a Patient Who Failed with R5 HIV

Figure 5.8: Phylogenetic Tree from a Patient Who Failed with R5 HIV.
Phylogenetic tree generated from the deep sequencing data at screening and the population-based
genotype at failure. Screening R5 sequences are shown in green, X4 sequences are shown in red, and the failure sequence is shown in blue. A patient who experienced failure with an
R5 genotype and phenotype. One outlier branch has been truncated for display purposes. Both screening and failure time points were R5 by all genotypic or phenotypic tests
performed
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The genotypes were also compared to the phenotypes. At screening, population-based sequencing
had 19% sensitivity (11/57) and 92% specifcity (114/124) relative to ESTA. Deep sequencing had 53%
sensitivity (30/57), and 84% specifcity (104/124) relative to ESTA at screening. At failure, when
population-based genotypes were compared to the OTA phenotypes in the same time-point the
assays were 90% concordant (163/181 samples). Overall sensitivity of genotyping compared to
phenotyping was 85% (89/105 non-R5), with 97% specifcity (74/76 R5) in these failure samples. This
performance was comparable to the performance of deep sequencing relative to OTA at failure: 83%
sensitivity (30/36), 92% specifcity (34/37).

5.3.8

Virologic Responses to Maraviroc

While all patients were R5 by OTA at screening, they could be stratifed by their genotypic tropism
results in their failure visit. Patients with a non-R5 genotype by population-based sequencing at
failure had overall poorer virologic responses to maraviroc. At week 8, the median decline in plasma
viral load (pVL) from baseline was 2.0 log 10 in those with R5 HIV but 0.4 log 10 in those with non-R5
HIV at failure (p<0.001). In contrast, the median change in pVL at week 8 for the maraviroc arms in
the MOTIVATE trials overall was approximately 2.4 log10 copies/mL. This was larger than the viral
load decreases for either group in the current study (Figure 5.9, p<0.01).

A total of 88% of patients with non-R5 population genotypes at failure (80/91) failed to achieve an
undetectable viral load during the study, versus 77% (69/90) of those with R5 genotypes at failure.
Protocol-defned virologic failure was documented for 69% of patients with non-R5 genotypes at
failure (63/91), compared to 41% of patients with R5 at failure (37/90). Patients with R5 at failure had
higher rates of virologic rebound compared to those with non-R5: 14% (13/90) versus 2% (2/91).
They were also twice as likely to have never suppressed throughout the study but remain enrolled:
32% (29/90) versus 16% (15/91).
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Figure 5.9: Virologic Responses Were Reduced among Patients with Non-R5 Genotype Results at
Failure

Figure 5.9: Virologic Responses Were Reduced among Patients with Non-R5 Genotype Results at Failure.
The median change in plasma viral load from baseline
among maraviroc recipients is shown. Patients are stratifed according to whether their frst available failure sample had an R5 (turquoise line) or non-R5 (red line) population
genotype. For comparison, the median viral load change of the maraviroc arms in the MOTIVATE trials overall is also shown (black line).
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5.3.9

Comparison to the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay

As stated above, sensitivities of population-based sequencing and deep sequencing were 19% and
53% relative to ESTA at screening, respectively, with concordance of 69% and 74%. Of those where rescreening by ESTA indicated pre-treatment non-R5 phenotypes, 50 of 57 (88%) patients were
confrmed to have OTA non-R5 phenotypes at failure, similar to the results by genotyping (47 of 57
patients, 82%). Patients with pre-treatment R5 phenotypes by both OTA and ESTA were more likely
to fail therapy with R5 phenotypes or genotypes (56% or 65%) than non-R5 (44% or 35%).

All follow-up results were tested with OTA, but it is important to note that this study indicates that
very low minority non-R5 variants present only at the time of failure are not commonly associated
with suboptimal maraviroc responses. Deep sequence analysis demonstrated that when phenotypic
tropism changes occurred, they were generally accompanied by very high non-R5 prevalence (Figure
5.4). Accordingly, the current results are likely to be unaffected by the fact that the failure phenotypes
were performed using OTA rather than ESTA. Furthermore, largely similar results were obtained
when analyses were restricted only to patients with R5 by ESTA at screening (Figures 5.10-5.12).

5.4

Discussion & Conclusions

In this study, genotypic analysis indicated that failure on maraviroc followed two distinct pathways.
Those patients who experienced an HIV tropism shift to non-R5 had a large decline in geno2pheno
false-positive rate and accumulated V3 substitutions at multiple codons, and had a large increase in
the prevalence of non-R5 variants to a median of 99% according to deep sequencing. Patients with R5
results at failure tended to have very similar geno2pheno values to their screening values, and
accumulated few amino acid substitutions in V3 compared to the pre-treatment sequences.
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Figure 5.10: Overall Change in Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate
between Screening & Failure in a Subset of Patients with R5 Results
at Screening by the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay

Figure 5.10: Overall Change in Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate between Screening & Failure in a Subset of Patients with
R5 Results at Screening by the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay.
The distribution of geno2pheno false-positive
rate (FPR) values is shown for the screening (left) and failure sequences (right). Boxes indicate the interquartile range of the
values, with the median value indicated by a solid horizontal line. Whiskers correspond to 1.5 times the interquartile range.
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Figure 5.11: Individual Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate Values at
Screening & Failure in a Subset of Patients with R5 Results at
Screening by the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay

Figure 5.11: Individual Geno2pheno False Positive Rate Values between Screening & Failure in a Subset of Patients with
R5 Results at Screening by the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay.
A scatterplot of the geno2pheno falsepositive rate (FPR) of all patients with coordinates at two time-points: screening value on the horizontal axis and failure value
on the vertical axis. Points are marked by whether tropism results at failure were concordant between phenotype and genotype
(see legend). The geno2pheno decreased by a large amount between screening and failure for patients in the non-R5 group, but
changed very little for those in the R5 group.
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Figure 5.12: Individual Changes in Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate
Values between Screening & Failure in a Subset of Patients with R5
Results at Screening by the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay

Figure 5.12: Individual Changes in Geno2pheno False-Positive Rate Values between Screening & Failure in a Subset of
Patients with R5 Results at Screening by the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay.
A scatterplot of the falsepositive rate change between screening and failure. Horizontal lines denote the median values, with error bars indicating the
interquartile ranges.

In 70% of patients, deep sequencing was able to detect a pre-treatment non-R5 subpopulation which
emerged at failure. This study also demonstrated that standard population-based sequencing is
capable of identifying on-treatment tropism changes accompanying maraviroc failure, and does so
with high sensitivity (85%) relative to phenotyping. The sensitivity reported here for populationbased sequencing is much higher than previously reported results

325

. The sensitivity of population-

based sequencing more than tripled after patients began treatment with maraviroc (88% sensitivity
on-treatment versus 24% at screening when compared to deep sequencing). Other studies have
typically reported much lower sensitivities for population-based sequencing 187,190,229,325,371.
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The high sensitivity reported for the failure samples in the current study is likely attributable to the
selective effect of maraviroc treatment on patient HIV. For those who failed maraviroc-based therapy
with non-R5 HIV, the average percentage of non-R5 variants rose to 99% according to deep
sequencing. This likely increased the ability of population-based sequencing to give a non-R5 result.
Under these circumstances, population-based methods performed better than usual since non-R5
prevalence is usually masked by a predominantly R5 viral population, thus limiting sensitivity. This
rapid emergence of high prevalence non-R5 variants has also been reported for cases of treatment
failure with other CCR5 antagonists 317,372.

Maraviroc recipients with non-R5 HIV infection at failure had poorer virologic responses to the
medication than those whose virus did not change tropism — even within this population of patients
who failed maraviroc-based therapy. This is likely due to the additional loss of maraviroc activity in
patients who fail therapy with non-R5 HIV, whereas failure with R5 HIV may have been due to a
number of reasons, including maraviroc resistance, resistance to the other background antiretroviral
agents, and/or poor adherence. However, response to antiretroviral therapy in general may also be
impacted by the presence of non-R5 HIV infection 155,173.

Some limitations of this study should be acknowledged. It may be diffcult to extend these fndings
generally to all maraviroc-treated populations as this study was conducted in a selected population
pre-screened for R5 HIV by OTA. However, the proportion of non-R5 OTA results at failure in the
current study (57%) was quite reflective of the proportion seen in the MOTIVATE trials overall (58%)
, so these results are likely generalizable to the larger MOTIVATE study population. While ESTA
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results were available at screening, the follow-up phenotypes were performed using OTA. However,
additional sensitivity of ESTA over OTA (reported detection limit of 0.3% versus 10% non-R5 HIV

)
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likely had very little affect on the above results, since genotypic analyses indicated that phenotypic
tropism changes on maraviroc were associated with extremely high non-R5 prevalence well above
the 10% detection limit of the original Trofle assay.
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Despite its high sensitivity, deep sequencing could not identify pre-existing non-R5 populations in
30% of patients with non-R5 HIV at failure. Thus, this approach may still lack suffcient sensitivity, or
the sampling volume may have been insuffcient for detection of minority variants. Alternatively,
non-R5 variants may evolve from R5 populations more rapidly during maraviroc treatment, or may
have emerged between screening and enrollment, as previously reported in 8% of MOTIVATE
participants

. Indeed, among the studied population, 25 patients had switched to non-R5
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phenotypes at maraviroc initiation (14%). It is also possible that non-R5 variants may also emerge
from compartments other than blood plasma.

This study was limited in its ability to better characterize maraviroc resistance. To date, a reduced
maximal percentage inhibition (MPI) in a phenotypic assay assessing susceptibility of the patient
virus to maraviroc is the only consistent characteristic of maraviroc resistance
mutations have been observed for maraviroc

374,375

or other CCR5 antagonists
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; no signature

. Similar to these

prior fndings, no consistent patterns of mutations were noted that were associated with virologic
failure while maintaining an R5 population. This may be due to a number of factors, such as
insuffcient time on the medication to induce resistance-associated mutations, the possibility that
mutations may emerge outside the V3 loop, and/or the possibility that maraviroc resistance
mutations are patient-specifc and diffcult to generalize. Furthermore, only a small number of
patients who experienced failure on maraviroc with R5 viruses have actually been shown to have
maraviroc-resistant HIV in phenotypic assays
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. In the remaining patients, other factors such as

adherence or resistance to the other agents in their regimens may be involved.

The aforementioned analyses indicate that maraviroc treatment dichotomized V3 sequences and
inferred coreceptor usage. Genotypic tropism analyses demonstrated large decreases in geno2pheno
values, and large increases in the percentage of non-R5 variants. Patients with non-R5 HIV at failure
experienced suboptimal virologic responses to maraviroc in this study, likely driven by their non-R5
status. However, genotypic analysis in patients with failure R5 results was not informative, with little
change in geno2pheno values, and few amino acid substitutions that might be attributed to
maraviroc resistance. In contrast, the results in the non-R5 population were unambiguous and
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striking, suggesting that both deep and population-based sequencing approaches are useful
monitoring tools for patients receiving maraviroc.

While this and all previous chapters have assessed deep sequencing as applied to patients with
previous treatment experience, Chapter 6 will extend this application to patients beginning
antiretroviral therapy for the frst time. This treatment-naïve population may be especially relevant
since CCR5-using HIV-1 tends to be most prevalent early in infection

145,146

. It may therefore be a

preferred population in which to prescribe maraviroc. Additionally, the next chapter aims to more
thoroughly assess deep sequencing in comparison to a phenotypic assay with higher sensitivity than
the original Trofle assay The following chapter also represents a completely independent validation
of next-generation sequencing methods since they were originally optimized in the treatmentexperienced population described previously.
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Chapter 6: Deep V3 Sequencing for HIV-1 Tropism
in Treatment-Naïve Patients: A Reanalysis of the
MERIT Trial of Maraviroc

6.1

Background & Introduction

Human Immunodefciency Virus type 1 (HIV-1) infects cells using the CD4 receptor and a coreceptor.
The chemokine receptor CCR5 is a necessary coreceptor for strains of HIV called R5
predominate in antiretroviral-naïve individuals

140

, which

. The CCR5 coreceptor is also the target of the

139,155,173

HIV entry inhibitor, maraviroc. Maraviroc inhibits the ability of HIV to interact with and infect cells
via CCR5

. The use of an alternative coreceptor emerges in approximately half of clade-B-infected
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individuals

. Therefore, a tropism test is performed prior to maraviroc administration to exclude
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patients whose viral population (or some subpopulation of it) is non-R5 and unlikely to respond to
maraviroc 67.

A number of genotypic HIV tropism approaches have been developed to provide alternatives to
phenotypic tropism assays such as the Monogram Biosciences Trofle assay
Sensitivity Trofle Assay (ESTA)

377

and Enhanced

. Commonly, genotypic approaches use the sequence of the third

195

variable (V3) region of the HIV gp120 gene, since the V3 loop itself interacts with the HIV coreceptor
122

and mutations encoded by V3 are associated with measurable changes in HIV-tropism

.

123,324

Tropism is then inferred using a bioinformatic algorithm such as geno2pheno 197,204.

While population-based genotypic tropism assays can infer the coreceptor usage of a patient’s most
common HIV quasispecies, these tests may miss non-R5 variants comprising low-level minorities
within a predominantly R5 population

229

. The ability to detect minority non-R5 variants is important

because these subpopulations may undergo selection by maraviroc treatment and lead to virologic
failure 232,291,316.
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There have been four large clinical trials of maraviroc to date
Regimens

as

Initial

Therapy

(MERIT)

trial

assessed

288–291

. The Maraviroc versus Efavirenz

two

doses

of

maraviroc

(plus

lamivudine/zidovudine) in antiretroviral-naïve patients, with a comparator arm of efavirenz (plus
lamivudine/zidovudine)

. The trial consisted only of patients with R5 HIV at screening by the
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original Trofle assay. The maraviroc once-daily (QD) arm was discontinued early after failing to meet
pre-specifed effcacy criteria.

Although superior to placebo in the MOTIVATE trials, maraviroc was inferior to efavirenz in the
primary analysis of the MERIT trial using the original screening population. However, when patients
in MERIT were retrospectively re-screened using the higher-sensitivity ESTA, with exclusion of those
now identifed with non-R5 HIV, maraviroc twice daily (BID) was non-inferior to efavirenz for the
primary study endpoint 290,292.

Deep sequencing refers to the application of next-generation sequencing technology such as the
Genome Sequencer FLX (GS-FLX)

240

. The GS-FLX can simultaneously sequence and quantify

thousands of individual variants within a viral population, allowing an in-depth quantifcation of the
proportion of non-R5 variants in a given sample
respond to maraviroc

232,352

, and therefore the proportion unlikely to

. The aim of this study was to assess whether the high-sensitivity of deep

348

sequencing could also have been a successful screening tool for the treatment-naïve patients in the
MERIT trial.

6.2
6.2.1

Materials & Methods
Samples & MERIT Trial Design

A total of 859 plasma screening samples from the MERIT trial were examined. All samples were R5
by the original Trofle assay. Most patients entered either the maraviroc BID arm (N=347) or the
efavirenz arm (N=346). The trial’s primary endpoint was the proportion of patients with a viral load
<50 HIV RNA copies/mL at week 48. A third arm consisting of maraviroc QD was also partially
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enrolled. Screening samples from those initially assigned to the maraviroc QD arm (N=166) were also
tested.

6.2.2

V3 Amplification Method

HIV RNA was extracted from 500 µL of each of the 859 stored screening plasma samples using
automated extraction methods with a NucliSENS easyMAG (bioMérieux). One-step RT-PCR was
performed in triplicate using 4 µL of sample extract per amplifcation. A second-round PCR
amplifcation was then performed using customized primers to allow multiplexing (48 samples per
sequencing run). PCR amplifcations were then quantifed. Each amplifcation was combined in equal
proportions with the others to a concentration of 2 × 10 12 DNA molecules per sample. This combined
set of PCR products then underwent emulsion PCR and deep sequencing with a GS-FLX. A detailed
methodology has been published 333,348 and is detailed in previous chapters.

In addition, a second round PCR amplifcation was also performed using the same triplicate RT-PCR
template. These PCR products underwent individual standard, population-based sequencing on an
ABI 3730 XL DNA analyzer according to previously described methods 325,333,348,366.

6.2.3

Bioinformatic Analyses

The false positive rate (FPR) cutoff for geno2pheno tropism assignments had previously been
optimized and validated in the maraviroc treatment-experienced trials, as had the cutoff for the
percentage of non-R5 variants needed for a sample to be classifed as non-R5

335–337,348

. A sample was

considered R5 if fewer than 2% of the variants detected using deep sequencing fell below a
geno2pheno FPR of 3.5 335. Population-based V3 sequencing used a geno2pheno FPR cutoff of 5.75 336.
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6.2.4

Ethics Statement

Written, informed consent was obtained from all individuals, including consent to allow other
tropism testing to be performed on their samples. The University of British Columbia-Providence
Health Care Research Ethics Board reviewed the research project and granted ethical approval. All
data were analyzed anonymously.

6.2.5

Data Analysis

The maraviroc BID arm was the primary dataset for assessing the utility of deep sequencing. The
efavirenz arm served as a comparator. The maraviroc QD arm was also examined as a
complementary analysis. Unless otherwise stated, any reference to maraviroc should be taken as a
reference to maraviroc BID.

Virologic outcomes examined included the viral load change from baseline, the percentage of patients
with virologic suppression, and a time to a change in a patient’s Trofle result from R5 to non-R5 (i.e.,
a tropism “switch”). Where data were missing, the last observation was carried forward, except in the
case of the percentage of patients with a pVL <50 copies, where missing values were imputed to be
>50 (“failures”). Deep sequencing was also compared to the performance of both ESTA and standard
population-based sequencing in the same dataset.

Differences between tropism groups (R5 versus non-R5) were tested for statistical signifcance using
three tests. The Mann-Whitney test tested for statistically signifcant differences between median
measurements, such as median pVL declines. The Fisher’s exact test examined differences in the
proportions of patients, such as differences in virologic suppression or clade. The log-rank test
examined differences in the Kaplan-Meier curves for tropism changes. No statistical comparisons
between the populations defned by Trofle and deep sequencing were performed because these
populations were not independent.
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6.3
6.3.1

Results
Patient Characteristics

Baseline characteristics of patients stratifed by deep sequencing tropism result at screening are
largely similar to the original MERIT population

290

. Those found to have non-R5 HIV by deep

sequencing were more likely to be white, MSM, infected with clade-B HIV, and have lower CD4
counts than those found to have R5 HIV by deep sequencing, though these differences were relatively
minor (Table 6.1).

6.3.2

Identification of Non-R5 Screening Samples Using Deep
Sequencing

Deep sequencing generated a mean of 5002 sequences per sample (median: 4529; Inter-quartile Range
[IQR]: 3715 – 6024). Sequence depth did not have a discernable impact on deep sequencing’s
sensitivity or ability to predict virologic outcomes (data not shown). Overall, re-screening MERIT
patients using deep sequencing classifed an additional 10% of maraviroc BID recipients (35/347) as
being unlikely to respond to their regimens due to the presence of ≥2% non-R5 virus prior to
treatment. Similarly, 13% (22/166) in the maraviroc QD arm, and 9% (30/346) in the efavirenz arm
were classifed as having non-R5 HIV by deep sequencing.

Samples screened non-R5 by deep sequencing had non-R5 variants at a median proportion of 20.9%
(IQR: 5.4 – 44.1). Samples screened R5 had a median of 0% non-R5 HIV (IQR: 0 – 0). Seventy-four
percent of patients (511/693) treated with maraviroc BID or efavirenz had no detectable non-R5
variants at screening by deep sequencing. Additionally, 60% of all non-R5 samples had >10% non-R5
variants by this method, despite having been already pre-screened with the Trofle assay, which has a
reported cut-off of 10% non-R5 virus

334

. There were a total of 94 maraviroc recipients with detectable

non-R5 virus by deep sequencing. When the non-R5 prevalence was extended to the absolute amount
of non-R5 at screening, these patients had a median non-R5 viral load of 2.9 log 10 copies/mL (IQR: 2.2
– 3.5).
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Table 6.1: Baseline Patient Characteristics in the MERIT trial
Combined MVC BID
and EFV arms (N=693)

Deep Sequencing
Non-R5 (N=65)

Deep Sequencing
R5 (N=628)

Statistical
significance
p value

Age — median
(range)

36 (18 – 77)

39 (21 – 68)

36 (18 – 77)

n.s. 0.09

Male sex - no. (%)

503 (73)

53 (82)

450 (72)

n.s. 0.11

Race or ethnicity —
no. (%)

White - 394 (57); Black - 238
(34), Asian, other – 61 (9)

White - 45 (69); Black - 13
(20); Asian, other – 7 (11)

White - 349 (56); Black - 225
(36); Asian, other – 54 (9)

Clade — no. (%)

B 414 (60); C – 205 (30);
Other - 74 (11)

B – 48 (74); C – 10 (15);
Other - 7 (11)

B - 366 (58); C - 195 (31);
Other - 67 (11)

Mode of
Transmission —
no. (%)

Het - 328 (47); MSM - 292
(42); IDU - 48 (7); Other - 25
(4)

Het - 23 (36); MSM - 37
(58); IDU - 0 (0); Other - 4
(6)

Het- 305 (49); MSM - 254
(40); IDU - 48 (8); Other - 21
(3)

0.01
(MSM versus
non-MSM)

Median baseline
pVL — log10
copies/mL (IQR)

5.0 (4.5 – 5.3)

5.0 (4.5 – 5.3)

4.9 (4.4 – 5.2)

n.s. 0.54

Median baseline
CD4 count —
cells/mm3 (IQR)

251 (183 – 323)

236 (135 – 300)

252 (185 – 327)

0.03

0.04
(white versus
non-white)
0.02
(B versus
non-B)

Table 6.1: Baseline Patient Characteristics in the MERIT Trial.
Baseline patient characteristics for the study population. MERIT participants are shown for the group
as a whole (N=693), as well as for the groups who were classifed as R5 or non-R5 by deep sequencing. The difference in baseline characteristics between the R5 and non-R5 groups
were also tested for their statistical signifcance. Het — heterosexual; MSM — Men who have sex with men; IDU — Injection Drug Use; pVL — plasma viral load; IQR — interquartile
range; n.s. — not signifcant.
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6.3.3

Viral Load Decline from Baseline

Overall viral load declines from baseline through 96 weeks are shown for both arms in Figures 6.1
and 6.2, with patients grouped according to their deep sequencing result. Patients with R5 results had
similar responses in both the maraviroc and efavirenz arms (Figure 6.1), but patients with non-R5
results had expectedly poorer responses in the maraviroc arm compared to the efavirenz arm (Figure
6.2).

Maraviroc recipients with R5 HIV by deep sequencing showed a median 2.7 log 10 decline in pVL from
baseline to week 8 (IQR: 2.3 – 3.1), while the non-R5 group had a smaller decline: 2.3 log 10 (IQR: 1.9 –
2.6), p<0.0001. The efavirenz arm had similar virologic responses as the R5-infected maraviroc
recipients, regardless of tropism assessment by deep sequencing: 2.8 log 10 (IQR: 2.4 – 3.2) for R5, and
2.9 log10 (IQR: 2.5 – 3.2) for non-R5, p=0.56.

6.3.4

Virologic Suppression

The larger pVL changes observed when patients were classifed using the deep sequencing method
was also reflected in the percentage of patients who achieved an undetectable viral load at 48 weeks.
Where deep sequencing had indicated R5 HIV at screening, a total of 67% of maraviroc recipients
(208/312) had a pVL <50 HIV RNA copies/mL at week 48 (i.e., virologic suppression). In contrast,
only 46% of non-R5-infected maraviroc recipients (16/35) achieved week 48 virologic suppression,
p=0.02 (Figure 6.3). In terms of non-R5 viral load, the percentage of maraviroc recipients with week
48 virologic suppression was: 68% (173/255) of those with <1 log 10 non-R5 copies/mL; 77% (10/13)
with 1-2 log10; 56% (22/39) with 2-3 log 10; 52% (14/27) with 3-4 log10; and 38% (5/13) of those with >4
log10 non-R5 copies/mL. In the efavirenz arm, suppression was 69% (219/316) in those with R5 HIV
— similar to the maraviroc arm. This was 70% (21/30) in efavirenz recipients with non-R5 HIV by
deep sequencing, p=n.s.. The percentages of patients achieving virologic suppression for both arms
are shown in Figure 6.3, with data to week 96.
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Figure 6.1: Median Decline in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Patients Screened with R5 HIV by
Deep Sequencing Who Received Either Maraviroc Twice-Daily or Efavirenz

Figure 6.1: Median Decline in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Patients Screened with R5 HIV by Deep Sequencing Who Received Either Maraviroc Twice-Daily or Efavirenz.
The log10-transformed decline in plasma viral load for R5 HIV-infected patients. The blue line indicates patients receiving maraviroc BID (N=312), and the yellow
line indicates those receiving efavirenz (N=316). With screening by deep sequencing, both groups had a median pVL decline from baseline of approximately 3 log 10 HIV RNA
copies/mL, which was sustained to week 96.
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Figure 6.2: Median Decline in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Patients Screened with Non-R5
HIV by Deep Sequencing Who Received Either Maraviroc Twice-Daily or Efavirenz

Figure 6.2: Median Decline in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Patients Screened with Non-R5 HIV by Deep Sequencing Who Received Either Maraviroc Twice-Daily or
Efavirenz.
The log10-transformed decline in plasma viral load for non-R5 HIV-infected patients. The blue line indicates patients receiving maraviroc BID (N=35),
and the yellow line indicates those receiving efavirenz (N=30). With screening by deep sequencing, those found to have non-R5 HIV had lower pVL declines from baseline when
treated with maraviroc BID versus efavirenz.
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Figure 6.3: Percentage of Maraviroc Twice-Daily & Efavirenz Recipients with Plasma Viral Loads Less
than 50 Copies/mL with R5 HIV at Screening by Deep Sequencing

Figure 6.3: Percentage of Maraviroc Twice-Daily & Efavirenz Recipients with Plasma Viral Loads Less than 50 Copies/mL with R5 HIV at Screening by Deep Sequencing.
The black line indicates R5 HIV-infected patients receiving maraviroc BID (N=312), and the dashed-dotted line indicates those receiving efavirenz (N=316). Similar
percentages of patients had virologic suppression at week 48 in the two treatment arms when patients with non-R5 HIV at screening by deep sequencing were excluded. The
percentage of patients with virologic suppression at week 48 is indicated for both the maraviroc (MVC) and efavirenz (EFV) arms.
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6.3.5

Non-Inferiority Analysis

In the original MERIT study, maraviroc was found to be inferior to efavirenz. This analysis was based
on comparing the differences in the percentage of patients achieving virologic suppression <50
copies/mL in the maraviroc and efavirenz arms, when these patients were screened by the original
Trofle assay. The criterion was that the lower bound of the 97.5% confdence interval for the
difference between arms must not fall below -10 for the maraviroc arm, but this criterion was not met.
In contrast, when patients in the current study were tested using deep sequencing, the lower bound
of the 97.5% confdence interval for the difference between arms was -8.67; less than the pre-specifed
minimum value of -10 for determining non-inferiority of maraviroc at week 48 (Table 6.2).

Table 6.2: Non-Inferiority Analysis between the Maraviroc &
Efavirenz Arms
Number and proportion of
virologic successes at 48 weeks
Maraviroc BID arm

Efavirenz arm

Stratified

Assay
result

n

N

%

n

N

%

Raw
diff
(MVC EFV)

DeepSeq R5

210

312

67.31

217

316

68.67

-1.36

-1.48

-8.67

DeepSeq
non-R5

17

35

48.57

21

30

70.00

-21.43

-42.19

-60.71

ESTA R5

205

300

68.33

196

290

67.59

0.75

0.17

-7.21

ESTA nonR5

22

47

46.81

42

56

75.00

-28.19

-31.15

-48.87

Trofile R5

227

347

65.42

238

346

68.79

-3.37

-3.73

-10.61

Adj Diff

97.5%
LCB

Table 6.2: Non-Inferiority Analysis between the Maraviroc & Efavirenz Arms.
Non-inferiority analysis comparing
the maraviroc BID arm to the efavirenz arm. The lower confdence bound of the difference between drug arms for R5 screened
participants was smaller than -10%, indicating non-inferiority between arms. MVC — maraviroc; EFV — efavirenz; Adj Diff —
adjusted difference; LCB — lower confdence bound; ESTA — enhanced sensitivity Trofle assay; DeepSeq — Deep Sequencing
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This analysis also confrms the poor virologic response among maraviroc recipients screened with
non-R5 HIV by deep sequencing, compared to those who received efavirenz. Together, these analyses
suggest that had patients been screened with deep sequencing rather than the original Trofle assay,
the maraviroc BID arm would have likely been found to be non-inferior to the efavirenz arm.

6.3.6

Changes in HIV Tropism

Maraviroc administration unmasks and can select non-R5 virus that was present prior to maraviroc
administration

. Maraviroc-recipients with non-R5 HIV by deep sequencing were more likely to
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change phenotypic tropism over the course of the study compared to those with R5 HIV by deep
sequencing (p<0.0001). Of those with non-R5 HIV, 43% (15/35) changed their Trofle result from R5 to
non-R5 between screening and 96 weeks, versus only 7% (23/312) of the deep sequencing R5 group
(Figure 6.4).

In the non-R5 group, patients switched tropism a mean of 5 weeks after beginning treatment. This
was earlier than the 17 weeks seen in the R5 group. Maraviroc recipients who changed tropism also
had a higher proportion of non-R5 variants present pre-treatment according to deep sequencing, with
a median of 0.8% non-R5 variants (IQR: 0.0 – 7.4%) versus 0% (IQR: 0 – 0%) for those who did not
change tropism. Deep sequencing was able to detect at least low levels (>0%) of non-R5 HIV in a
majority, 61%, of maraviroc recipients who switched tropism, versus 23% of those who did not switch
tropism.

6.3.7

Effects of HIV Subtype

For all patients analysed in the current study, 60% had HIV-1 clade-B, 29% had clade-C, and 11% had
other clades of HIV. Non-R5 tropism seemed to be overrepresented amongst clade-B-infected
individuals, with 74% of the deep sequencing non-R5 group consisting of clade-B-infected patients,
higher than the overall clade-B composition of 60%, p=0.02. Conversely, clade-C was
underrepresented amongst non-R5-infected patients, at 15%, p=0.001.
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Figure 6.4: Time to Change in Tropism for Maraviroc Twice-Daily
Recipients

Figure 6.4: Time to Change in Tropism for Maraviroc Twice-Daily Recipients.
This analysis examined the likelihood of a change from an original Trofle assay result of R5 to non-R5 over the
course of the study. The upper green line indicates patients screened with R5 HIV by deep sequencing (N=312). The lower red
line indicates those screened with non-R5 HIV by deep sequencing (N=35). The upper solid black and lower dotted black lines
indicate the ESTA-R5 (N=300) and ESTA-non-R5 (N=47) groups. Patients screened with non-R5 HIV by either assay were more
likely to change Trofle results to non-R5 during the study. The numbers of patients remaining at risk for a change in their
Trofle result are shown below the week numbers. The scale of the Y axis has been modifed for display purposes.
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Global concordance in the entire study population between deep sequencing and ESTA was 79% in
the clade B-infected population and 87% in the non-clade B-infected population. Importantly, both
deep sequencing and ESTA had similar performance in predicting virologic outcome in both clade-B
non-clade-B-infected patients (Tables 6.3 & 6.4).

Table 6.3: Virologic Outcomes in Maraviroc Recipients Infected with
Subtype B HIV-1, Stratified by Tropism Assessment by Deep
Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay
Assay

Tropism Call

Week 8 pVL decline,
log10 scale
Median (IQR)

Week 48 virologic
suppression
%, n/N

R5

2.7
(2.4 – 3.1)

72%
(132/183)

Non-R5

2.3
(2.0 – 2.6)

46%
(12/26)

R5

2.7
(2.3 – 3.0)

73%
(128/176)

Non-R5

2.6
(2.1 – 2.9)

48%
(16/33)

Deep sequencing

ESTA

Table 6.4: Virologic Outcomes in Maraviroc Recipients Infected with
Non-Subtype B HIV-1, Stratified by Tropism Assessment with Deep
Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay
Assay

Tropism Call

Week 8 pVL decline,
log10 scale
Median (IQR)

Week 48 virologic
suppression
%, n/N

R5

2.8
(2.2 – 3.1)

59%
(76/129)

Non-R5

1.9
(1.9 – 2.4)

44%
(4/9)

R5

2.8
(2.2 – 3.1)

60%
(75/124)

Non-R5

2.2
(1.7 – 2.9)

36%
(5/14)

Deep sequencing

ESTA
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6.3.8

Comparison of Deep Sequencing to the Enhanced Sensitivity
Trofile Assay & Population-Based Sequencing

Maraviroc recipients rescreened with R5- and non-R5 HIV using ESTA had week 8 pVL declines of
2.7 (IQR: 2.3 – 3.1) and 2.4 (IQR: 1.9 – 3.0), respectively, similar to the deep sequencing results.
Likewise, the percentage of patients who achieved virologic suppression on maraviroc was similar
regardless of the assay used to determine tropism (Figures 6.5 & 6.6).

When compared with each other, deep sequencing and ESTA had a global concordance of 82%.
Perhaps surprisingly, only 22 samples of the 693 total (3%) were called non-R5 by both methods, or
only 15% of the 146 samples called non-R5 by either method. Consequently, both assays had low
sensitivity relative to the other. Deep sequencing had 21% sensitivity and 93% specifcity using ESTA
as a reference; ESTA had 34% sensitivity and 87% specifcity using deep sequencing as a reference.
Despite this, the groups called R5 and non-R5 by either method had similar virologic outcomes
regardless of the assay. Retrospective screening by ESTA identifed 14% of maraviroc recipients
(47/347) as having non-R5 HIV. This was 16% (56/346) in the efavirenz arm. Overall, the ESTA-nonR5 group had a median of 0% non-R5 HIV (IQR: 0 – 0.8%; mean = 7.4%), according to deep
sequencing using the geno2pheno algorithm; the ESTA-R5 group also had a median of 0% (IQR: 0 –
0%; mean = 2.2%).

Deep sequencing was also compared to population-based sequencing where available. Populationbased sequencing was concordant with deep sequencing in 93% of cases (638/688), and gave 54%
sensitivity relative to deep sequencing. Samples identifed by population-based sequencing as non-R5
had a median of 9.1% non-R5 variants in their deep sequencing result (IQR: 0.7 – 41.0%; mean =
26.3%). Virologic responses of patients grouped by discordance of deep sequencing with ESTA or
population-based sequencing are shown in Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Median Decline in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Maraviroc Twice-Daily Recipients
with Screening by Deep Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay

Figure 6.5: Median Decline in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Maraviroc Twice-Daily Recipients with Screening by Deep Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile
Assay.
The green line indicates maraviroc BID recipients screened with R5 HIV by deep sequencing (N=312). The red line indicates those screened with non-R5 HIV by
deep sequencing (N=35). The solid black and dashed black lines indicate the ESTA-R5 (N=300) and ESTA-non-R5 (N=47) groups, respectively. Deep sequencing and ESTA performed
similarly in terms of distinguishing between virologic responders and non-responders on maraviroc.
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Figure 6.6: Percentage of Maraviroc Twice-Daily Recipients with Plasma Viral Loads below 50
Copies/mL with Screening by Deep Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay

Figure 6.6: Percentage of Maraviroc Twice-Daily Recipients with Plasma Viral Loads below 50 Copies/mL with Screening by Deep Sequencing & the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile
Assay.
The green line indicates maraviroc BID recipients screened with R5 HIV by deep sequencing (N=312). The red line indicates those screened with non-R5 HIV by
deep sequencing (N=35). The solid black and dashed black lines indicate the ESTA-R5 (N=300) and ESTA-non-R5 (N=47) groups
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Table 6.5: Overall Virologic Responses of Maraviroc Recipients
Grouped by Discordance between Deep Sequencing & the Enhanced
Sensitivity Trofile Assay or Population-Based Sequencing

Concordance or
Discordance
DeepSeq Result
versus Other assay
result

Median week 8 log10 pVL
change from baseline, (IQR)

Percentage of patients with week 48
virologic suppression, (n)

Deep Sequencing versus:

Deep Sequencing versus:

ESTA

Populationbased
sequencing

ESTA

Population-based
sequencing

R5/
R5

2.7
(2.3 – 3.1)

2.7
(2.3 – 3.1)

68%
(188/276)

67%
(202/301)

R5/
Non-R5

2.6
(2.2 – 3.1)

2.8
(2.1 – 3.1)

56%
(20/36)

50%
(4/8)

Non-R5/
R5

2.4
(2.2 – 2.7)

2.4
(1.9 – 2.7)

63%
(15/24)

47%
(8/17)

Non-R5/
Non-R5

1.9
(1.3 – 2.1)

2.1
(1.9 – 2.3)

9%
(1/11)

44%
(8/18)

Table 6.5: Overall Virologic Responses of Maraviroc Recipients Grouped by Discordance between Deep Sequencing & the
Enhanced Sensitivity Trofile Assay or Population-Based Sequencing.
pVL — plasma viral load; IQR —
interquartile range; ESTA — enhanced sensitivity Trofle assay; DeepSeq — Deep Sequencing

In addition, virologic responses were compared with classifcation by deep sequencing versus ESTA
or population-based sequencing. Overall, where screening assays differed, there was no clear
indication as to which assay was the “gold standard”. Indeed, deep sequencing, ESTA, and
population-based sequencing all performed quite similarly in terms of predicting virologic response
to maraviroc in this population. There was a possible trend towards slightly superior predictions by
deep sequencing (Figures 6.7 & 6.8).
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Figure 6.7: Declines in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Patients with Concordant & Discordant
Results between Tropism Assays

Figure 6.7: Declines in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Patients with Concordant & Discordant Results between Tropism Assays.
Left: Panel A shows the
plasma viral load decline on maraviroc for patient groups where deep sequencing and ESTA gave the same (concordant) and different (discordant) tropism calls. The solid blue and
solid orange lines indicate the concordant R5 and non-R5 groups, respectively. The black dashed line indicates the group called R5 by deep sequencing but non-R5 by ESTA. The grey
dashed line indicates the group called non-R5 by deep sequencing but R5 by ESTA. Right: Panel B shows the median plasma viral load change from baseline in maraviroc recipients.
Patients are grouped where deep sequencing and population-based sequencing gave the same (concordant) or different (discordant) tropism calls. The solid blue and solid orange lines
indicate the concordant R5 and non-R5 groups, respectively. The black dashed line indicates the group called R5 by deep sequencing but non-R5 by population-based sequencing. The
grey dashed line indicates the group called non-R5 by deep sequencing but R5 by population-based sequencing.
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Figure 6.8: Proportion of Patients with Plasma Viral Loads below 50 Copies/mL in Groups with
Concordant & Discordant Results between Tropism Assays

Figure 6.8: Proportion of Patients with Plasma Viral Loads below 50 Copies/mL in Groups with Concordant & Discordant Results between Tropism Assays.
Left:
Panel A shows the percentage of patients on maraviroc who had viral loads below 50 copies/mL. Patients are grouped where deep sequencing and ESTA gave the same (concordant)
or different (discordant) tropism calls. The solid blue and solid orange lines indicate the concordant R5 and non-R5 groups, respectively. The black dashed line indicates the group
called R5 by deep sequencing but non-R5 by ESTA. The dashed line indicates the group called non-R5 by deep sequencing but R5 by ESTA. Right: Panel B shows the percentage of
patients on maraviroc who had viral loads below 50 copies/mL. Patients are grouped where deep sequencing and population-based sequencing gave the same (concordant) or
different (discordant) tropism calls. The solid blue and solid orange lines indicate the concordant R5 and non-R5 groups, respectively. The dashed black line indicates the group called
R5 by deep sequencing but non-R5 by population-based sequencing. The dashed grey line indicates the group called non-R5 by deep sequencing but R5 by population-based
sequencing.
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6.3.9

Maraviroc Once-Daily Arm

The patients who were randomized into the maraviroc QD arm were also examined with deep
sequencing (N=166). This dataset served as an independent validation of the deep V3 sequencing
method. The maraviroc QD arm was originally discontinued partway through the MERIT study due
to a protocol-defned lack of demonstrated non-inferiority to efavirenz. Maraviroc QD recipients were
then allowed to switch to maraviroc BID for the remainder of the study. The performance of deep
sequencing as a screening tool for tropism was assessed in this population (Figure 6.9). Analyses were
performed where responses were censored or uncensored after patients switched to maraviroc BID.
The week 8 log10 pVL declines from baseline were similar between the maraviroc QD and BID arms in
the uncensored analysis. The median decline of those screened as having R5 HIV (N=144) was 2.8
log10 (IQR: 2.4 – 3.1) versus 2.6 log 10 (IQR: 1.3 – 3.0) for those with non-R5 HIV (N=22). Note that 26
patients in the R5 group (18%) and 6 in the non-R5 group (27%) had discontinued therapy or
switched to maraviroc BID by week 8. Viral load declines from baseline for the uncensored groups
are shown in Figure 6.9. The R5-group censored for those remaining on maraviroc QD is also shown
and gave similar results (Figure 6.9).

6.4

Discussion & Conclusions

This study represents the frst large clinical comparison of two highly sensitive HIV tropism assays:
deep sequencing and ESTA, and the largest application of deep sequencing in antiretroviral-naïve
patients to date. Retrospective screening by deep sequencing, with removal of patients classifed with
non-R5 HIV, led to similar rates of week 48 virologic suppression between the maraviroc BID and
efavirenz arms. Maraviroc recipients screened with R5 HIV by this approach had larger on-treatment
pVL declines, were more likely to achieve virologic suppression, and were less likely to change
tropism than those screened with non-R5 virus.
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Figure 6.9: Median Decline in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Maraviroc Once-Daily Recipients

Figure 6.9: Median Decline in Plasma Viral Load from Baseline in Maraviroc Once-Daily Recipients.
The viral load changes for patients in the discontinued
maraviroc once-daily (QD) arm. The red line indicates those for whom deep sequencing indicated non-R5 HIV at screening. The solid green line indicates those patients classifed as
having R5 HIV at screening, with patients censored when they were switched to maraviroc twice-daily dosing. The dashed green line indicates the same patients as the R5 group, but
with continued follow-up after switching to twice-daily from once-daily dosing.
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Deep sequencing also had similar performance to ESTA, which is widely used in the clinic. Virologic
responses were similar between groups that had discordant results by either assay, suggesting that
neither assay is signifcantly more “correct” than the other. Interestingly, the decline in viral load
from baseline was greater than 2 log 10 copies/mL even in the maraviroc-treated non-R5 group. This is
likely due to the activity of the background zidovudine-lamivudine, and perhaps some residual
activity of maraviroc.

The additional clinical utility of deep sequencing over standard population-based sequencing was
not clearly demonstrated in this study, despite a possible trend in a previous study in treatmentexperienced patients 348. In fact, concordance was over 90% between the methods in the current study,
though the sensitivity of population-based sequencing remained low relative to deep sequencing. A
common critique of bioinformatic algorithms for HIV tropism is that most are trained primarily on
clade B sequences. However, the deep sequencing genotypic assay presented here performed
similarly to the phenotypic ESTA assay in MERIT, including in non-clade-B-infected patients, lending
confdence to the utility of this approach in such populations (see also 378).

Some limitations of this study and the use of deep sequencing should be acknowledged. The MERIT
trial itself only included patients pre-screened as having R5 HIV by the original Trofle assay, so an
analysis of maraviroc treatment in an antiretroviral-naïve population infected with non-R5 virus by
the Trofle assay was not possible, though an analysis of deep sequencing in a non-R5 treatmentexperienced trial has been published

348

and is presented in Chapter 3. The pre-screening of these

patients may also have diminished the ability to demonstrate improved tropism prediction of any
assay over any other given the small number of patients re-screened as having non-R5 HIV. The
analysis of the maraviroc QD arm should also be examined with caution given the small number of
patients continuing once-daily maraviroc treatment. Finally, the deep sequencing method itself is
costly in both time and capital, which currently limits its utility in clinical settings.

Overall, deep sequencing is a useful tool for distinguishing between probable responders and nonresponders to maraviroc. This high sensitivity method performed similarly to ESTA, which is
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currently the most commonly used clinical phenotypic tropism assay. Had deep sequencing been
used to screen patients, maraviroc would have likely been found to be non-inferior to efavirenz in the
MERIT trial.

The next and fnal chapter of this thesis will summarize the fndings of the previous chapters, and
remark on conclusions and future implications that these results may have within the HIV treatment
feld.
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Chapter 7:
7.1

General Discussion & Conclusions

Thesis Summary & Overall Conclusions

This thesis described a number of aspects of HIV tropism. Next-generation sequencing was used to
better evaluate coreceptor usage and its clinical relevance in patients treated with medication that
specifcally antagonizes the HIV-1 coreceptor, CCR5. This approach was able to accurately determine
HIV tropism in a number of patient populations, including an observational cohort, and a total of
four large-scale, randomized clinical trials of the CCR5 antagonist maraviroc. Deep sequencing either
met or surpassed the performance of a number of alternative tropism assays, including populationbased sequencing, the original Trofle assay, and the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle assay.

This approach could both accurately quantify the coreceptor usage of patients’ viral populations as
well as predict the virologic responses that those patients would experience while receiving treatment
with maraviroc. Next-generation sequencing could be performed using both the plasma and
peripheral blood mononuclear cell compartments to test either HIV RNA or DNA. Patients with
CXCR4-using HIV as assessed by next-generation sequencing had smaller viral load declines on
maraviroc, were less likely to achieve a suppressed viral load, and were more likely to switch
phenotypic tropism results to non-R5 while on maraviroc-containing regimens. Furthermore, in a
majority of cases, the pre-treatment assessments were phylogenetically related to the viral outgrowth
populations following maraviroc administration, indicating that the CXCR4-using variants detected
prior to treatment with maraviroc did in fact give rise to those which would later emerge during
treatment failure.

A major advantage of the use of next-generation sequencing in the treatment of HIV is the flexibility
of the technique. Not only can it be used to assess viral coreceptor usage, it can also simultaneously
quantify drug resistance to all known classes of antiretrovirals. Increasingly, there are opportunities
to sequence the entire genome of HIV on a single next-generation sequencing platform. Moreover, the
genome or exome of the host may also be sequenced in parallel with the virus, enabling clinicians to
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gain insight into potential genetic factors that may influence response to therapy or risk for adverse
events. This flexible and high-output approach is now standard-of-care for HIV tropism
determination in many settings including Canada and much of Europe. It will likely also become
increasingly used to quantify other types of drug resistance in order to further personalize and tailor
HIV treatment to the individual patient.

7.2
7.2.1

Specific Conclusions of the Thesis
Conclusions for Chapter Two

Chapter 2 provided the foundation for all of the studies detailed in the subsequent chapters It
established that genotypic tropism testing was viable for predicting phenotypic assay results. This
study also established that higher sensitivities for detecting CXCR4-using HIV could be achieved
through the use of triplicate amplifcation methods and deep sequencing. The bioinformatic
algorithms used to infer coreceptor usage were observed to vary in their outputs with phenotypic
tropism results, such that it was feasible to assign them classifcation cutoffs. Furthermore, both the
plasma RNA-based and peripheral blood mononuclear cell DNA-based amplifcations gave useful
results. The methodologies were performed in patients from the observational cohort HOMER, and
were validated in a small subset of patients from the MOTIVATE clinical trials of maraviroc.

7.2.2

Conclusions for Chapter Three

Chapter 3 examined an extensive dataset of patients enrolling in the phase III clinical trials of
maraviroc in treatment-experienced participants. Using 75% of the dataset, cutoffs for the
bioinformatic algorithms and the allowable percentage of CXCR4-using variants were established by
optimizing against phenotypic tropism assay results and virologic responses to maraviroc between
baseline and week eight. For deep sequencing, the primary cutoffs established for defning X4 HIV
were a PSSM cutoff of ≥-4.75 and a geno2pheno cutoff of ≤3.5. A sample was defned as non-R5 if 2%
or more of the viral sequences were classifed as CXCR4-using by either of the optimized algorithms.
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These cutoffs were confrmed in the remaining quarter of patients in the dataset. Compared to the
sensitivity of X4 detection with population-based sequencing in Chapter 2 (69%-75%), the sensitivity
of next-generation sequencing relative to the phenotypic Trofle assay was 84%, with comparable
specifcity. More importantly, next-generation sequencing was able to predict virologic responses to
maraviroc in all three of the clinical trials examined. Deep sequencing predicted viral load declines,
rates of virologic suppression, and rates of tropism changes while on maraviroc. It was superior at
predicting these responses than either the original Trofle assay or population-based sequencing.
Results were reproducible when the samples were processed at an independent laboratory, and were
comparable to the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle assay, where these results were available.

There has been past criticism that the true performance of next-generation sequencing for HIV
tropism cannot be determined from the maraviroc trials described in Chapter 3

234,354

. This has been

levelled at the fact that patients were pre-screened using the original Trofle assay, and thus are not
representative of a general treatment population. Importantly, however, this thesis demonstrates that
very similar results were obtained when analyses were restricted to the unbiased sample set which is
described in Section 3.3.8 and Figure 3.14. The patients selected for this unbiased data set were all
treated regardless of their tropism status. Thus, the composition of this dataset was not impacted by
screening. Even in this unbiased dataset, deep sequencing was an excellent predictor of virologic
outcomes on maraviroc and was comparable to the Enhanced Sensitivity Trofle Assay. Furthermore,
similar results were obtained by an independent laboratory which replicated these methods on the
same dataset.

7.2.3

Conclusions for Chapter Four

The majority of the work presented in Chapters 2 and 3 focussed on using plasma HIV RNA from
viraemic individuals. Chapter 4 differs from but expands on the previous chapters because it presents
results obtained from HIV DNA derived from peripheral blood mononuclear cells rather than free
virions. Approximately 2% of the overall lymphocyte population is present in the systemic circulation
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at any one time 61, and these can be obtained during a blood draw. HIV DNA may be integrated in the
cells’ chromosomes, or may otherwise be associated with them (e.g., episomal DNA or recently
reverse-transcribed viral genomes). Since the HIV DNA is used as template for new viral progeny, it
represents useful alternative material for assessing HIV tropism. A tropism test is strongly
recommended for patients about to start maraviroc-containing regimens

. However, in order to

67

perform an RNA-based tropism test, plasma viraemia must be high enough to have suffcient
material. For patients with lower or suppressed viral loads, only the cellular compartment may have
enough material available for testing.

Chapter 4 evaluates this DNA-based tropism method and offers a comparison with RNA-based
methods. Broadly, these methods performed very similarly, and DNA-based tropism testing was
shown to be a good indicator of successful treatment with maraviroc. In a subset of patients however,
it appeared that where DNA- and RNA-based methods gave discordant results, that the RNA-based
results tended to be slightly more indicative of therapy success. A major success of this study was
that it directly helped to inform the design of an international clinical trial. The MARCH study is a
randomized clinical trial designed to evaluate the utility of DNA-based tropism testing in
virologically-suppressed individuals on antiretroviral therapy 344,346.

7.2.4

Conclusions for Chapter Five

Chapter 5 examines the longitudinal changes in HIV coreceptor usage as assessed by genotypic
tropism assays and next-generation sequencing. The study fnds that a majority of patients who
experience a change in tropism on maraviroc harboured CXCR4-using HIV prior to treatment and
that this can be detected with next-generation sequencing. Furthermore, the study confrms that the
viral population present at treatment failure is phylogenetically related to and is likely derived from
the pre-treatment CXCR4-using population. This is important because it provides evidence that the
pre-treatment viral species are not merely artifacts of the next-generation sequencing methodology,
but represent the actual viral populations which undergo selection by maraviroc.
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The experiments performed in Chapter 5 also revealed an intriguing aspect of maraviroc failure.
There were two distinct patterns of failure. Tropism changes were accompanied by a number of
mutations in the V3 loop and a massive increase in the proportion of non-R5 variants. In contrast,
where virologic failure was not associated with a tropism change, there were few, if any, changes in
V3 and the proportion of non-R5 variants remained low at both screening and failure. These changes
were so distinct and drastic that while X4 variants could only be detected at low levels by deep
sequencing at screening, they could be easily detected at failure by standard population-based
sequencing due to their massive increase in prevalence.

7.2.5

Conclusions for Chapter Six

All previous chapters described the application of deep sequencing to treatment-experienced
populations. The fnal chapter applies this technology in a completely different population of
treatment-naïve patients entering the MERIT trial of maraviroc. Additionally, all previous analyses
were performed on patients with primarily subtype B HIV-1. Chapter 6 includes patients with other
subtypes of HIV-1. Interestingly, although deep sequencing was optimized on subtype B-infected,
treatment-experienced patients, it was still an excellent discriminator of responses to maraviroc in
treatment-naïve patients, many of whom were infected with non-subtype B HIV. Thus, the
methodologies appear robust to very different bioinformatic approaches, treatment populations, and
HIV subtypes.

Next-generation sequencing had similar performance to ESTA in this population. Also, a
retrospective non-inferiority analysis of the trial indicated that had deep sequencing been used to
screen patients entering MERIT, the maraviroc arm would have likely been found to be non-inferior
to the efavirenz arm of the trial. Where results were discordant between assays, again next-generation
sequencing tended to give better results relative to ESTA or population-based sequencing.
Furthermore, when the once-daily maraviroc arm was retrospectively re-tested using next-generation
sequencing, the virologic responses in this arm were similar to those of the twice-daily arm. Hence,
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better tropism screening of the maraviroc once-daily arm may have preventing its early termination
by the study’s data, safety and monitoring board.

7.2.6

Summary of Specific Conclusions

Overall, this thesis establishes that next-generation sequencing is a useful tool in the clinical
treatment of HIV infection. It can be used to accurately assess HIV tropism from both the plasma
RNA and cellular DNA compartments. The coreceptor usage assessments by next-generation
sequencing are similar, if not superior to population-based sequencing and two versions of a
phenotypic tropism assay. The data obtained with this high-sensitivity genotyping approach can be
used to predict several independent outcomes on therapy, including viral load declines and
suppression, as well as phenotypic changes in HIV tropism over time. In most cases, the variants
detected by next-generation sequencing are those which experience drug selection pressure, and
contribute to treatment failure. Deep sequencing is therefore a highly detailed, clinically relevant, and
predictive application of next-generation sequencing, and provides valuable insight into the
treatment of HIV infection.

7.3

Future Directions & Applications

There are a number of applications and research avenues which can build upon the results described
in this thesis. Importantly, the studies described in this thesis have been key in implementing nextgeneration sequencing into HIV treatment. In fact, since beginning these studies, the use of nextgeneration sequencing to determine HIV-1 tropism has now become the standard-of-care for HIV
therapy, and is recommended by expert guidelines panels including the United States Department of
Health and Human Services 276,277,379.

The bulk of the above detailed studies were performed using an earlier example of a next-generation
sequencing platform, the Roche/454 Life Sciences Genome Sequencer FLX. As cited in Chapter 1,
there are a number of other platforms which can generate similar results, but differ in their chemistry
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. As the feld progresses, these platforms tend towards having increasingly long sequence

244,246–248,321

read-lengths, higher read depths, lower error rates, lower costs per base, and faster turn-around
times. Developments in single molecule and real-time sequencing herald exciting and unforeseeable
advancements in next-generation sequencing 253,380. Thus, there will surely be an increasing number of
applications of next-generation sequencing in a vast array of felds, including HIV. Future
implementation of next-generation sequencing must include transition from older platforms such as
the GS-FLX to newer ones. This must also include validation that the new methods are comparable to
the previously adopted ones.

There are already a number of interesting applications of next-generation sequencing in HIV infection
other than for determining coreceptor usage. For example, next-generation sequencing has been used
for detecting drug resistant HIV or hepatitis C virus; for investigating viral coinfections; for studying
the development of HIV neutralizing antibodies; and for more accurately determining linked HIV
transmissions

. Human genetic testing to personalize medical treatment is also possible with

234,381–384

next-generation sequencing

, and the above applications combined with others have high potential

254

to lead to better treatment for people living with HIV.

Although this thesis specifcally focuses on the application of next-generation sequencing to
determining HIV tropism, the approach itself is readily transferrable to other types of antiretroviral
drug resistance and viral evolution in general. The thesis candidate has also used deep sequencing in
such a context. For example, deep sequencing can be used to detect drug resistance mutations in
protease, reverse transcriptase, and integrase

. It can be used to monitor longitudinal evolution

237,385,386

of HIV after transmission of drug resistance, and this may have implications on the ftness costs of
various mutations

. Deep sequencing can also be used to monitor viral evolution upon resumption

385

of antiretroviral therapy, though does not appear to have much utility to detect possibly archived
historic mutations

. Finally, deep sequencing can be used to probe evolution within genes not

386

currently associated with drug resistance, and the candidate has performed experiments to evaluate
co-evolving sites within HIV-1 nef 387.
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In addition to providing insight into treatment with maraviroc, the candidate has also used deep V3
sequencing to assess viral tropism in untreated individuals

. This can provide insight into viral

161,164

evolution and coreceptor switching. Deep V3 sequencing can also potentially be used to investigate
the hypothesis that CXCR4-using HIV may be protective against the development of breast cancer via
interaction with CXCR4-expressing tumour tissue

. The approach is also useful in treatment with

388,389

other CCR5 antagonists, including vicriviroc and cenicriviroc 110,111,317,390.

Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) or post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) regimens containing maraviroc
have been investigated for the prevention of HIV transmission

. Microbicide formulations and

391,392

vaginal rings containing maraviroc have also been considered as biomedical prevention technologies
. Success with these prevention strategies will likely be contingent upon the exposing virus being

393–395

CCR5-using, which appears to be common for the majority of HIV transmissions
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. Cases in which

transmission still occurs could be examined using deep V3 sequencing, and may provide additional
insight. For instance, it could be used to determine whether a donor harboured CXCR4-using virus
which was transmitted to the recipient. Furthermore, next-generation sequencing could be used to
retrospectively examine a recipient’s viral population to determine whether they were infected with a
CXCR4-using virus, and also to examine how this virus evolves under maraviroc pressure during
early infection prior to diagnosis. Finally, the absence of detection of any CXCR4-using virus by deep
sequencing could indicate that non-adherence was the primary cause of transmission under
maraviroc PrEP or PEP, rather than exposure to non-R5 virus.

A number of novel approaches to actually cure HIV infection have involved the CCR5 gene. The frst
well-documented cure of HIV was published in 2009, with a follow-up confrmation study two years
later

352,396

. These studies described an HIV-infected patient who underwent stem-cell transplantation

for treatment of acute myeloid leukemia. The donor material was remarkable in that it was
specifcally selected from an individual who was homozygous for the CCR5 Δ32 allele, which confers
near total resistance to HIV infection. Following successful transplantation and cessation of
antiretroviral therapy, HIV RNA and DNA remained persistently undetectable in the patient several
years after the initial procedure, and there was signifcant immunological recovery

396

. Deep
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sequencing was performed on a sample from the patient prior to achieving an undetectable viral
load, and the proportion of non-R5 variants was 2.9%

352

, a value which is provocatively close to the

cutoff established in this thesis. It is possible that if such a procedure were attempted in the future on
a patient with a higher proportion of non-R5 variants, that a cure might not be achieved in this
context. Hence it may be prudent to perform deep sequencing in these cases in order to confrm the
patient’s R5 HIV status prior to transplantation. Recent attempts at replicating this cure have
indicated that the defective CCR5 allele seems to be a crucial part of achieving long-term
remission/cure, rather than the stem cell transplant itself 397.

Partially based on the fndings of the stem cell transplant cure, there have been efforts at mimicking
the stem-cell cure using gene therapy which targets CCR5

. Generally, these approaches have

351,398–400

involved direct modifcation of the genomes of stem cells drawn from HIV-infected patients. Using
enzymatic proteins such as zinc-fnger nucleases, the CCR5 gene can be disrupted, and the modifed
cells can be infused back into the patient. Cells where CCR5 has been disrupted will express lower
concentrations of CCR5 on their surfaces, and will be less susceptible to HIV infection. Again,
however, there may be a requirement for a very low proportion of non-R5 HIV variants in these
patients in order for the procedures to work. Therefore, deep V3 sequencing may also be used in
these situations to identify the best candidates.

Next-generation sequencing has revolutionized the ability to describe and evaluate the viral
populations within HIV-infected individuals. Pre-existing minority variants can be selected by
suboptimal antiretroviral therapy, and lead to treatment failure. However, deep sequencing can
accurately detect such variants, and this information can be used to predict whether a patient will
respond to their regimen. Not only can next-generation sequencing lead to personalized treatment for
HIV, it may also act as a component in strategies aimed at curing HIV infection entirely.
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Appendices

Appendix I:

Primers for Chapter 2

Population-based sequencing primers:
Standard, population-based sequencing from HIV RNA
First-round PCR primer, forward: 5' GAGCCAATTCCCATACATTATTGT 3’
First-round PCR primer, reverse: 5' TAAGTCTCTCAAGCGGTGGTAGCTGAA 3'
Second-round PCR primer, forward: 5' TGTGCCCCAGCTGGTTTTGCGAT 3'
Second-round PCR primer, reverse: 5' GGATCTGTCTCTGTCTCTCTCTCCA 3'

Standard, population-based sequencing from HIV DNA
First-round PCR primer, forward: 5' GAGCCAATTCCCATACATTATTGT 3’
First-round PCR primer, reverse: 5' TGTGCCCCAGCTGGTTTTGCGAT 3'

Second-round PCR primer, forward: 5' AGCACAGTACAATGTACACATGG 3’
Second-round PCR primer, reverse: 5' GAAAAATTCCCTTCCACAATTAAA 3’

Population-based sequencing primers
Sequencing primer, forward: 5' AATGTCAGYACAGTACAATGTACAC 3’
Sequencing primer, reverse: 5' GAAAAATTCCCTTCCACAATTAAA 3’

Deep sequencing primers:
Deep sequencing from HIV RNA
Second-round PCR primer, forward: 5’AATGCCAAAACCATAATAGTACA 3’
Second-round PCR primer, reverse: 5'GAAAAATTCCCTTCCACAATTAAA 3’
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Deep sequencing from HIV DNA
Second-round PCR primer, forward: 5’ AATGCCAAAACCATAATAGTACA 3’
Second-round PCR primer, reverse: 5' GAAAAATTCCCTTCCACAATTAAA 3’

Deep sequencing fusion primer
5' GCCTCCCTCGCGCCATCAG 3’

Deep sequencing barcode tags:
(A) ACGAGTGCGT; (B) ACGCTCGACA; (C) AGACGCACTC; (D) AGCACTGTAG; (E)
ATCAGACACG; (F) CGTGTCTCTA; (G) CTCGCGTGTC; (H) TAGTATCAGC; (I) TCTCTATGCG; (J)
TGATACGTCT; (K) TACTGAGCTA; (L) ATATCGCGAG.

Example deep sequencing complete forward primer, tag A:
(fusion, then barcode A, then PCR primer)
5'GCCTCCCTCGCGCCATCAGACGAGTGCGTAATGCCAAAACCATAATAGTACA3’
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Appendix II:

Thermal Cycler Protocols for Chapter 2

RT-PCR:
30’@52°C; 2’@94°C; 40 cycles of (15”@94°C, 30”@55°C, 1’30”@68°C); 5’@68°C

2nd round PCR for standard sequencing:
2’@94°C; 35 cycles of (15”@94°C, 30”@55°C, 1’@72°C); 7’@72°C

2nd round PCR for deep sequencing:
2’@94°C; 35 cycles of (15”@94°C, 30”@55°C, 50”@72°C); 5’@72°C
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Appendix III:

Primers for Chapter 3

Primers for deep sequencing
First-round PCR primer, forward: 5' GAGCCAATTCCCATACATTATTGT 3’
First-round PCR primer, reverse: 5’ GCCCATAGTGCTTCCTGCTGCTCCCAAG AACC 3’

Second-round PCR primer, forward: 5’ AATGCCAAAACCATAATAGTACA 3’
Second-round PCR primer, reverse: 5' GAAAAATTCCCTTCCACAATTAAA 3’

Fusion primer
5' GCCTCCCTCGCGCCATCAG 3’

Deep sequencing barcode tags:
(A) ACGAGTGCGT; (B) ACGCTCGACA; (C) AGACGCACTC; (D) AGCACTGTAG; (E)
ATCAGACACG; (F) CGTGTCTCTA; (G) CTCGCGTGTC; (H) TAGTATCAGC; (I) TCTCTATGCG; (J)
TGATACGTCT; (K) TACTGAGCTA; (L) ATATCGCGAG.
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Example of complete deep sequencing forward primer, tag A:
(fusion primer, then barcode A, then PCR primer)

5'GCCTCCCTCGCGCCATCAGACGAGTGCGTAATGCCAAAACCATAATAGTACA3’

Primers for population-based genotyping
First-round PCR primer, forward: 5' GAGCCAATTCCCATACATTATTGT 3’
First-round PCR primer, reverse: 5’ GCCCATAGTGCTTCCTGCTGCTCCCAAG AACC 3’

Second-round PCR primer, forward: 5' TGTGCCCCAGCTGGTTTTGCGAT 3’
Second-round PCR primer, reverse:

5' TATAATTCACTTCTCCAATTGTCC 3’

Sequencing primer, forward: 5’ AATGTCAGYACAGTACAATGTACAC 3’
Sequencing primer, reverse: 5' GAAAAATTCCCTTCCACAATTAAA 3’
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Appendix IV: Description of Deep Sequencing Data Processing
Pipeline

The output from the Genome Sequencer FLX platform was processed using a custom pipeline of
Ruby and Python scripts. Identical nucleotide reads were merged into "variants" and the number of
reads per variant was recorded. Variants were sorted by multiplexing tag and primer, tolerating a
maximum of three nucleotide mismatches from the known primer sequence. No differences were
tolerated in the tag sequences.

A sample-specifc consensus sequence was generated from the three most abundant variants with a
given tag and primer combination. Subsequently, all variants in the tag and primer-defned set were
aligned pairwise against this consensus sequence, trimmed to the env V3 region, and screened for
insertions and deletions that induced shifts in the reading frame.

Geno2pheno scores were calculated from the V3 sequences by aligning the amino acid translation
against the geno2pheno reference sequence and scoring the residues at each reference position
according to the geno2pheno support vector machine classifer. Any V3 protein sequences that (1)
contained a stop codon; (2) contained residues other than cysteine on the 5' or 3' termini; or (3)
comprised fewer than 33 or more than 40 residues did not receive a score. Samples with fewer than
750 reads were discarded and resequenced.
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Appendix V: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Small Pre-Treatment X4
Population Related to the Failure Sequence.

Appendix V: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Small Pre-Treatment X4 Population Related to the Failure Sequence
Screening sample: 0.1% X4 by deep sequencing, and R5 by ESTA
Failure sample: X4 by population-based genotype and Dual/Mixed by the original Trofle assay.
X4 sequences are shown in red, R5 sequences are shown in green, and the failure sequence is shown in blue.
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Appendix VI: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Small Pre-Treatment X4
Population Related to the Failure Sequence

Appendix VI: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Small Pre-Treatment X4 Population Related to the Failure Sequence
Screening sample: 2% X4 by deep sequencing, and R5 by ESTA
Failure sample: X4 by population-based genotype, and X4 by original Trofle assay.
R5 sequences shown in green, X4 sequences shown in red, failure sequence shown in blue.
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Appendix VII: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Small Pre-Treatment X4
Population Related to the Failure Sequence

Appendix VII: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Small Pre-Treatment X4 Population Related to the Failure Sequence
Screening sample: 5% X4 by deep sequencing, and Dual/Mixed by ESTA
Failure sample: X4 by population-based genotype, and X4 by original Trofle assay
R5 sequences shown in green, X4 sequences shown in red, failure sequence shown in blue.
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Appendix VIII: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4
Population Related to the Failure Sequence

Appendix VIII: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4 Population Related to the Failure Sequence
Screening sample: 56% X4 by deep sequencing, and R5 by ESTA
Failure sample: X4 by population-based genotype, and Dual/Mixed by original Trofle assay.
X4 sequences are shown in red, R5 sequences are shown in green, and the failure sequence is shown in blue.
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Appendix IX: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4
Population Related to the Failure Sequence

Appendix IX: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4 Population Related to the Failure Sequence
Screening sample: 92% X4 by deep sequencing, and R5 by ESTA
Failure sample: X4 by population-based genotype, and Dual/Mixed by original Trofle assay.
R5 sequences shown in green, X4 sequences shown in red, failure sequence shown in blue.
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Appendix X: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4
Population Related to the Failure Sequence

Appendix X: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4 Population Related to the Failure Sequence
Screening sample: 97% X4 by deep sequencing and R5 by ESTA
Failure sample: X4 by population-based genotype, and Dual/Mixed by original Trofle assay.
X4 sequences are shown in red, R5 sequences are shown in green, and the failure sequence is shown in blue.
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Appendix XI: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4
Population Related to the Failure Sequence

Appendix XI: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient with a Large Pre-Treatment X4 Population Related to the Failure Sequence
Screening sample: 99.9% X4 by deep sequencing, and Dual/Mixed by ESTA
Failure sample: X4 by population-based genotype, and Dual/Mixed by original Trofle assay
R5 sequences shown in green, X4 sequences shown in red, and failure sequence shown in blue.
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Appendix XII: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient for Whom Deep Sequencing Failed to
Detect a Pre-Treatment X4 Population Despite Failure with X4 HIV

Appendix XII: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient for Whom Deep Sequencing Failed to Detect a Pre-Treatment X4 Population Despite Failure with X4 HIV
Screening sample: 0% X4 by deep sequencing, and R5 by ESTA
Failure sample: X4 by population-based genotype, and Dual/Mixed by original Trofle assay
R5 sequences shown in green, failure sequence shown in blue.
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Appendix XIII:

Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient Who Failed with R5 HIV

Appendix XIII: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient Who Failed with R5 HIV
Screening sample: 0% X4 by deep sequencing, and Dual/Mixed by ESTA
Failure sample: R5 by population-based genotype, and R5 by original Trofle assay
R5 sequences shown in green, failure sequence shown in blue.
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Appendix XIV:

Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient Who Failed with R5 HIV

Appendix XIV: Phylogenetic Tree from a Maraviroc Recipient Who Failed with R5 HIV
Screening sample: 0% X4 by deep sequencing, and R5 by ESTA
Failure sample: R5 by population-based genotype, and R5 by original Trofle assay.
R5 sequences shown in green, failure sequence shown in blue.
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